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by Lance Tapley
In our two-part series, Part One discussed
personal survival in the Coronavirus Crisis:
how challenges in the wilderness resemble
our current challenge as animals who are
prey to a viral predator. Here, the topic is
survival with other
people when some of
them are predators.
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oly Christ! You
could die out here!”
That was a friend, gasping. It was ten below
and a steady, 30-mile-an-hour northwest wind
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broken, chipped or worn teeth at one appointment.
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blasted into us. Our group was skiing the
length of Wassataquoik Lake in Baxter State
Park. Blue and white, a mile and a
half long, imprisoned by stony
mountains, the lake had,
I imagined, the beauty of
the Ice Age. I half-expected
to see mammoths.
It also provided the worst
extended wind chill I had
ever faced. I knew that in the
spaces between my glasses and face
mask I would get frostbite. But stopping

by Ethan Andrews
n more certain times, people would occasionally ask us how a free newspaper
makes any money. More recently, we’ve
been hearing, “How can I support The Free
Press?”
For our first 35 years, the answer to both
questions was the same: We work with
businesses to get their messages out to the
public through advertisements, and those
ads cover the cost of printing the paper and
paying our small staff. If you want to support us, support the businesses who advertise with us. With loyal readers and advertisers, we made this equation work, even as
print newspapers around the country folded or were shelved in buyouts. Along the
way, we considered other ways of paying
the bills, but none seemed like the right fit.
At the same time, it wasn’t unusual for a
reader to leave a $20 bill on the counter as
a gesture of gratitude, or to send us a check
in the mail with a note expressing hope that
we would keep doing what we’re doing.
The coronavirus has changed everything
for all of us. Business as usual has been
up-ended. Many of our advertisers are not
open. This affects our revenue and makes
it hard for our readers to find the paper.
We think we’ve come up with a solution:
Starting this week, we’re making the
$20-on-the-counter a regular option for
readers who want to support The Free
Press directly. And lest you think we are
just putting our hat out for donations, there
will be perks, including having a copy of
the newspaper mailed to you every week.
Details are on page 4.
Rest assured, The Free Press will continue

Open with limited hours from 10 am to 2 pm until further notice.
a All Gift Certificates 15% off on future purchases a
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SOME HEROES WEAR CAPES.

OTHERS WEAR HEAD-TO-TOE
PERSONAL PROTECTION GEAR.
If ever there was a time to thank nurses, it’s now.
While many are staying safe by staying home,
you’re suiting up to care for those in need every day
on the front lines.
You’re the heart in the heat of the moment.
Putting in the shifts. Putting in the hours.
Being there when loved ones can’t be.
With a quiet grace and calm compassion,
you fight for the lives of your patients.
Because nursing isn’t a career, it’s a calling.
And we couldn’t be more grateful you answered it.
Thank you for everything you’re doing,
from everyone you’re doing it for.

YOU CARE FOR US. WE CARE ABOUT YOU.

THE FREE PRESS
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We’re Here for You!
LAST CHANCE TO SAVE UP TO 50% OFF PRE-2020 WOOD OR PELLET
STOVES! And Take $300 Off With Biomass Rebate! SALE ENDS MAY 15th
Jotul F-100 Nordic QT
Wood Stove

50%
Off

(2 Available)

Ravelli RV 80C pellet stove
in Parchment

SAVE

$700!
Burn Model Prices cannot
be combined with other discounts

Ravelli RV 100C pellet stove

in Bordeaux or Parchment!

SAVE

$900!

Ravelli Francesca pellet stove
in Anthracite!

SAVE

$600!

Open Tuesday-Saturday 9-5
www.mazzeosinc.com
sales@mazzeosinc.com
Located at 21 Farwell Drive (Rte. 90), Rockland 596-6496
OPEN AS
L
AN ESSENTIA
!
S
S
BUSINE

To our valued customers: We are currently observing a partial shutdown.
Our showroom is closed but we are available through phone and email.
You may visit our website, kelseysappliancevillage.com.
We urge everyone to follow the guidelines from health officials to
limit travel and maintain social distancing.
Stay safe everyone.
JOSEPH BERKENBILE
OWNER

890 WEST STREET (ROUTE 90), ROCKPORT

594-2929

email: kelseysappliance@roadrunner.com
kelseysappliancevillage.com
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From Offshore
by Eva Murray

Golf — or Something, Anyway

he Phone Man over there on the
other side of the room, taking a break
from bush-hogging and perusing the
local news on his computer, informs me that
“the Rockland Golf Club and the Goose River
Golf Club are opening.”

My husband has a peculiar relationship with golf. He
enjoys making light of its formality and protocol and associations with the idle rich, and he has never swung a golf
club in his life to my knowledge, but he is also strangely
drawn to it. You can’t really do a competent, thorough job
of poo-poohing something without paying at least a modicum of attention to it. Like most people, he found entertainment in the silly get-ups some of the old-timers (and
Payne Stewart) wore, the plus-fours and Argyles and such,
but I think he might actually find the whole game intriguing in a sort of self-contradicting way. I have caught him
watching short segments of the Masters on television, albeit
with insufficient reverence (“Retief Goosen. Now there’s a
name to go through school with!”) and watching the golfing tourists in Jackson, N.H., from the porch of our favorite
ramshackle old hotel.
We go there every couple of years for a night or two,
get some Irish Coffee and sit on the porch in rocking chairs
and either watch the bear at the dumpster or watch other
people play golf. This is New Hampshire golf. Last time
we were there one guy was teaching a small boy to play.
The small boy was wearing his Batman costume.
As you know, any big-time sporting event shown on TV
these days is going to be something from last year, or the
year before, or the Bronze Age, which is just fine for the
kind of sports fans we are, meaning not taking this stuff seriously at all. Maybe we’ll see some golf from back when
they really wore those plus-fours and Argyle socks.
Of course, I am not going to write about golf this week,
or any week, being as I am profoundly unqualified for
the job. I did write a column about golf once, specifically
about the one-hole, par-37 Matinicus Invitational in which
my two teenage kids and their friend Liam took a couple
of yard sale golf clubs and machetes out to see how many
strokes it would take to get a golf ball from the Steamboat
Wharf up the length of the island to the one golf hole
reputed to be somewhere on Henry Thompson’s lawn. The
answer is 37. They couldn’t find the hole so they dug a
new one.
Such is the extent of golf reportage from here.
However, in these days, in which we seek outdoor
recreation but ought to avoid any sort of crowding, as we
cultivate skills like waiting our turn, and exhibit an exceptional degree of patience, perhaps golf is just the ticket.
Golf, even for those of us unschooled in its finer points,
could find its moment in the sun. After all, that’s the idea,
right? A moment, or a couple of hours, in the sun? I am
told by folks more experienced in these things that much
of the appeal of amateur golf is drinks in the clubhouse
afterward. That happy hour, alas, would be messed up if the
bar is closed. On the other hand, isn’t there some steadfast
tradition of elegant little golf-bag flasks, highbrow and
sophisticated? If so, that might be a perfectly appropriate
and reasonably safe way to enjoy a beverage with our
buddies; we just have to be outside, spread around some
adequate distance apart, and perhaps making some effort
to play golf.
The big problem for me is all that decorum. We might
need some sort of back-country golf. Australian rules, that
sort of thing. Hockey-stick golf. Golf for Dummies. “Glof,”
according to the sloppy typist. Hey — that could be the new
acronym: GLOF, for “Golf-like Outdoor Fun” (no actual
golf skills required). You can be untutored, you can be
slovenly, you can even be good at golf. Or not. Bring a
machete, dig your own hole (but no, don’t do that at the
Rockland Golf Club or Goose River . . .). And all those people ready to pick fights in the streets just because they can’t
get their hair done have a great excuse. Their lack of the
perfect coiffure is not their fault; obviously, they’ve just
been golfing. Or gloffing.
In any case, 18 holes of Golf-like Outdoor Fun could be
exactly what we need to celebrate spring. We can drink with
our friends at a distance, let our hair be messy while pretending to still be stylish, manage a little exercise, and be
neither “locked down” nor “in public” but in some sort of mutually
agreed-upon compromise. Keep
your distance, BYOB, let your hair
down, play GLOF.
Eva Murray lives, works and
writes on Matinicus Island.
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For a number of years we have donated to AIO Food
Pantry here in Rockland. As the COVID-19 social distancing became the norm, I bought food not only for our own
household but for donating to the pantry. I saved up a
month’s supply only to read that there were new restrictions
governing donating. Only money. No more drop-offs.
Nowhere. Yet, to the best of my knowledge from watching
the news daily, food packaging is not harboring the coronavirus. Transmission is by respiratory and oral secretions.
We are a state with great food insufficiency issues and yet
we overlook the basic information that states food containers do not spread the virus, and wiping them down is an
easy extra-measure solution. Tossing them in the dump is
tragic. Our food insufficiency issues are real. Standard food
packaging does not transmit COVID.
Yesterday my husband and I walked downtown Rockland
and found a restaurant that was doing takeout only. We did
order, and in the course of the ordering the waitress acknowledged that the small potato chip bags that accompanied our
order were out-of-date. “March 2020,” she announced. She
also stated that a woman who had ordered before us refused
the chips because they were out-of-date. We did not refuse
them. Why would anyone discard food that was barely a month
out of date? How did we get to a place where someone would
think that a closed bag of chips one month past their date would
be a dump destination? And that thought led me to all the
examples of dates of expiration on food and drink, which
are then tossed in the garbage and into the dump. We are a
very spoiled nation when it comes to our food supply, and it
is a sad statement that we waste perfectly good food because
of a date system that does not accurately reflect the actual shelf
life of that product.
Judy Bicker, Rockland

Perfectly Good Food—

Humans tend to be impatient beings, and patience continues to be gravely tested during this time of pandemic.
There is a constant swirl of news updates that shift swiftly
from hopeful to frightening. No one wants to be out of work,
or constrained by face masks, or limited by contact distancing, or being in a state of panic by the natural breath exhalations of other humans. We chafe under these new rules.
But the explosion of “these are my rights” cries neglects the
counterpoint. With every right there exists an obligation or
duty. We are a society; we do not exist without the support of and connection to other human beings. If you accept
that the state allows the right to life there also exists the obligation not to expose that life to dangers, as well as an obligation to respect the life of others.
We do not have the testing data to realistically understand
the spread of this pandemic virus. It can hide behind the masking appearance of good health, while a simple breath sets it
free. Newer manifestations of infection symptoms continue
to be noted. It is not only the elderly and infirm who are at
risk. Younger people are not as immune as once thought. One
new consequence of the virus in younger people is an abnormally high risk of stroke. The infection may appear to be
improving and several days later shift to deadly. There is an
evolving record of post-disease after effects, and there is still
no firm assessment of whether immunity exists after contracting the virus, or for how long it might exist.
I understand the anger and the frustration, but not the willful choice to ignore science, to insult those who attempt to
protect our lives, and the arrogance to say that “personal
rights” supersede obligations to the protection of our collective society.
Linda Kristan, Alna

With Rights, Responsibility—

I am thankful to have a trustworthy and responsible governor that prioritizes the health of the people, over all else.
Had a so-called “business person” been elected as governor, one can only imagine where we might be in this crisis.
This current viral episode is likely only the latest of many
to come, illuminating the reality that we are the destroyers
of the planet’s natural systems.
The depopulation of humankind is the best chance for all
life to flourish, but we shall muddle forth, responding to
self-inflicted crises of our own construction and continue
on a merry path of destruction.
Had humans been imbued with the instinct to have an
undying respect towards our host planet, things would have
turned out much differently. Instead, we’ve chosen the path
of rampant and rabid consumption, in the name of competition, desire, envy, convenience and greed, as prescribed
in the Book of Bereishit — a misstep I name as “the dominion fallacy.”
If only we’d succeeded in challenging and suppressing
humans’ worst instincts. Instead, we chose to ignore our
critical thought and rational response process.
Stay the course, Governor Mills, and guide us through
these most turbulent of times to keep us safe.
May your leadership remain in stark contrast to those
who’d put economics before the sanctity of life. Brava!
Neil Krane, Thomaston

Gratitude to Governor Mills—
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to be free to anyone who can snap one up fast enough.
For those who want to help in nonfinancial ways, there
are other ways you can support us. The first is to do business with our advertisers, especially now when many have
had to make major changes to their normal business. Find
out how they are adapting and meet them halfway. The second is to request that we set aside a paper for you at our
office. If that one sounds weird, read on for an explanation.
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a paper and we will set aside a copy for you to pick up at
our Camden office each week. Requesting a paper gives us
a way to show the U.S. Postal Service that people want The
Free Press. That could qualify us for the discounted periodical class mailing rate, which in turn would allow us to
keep a larger share of the money we receive from paying
supporters.
You’ll be helping us, and you’ll never have to worry about
getting a copy of the paper. To become a requester, or for
any general questions, call (207) 596-0055 or email
freepress@freepressonline.com.
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Massive slaughterhouse closures are driving U.S. consumers to plant-based meat products, as sick workers pay
the price.
Tyson Foods, JBS USA, and Smithfield Foods, the largest
meat processors, have closed 17 plants, devastating rural
communities and threatening the nation’s meat supply. Production is already down by 25 percent.
In reaction, U.S. sales of plant-based meats surged by 265
percent, according to consumer data group Nielsen. Shares
of Beyond Meat, a prominent plant-based meat brand, rallied by 60 percent.
A Washington Post investigation found that coronavirus outbreaks in more than 48 U.S. meat-packing plants have sickened at least 3,300 workers and killed 17. The companies failed
to provide adequate protective gear to the workers and forced
some with COVID symptoms to keep working. USA Today
reports that more than 150 of the U.S.’s largest plants operate
in counties with the highest rate of coronavirus infection.
In addition to the generally accepted consumer health
argument for avoiding animal food products, the pandemic has now added the worker health element. Production of
plant-based meats requires much less labor and allows for
ample physical distancing.
We can all support the switch to healthy food on our next
visit to our supermarket.
David Lesterfield, Nobleboro

Safer, Healthier Meat—

Dear Senator Collins,
Had enough yet? What more will it take for you to disown President Trump? Haven’t the last few days (on top of
the last three years) been a powerful enough display that he
is totally unfit to serve in the office?
Trump’s performance as a medicine-show con man in the
daily White House briefings reached an appalling peak when
he encouraged ingesting disinfectant (i.e., mainlining Clorox)
to combat coronavirus. He was equally ready to use a sun-lamp
inside our lungs as a remedy. For weeks Trump extolled the
curative virtues of hydroxychloroquine, echoing Fox network
personalities until the FDA warned against the drug due to the
risk of heart damage. (Who profits from wider use of the drug?)
Trump’s messianic narcissism leads him to value his own
uninformed judgments over the advice of medical experts.
He does not tolerate staffers who disagree with his ignorant
and impulsive statements. A growing list of key medical
staffers have been fired for upsetting the president, including Dr. Nancy Messonnier, who correctly predicted the scale
of pandemic havoc, and Dr. Rick Bright, who led the CDC
effort to develop a vaccine but would not permit “unfettered public access to potentially dangerous drugs,” specifically Trump’s favorite, hydroxychloroquine. CDC Director
Robert Redfield was humiliated at a White House briefing
for saying that the virus would likely resurge next flu season.
While the president purged skilled staffers, he put unqualified personnel in leading roles. All-purpose son-in-law Jared
Kushner now heads a rival team of would-be experts in
response to the crisis. The early coordinator of the White
House Task Force was HHS Secretary Alex Azar, who
echoed Trump’s happy talk about having the virus “under
control.” Azar had no background in public health — he was
a lobbyist for Big Pharma. Azar in turn put his chief-of-staff,
Brian Harrison, in charge of the overall federal response to
the coronavirus on the basis of his career experience of six
years running a family business breeding Labradoodles.
Trump’s incompetence in dealing with the virus crisis is
now measured in 54,000-plus deaths and nearly a million
infected citizens. As usual, he blames everyone else rather
than face the magnitude of his failure. South Korea and the
U.S. both recorded their first virus fatality on the same day.
Since then, South Korea has had a total of 248 citizens die
from coronavirus while the U.S. death count continues to
mount in tens of thousands. If Trump, with ample warnings,
had acted promptly and effectively in January and February, medical statisticians calculate that some 80 to 90 percent of U.S. fatalities would have been prevented.
Senator Collins — in the face of his manifest incompetence in handling the virus crisis on top of countless other
instances of his profound unfitness to serve as president,
how can you continue to support the re-election of Donald
Trump? Your own reputation and your integrity have suffered irreparable harm by association with Trump.
In the 1950s, Margaret Chase Smith — Republican
Senator from Maine — spoke out to denounce Senator Joe
McCarthy and McCarthyism. I urge you to follow her example. Take a public stand against an incompetent and dangerous political leader in our day.
James Matlack, Camden

Take a Stand—

The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.

Okay. I think I’ve gotten over my future anxiety for this
week at least. But it brought to mind “The Blue Anchor,”
by American poet Jane Cooper, 1924–2007.
In it she says the future weighs down on her “like a wall
of light,” that it shines “like an empty room clean.” Before,
she lived by necessity, now she will live “like a survivor!”
Moving step-by-step into a new “fragile human settlement.”
She asks, can we all move without fear into a new clean,
bright life anchored by the “wingprint of the mountain,”
between blue sky above and the blue sea by our side?
Nancy Lloyd, Camden

Into a New Life—

I am as much of a doctor as the president, which is to say
not at all. I am a technical writer. As in his line of work,
when dealing with topics for which I have limited understanding the key to success is to find trustworthy experts
and rely on them.
Since early this year I have been trying to educate myself
on the Coronavirus. As far back as January 17, I found the
Imperial College (UK) Center for Research into Infectious
Diseases. I learned that the Chinese were probably lying about
the extent of the Coronavirus outbreak in Wuhan and that it
was already spreading outside China. We have to assume the
president was at least as well informed. I have three other
excellent sources of information: the COVID-19 Health Data
Unit in Washington State, which now seems to be the primary source of data for the Trump administration; the Coronavirus Tracking Unit at Johns Hopkins University; and a
brilliant researcher, Tomas Pueyo, who has published a series
of well documented COVID-19 papers on Medium.com.
Since January extensive data on the pandemic has been widely disseminated. We have understood the likely devastating consequences if countries with even minor COVID-19 outbreaks
do not initiate non-pharmaceutical intervention, commonly
referred to as NPIs. These are the lockdown measures we are
currently experiencing. But instead of science-based policies,
for weeks the president described concerns as a Democratic
“hoax,” and made comments such as: “Looks like by April, in
theory, when it gets a little warmer, it miraculously goes away.”
A March 16 Imperial College report, which predicted 2.2
million deaths in the USA if non-pharmaceutical interventions were not implemented, appears to be what triggered
President Trump into finally taking the pandemic seriously. Tragically, the six-week delay in initiating the lockdown,
from the end of January until mid-March, is costing us tens
of thousands of lives and mutiplying the economic misery
of the current shutdown.
We now have an orchestrated chorus of calls to lift lockdowns and return to business as usual. It is argued the
current economic disaster is more damaging than the consequences of opening up even though the latter will result
in a resurgence of the disease in hotspots around the country. The president has chimed in with: “We can’t have the
cure be worse than the problem.”
We are in a mess because of the delayed and often incoherent response to the pandemic. Until we have it under
control, and we have effective containment strategies to deal
with new hotspots the moment they are detected, any premature relaxing of the lockdown will restart the vicious
cycle of lives lost and economic damage. Tomas Pueyo
details the falsity of the notion we can have a healthy economy without first controlling the virus.
The South Koreans controlled it in weeks. New Zealand
has done it. The Chinese belatedly did it. Other countries
are closing in on successful containment. We have known
since January what must be done: test, trace, contain. But
to be successful it requires a coordinated federal government response, not throwing the buck back to state governors, with a massive increase in testing that immediately
detects new cases, coupled to a nationally coordinated
system of contact tracing and isolation. With this in place
we could safely reopen the economy.
Based on an assumption of premature relaxing of lockdown measures, in the past 10 days the COVID-19 Health
Data Unit has increased its projected death toll by a staggering 14,000 people. How many must die before the president
concentrates on the necessary test, trace, and contain measures instead of encouraging false hopes of prematurely ending lockdowns, calling for states with Democratic governors
to be “liberated,” and publicly ruminating on medically
unsound and dangerous miracle cures. His is a prescription
for extending the misery and intensifying the damage.
Nigel Calder, Newcastle

Prescription for Misery—

Is it true that the Trump administration received its first
solid rebuke from its base this week, when over 30 million Republicans refused to cash their $1,200 checks from
what they called a socialized government?
Robert Karl Skoglund, The humble Farmer,
St. George

Resist—

LETTERS continue page 18
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Just Saying ...
by Tom Sadowski

Guilt in the Age of Isolation

handful of people have confided in me
that they feel guilty with all this social
distancing, isolation and sheltering in
place. Even though I do not like to play the role
of confessor and, indeed, never made it through
seminary school, I would advise them that
stretching the rules and making minor social
contact, as long as precautions are taken, should
not make them feel guilty.

However, I have been quickly corrected that what makes
them feel guilt is not pushing the limits of the rules, but the
fact that they actually enjoy the distancing, isolation and
sheltering without all the social distractions.
Well, okay then. There is a
certain segment of the population that doesn’t mind all of
these constraints and feels liberated by limiting the social
noise we endure every day.
This particular demographic is generally older, secure
with their role in life, financially able to weather difficult
times, living with a spouse or
partner who does not tend
toward control, meanness, impatience or insanity, and they
are able to occupy themselves at home with projects, hobbies or home tasks that they have been unable to undertake because of all their social obligations. Some people,
like farmers, might see little difference in their lives given
the circumstances and . . .
Well, well, listen to me: I’m going on and on like the
president at a news conference just making things up and
hoping everybody listens. I’m no more an expert on demographics than our president is an expert on, oh I don’t know,
managing pandemics. But that is what I do: I put together
what I think is rational thought and readers can take it or
leave it. The only difference with the president is that when
people take seriously what I say, they don’t consider injecting bleach. Or, maybe they do.
Anyway, some citizens are not so enamored with sheltering in place. Understandably, you may feel this way if
recent government actions pushed you out of a job and the
ability to take public transportation. Perhaps you are confined to a less-than-stellar apartment that you use only for
sleeping and have a roommate whose first name escapes
you; maybe your fledgling business was suddenly shut down
along with the places you eat out and the pubs you visit regularly for business, entertainment and to find love.
So, it’s understandable that people who enjoy social
isolation feel a tad bit guilty. My sister, who I am not saying is one of the people who confided that she is enjoying
sheltering in place, has chickens, her pottery, the long-abandoned piano and artwork. I am not suggesting you get chickens, heavens no, but if you’ve forgotten that you have a
few egg layers out back, now is a good time to reacquaint
yourself with your fowl friends. Used pianos, on the other
hand, are dirt cheap. A little bleach on the keys and you’re
good to go.
For myself, I can’t outright say I enjoy it, but for some
of us quasi-hermits, it’s not too much different than it was
before.
I keep busy. I went and dug up the septic tank that needed some attention. I don’t intend to whitewash it or anything like that but it did need to be located and pumped and
re-plumbed to some extent. When I called the pumping service to inquire if they were still open, to my delight they
assured me that they are an essential business that helps
keep our economy as well as its byproducts flowing.
Somehow, I don’t feel the least bit of guilt working in
that hole on the sewer pipes. It gives me a chance to reflect
on our basic functions and ponder the future of humanity
as I probe the depths of the backyard. It’s peaceful; no one
comes around to bother me except my good neighbor Mike,
who stopped by twice to make sure I had not been overcome by sewer gas and, even then, he kept a distance. Who
wouldn’t?
Involuntary confinement is by nature disagreeable, but
an individual does have the power to turn it around, consider it voluntary and even enjoyable and productive. When
this level of self-determination is achieved, there is no need
to feel guilt that you’ve taken control of your own life.
This is an opportunity. Unwind, be kind, don’t practice
“Stairway to Heaven” on the piano, and remember that
bleach is not a medicine, it’s a cleaning product.
Contact the author by sending email, guiltfree, to sadowski@tidewater.net.
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In Rockland—

Waterfront Events Called Off
for 2020
1947. But after meetings with state and local

T

by Ethan Andrews
hree of Rockland’s major outdoor summer
events were canceled last week over concerns about COVID-19. Organizers of Maine
Lobster Festival, North Atlantic Blues Festival and Maine Boat and Home Show canceled
their 2020 events within a day of Governor
Janet Mills’ decision to extend a statewide stayat-home order until May 31 and her prognosis
of a slow return to business as usual.
In an April 28 Facebook message, Maine
Lobster Festival organizers said they had
been monitoring the pandemic in hopes of
holding the August event, which dates to

officials and consideration of state and federal CDC guidelines, they decided it was
safest to cancel.
The same day, Blues Festival promoter
Paul Benjamin canceled the 27th annual
installment of the event, which had been
scheduled for the second week of July. Benjamin said next year’s festival will feature
the artists who were booked for this year.
Maine Boats, Homes & Harbors Magazine
canceled its annual August showcase, the
Maine Boat and Home Show, on April 29.
Organizers of all three events said they
plan to return in 2021.

State Regulators Warn of Sharp
Increase in Financial Scams
Maine state financial regulators are receiving many calls from consumers complaining
about financial scams, an official said this
week.
“It’s as if scam artists went to their playbooks and pulled out every fraudulent
scheme that has ever worked,” said Will
Lund, superintendent of the Bureau of Consumer Protection, in a press release.
In the last 30 days, Maine residents have
reported the following internet, mail and phonebased scams to the staff at Lund’s office:
• Consumers received electronic invoices
for personal protective equipment they did not
order. Those who emailed the sender back to
complain were asked for personal and financial information “to process your refund.”
• Out-of-state, unlicensed debt collectors
contacted Maine residents to pursue nonexistent debts.
• Blackmail efforts, in which anonymous
email senders listed consumers’ computer or
email passwords and demanded payment to
prevent release of personal information.
• Realistic-looking facsimile checks mailed
to Maine residents by an unlicensed, out-of-

SEAGULL COTTAGE

state lender that even had “endorsement” signature lines on the backs. The checks were actually solicitations to apply for high-cost loans.
Consumers should be wary of any communication they did not initiate and never
respond to a solicitation, offer or threat by
email, phone or mail, Lund said. “If you
receive such a communication, contact a
trusted family member, share the news, and
then contact state consumer protection officials for help and advice,” Lund said.
“This is also an excellent time for consumers to change all their computer passwords,” added Lund.
Consumers can file complaints online at
the Bureau of Consumer Credit Protection’s
website, credit.maine.gov, or by calling (800)
332-8529.
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

Happy
Mother’s Day
May 10th!!

GIFTS

Large Selection of Jewelry Along
With Our Themed Baskets
Online at Facebook
Virtually Tour the Store
& Purchase
Call (207) 542-9429
Now through
Mother’s Day 11 am - 3 pm.

Barley Joe Farm
Telephone 273-6154 • Route 90, Warren, Maine

CELEBRATING

OF GROWING

~ Happy Mother’s Day ~

BY MOTHER’S DAY
HSTOP
WEEKEND, May 9 & 10

And Receive Your FREE Mother’s Day Gift
We can custom make your planter arrangements

8am-5pm
7 Days a Wee
k
Covid CDC
GuidelinOes
being followe
d

Waldoboro

Route 90

2 mi.

Barley
Joe’s
Rockland

6 mi.

“It’s worth the drive to find us on Rte. 90”
Camden

Rou
te 1

OPEN

We Care – No commercial pesticides are used on our plants.
We employ Integrated Pest Management practices.
Ready-Made Arrangements Available
Route 17

389 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND TEL. 594-9830

Gift Certificates

Route 131

Purchases will be available for
curbside pickup.
CDC Guidelines Followed

Route 1
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We appreciate your business.
Please come early because
we are limited in the amount
grown each year.
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Executive Order Allows Remote Notarizations

Gov. Janet Mills recently signed an executive order allowing remote notarization. The order temporarily suspends the
provisions of Maine law that require the physical presence
of a notary or witness, with certain exceptions. It will allow
Maine people, especially those who are elderly or have
underlying health conditions, to conduct business that
requires sworn statements or affidavits with minimal inperson interaction.
The provisions of Maine law that require the physical presence of a notary or witness are temporarily suspended with
the exceptions of solemnizing marriages; administering oaths
to circulators of state or local direct initiative or referendum

petitions and nomination petitions of candidates for electoral
office; and absentee ballots in state and local elections.
The order also establishes parameters to conduct remote
notarization services in order to safeguard the integrity of
transactions and the personal interests served by them. For
example, the notary and signatory must be located physically within the state and complete the act of notarization
or witnessing via two-way audio and video communication
to allow for direct interaction in real time. Specific standards are built into the order in an effort to continue access
to services through remote means while still protecting
the reliability of the acknowledgment.

Through UMaine Hutchinson Center

Registration Open for Online Professional
Development Programs
program is $650, and need-based scholGrant writing instructor
Jack Smith
Registration is open for two new online
professional development programs
through the University of Maine Hutchinson Center, 80 Belmont Avenue, Belfast.
The Grant Writing Certificate Program
with Jack Smith runs Monday to Friday,
May 18 to 22, and Public Speaking with
Tom Dowd is Wednesdays, June 3 and
10. More information about both programs is available at hutchinsoncenter.umaine.edu.
Instructor Jack Smith, M.P.A., shown
here, has taught over 1,500 grant writing
programs, including seven at the
Hutchinson Center. The five-day grant
writing course is offered from 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m., with breaks throughout the
day. Participants will earn a UMaine certificate in grant
writing, and 3.0 CEUs/30 contact hours are available. This
is the only Grant Writing Certificate Program that will be
offered at the Hutchinson Center in 2020. The cost of the

arships are available.
Distinguished Toastmaster Tom Dowd
will lead the two-part online version of
Practical Public Speaking for Business
and More from 6 to 9 p.m. In-person
versions of this program have been taught
at the Hutchinson Center three times previously and several more will be offered
in the fall. Dowd is a prize-winning
speaker, and an award-winning and Amazon best-selling author, trainer and coach.
The cost of the course is $125, and needbased scholarships are available.
These courses are the first two online
professional development programs to
be offered by the Hutchinson Center.
Those participating in the courses will
need access to reliable internet. Both
courses will be taught in real time. Inperson professional development programs will be available when UMaine campuses reopen.
For information or to request a reasonable accommodation, contact Michelle Patten, michelle.patten@maine.edu;
338-8002.

Maine Tourism, Poland Spring Create Relief
Fund for Tourism Businesses, Employees

The Maine Tourism Association and Poland Spring 100%
Natural Spring Water, part of the Nestlé Waters family, have
announced the launch of the Maine Tourism Relief Fund.
With a donation of $100,000 from Poland Spring and the
work of the Maine Tourism Association, one-time grants
will be made available to Maine’s tourism businesses and
employees who have been impacted by a loss of business
or decrease in income due to the COVID-19 crisis.
Subject to the availability of funds, a one-time grant of
$500 for individuals or $1,000 for businesses with fewer
than 50 employees will be disbursed directly to the applicant following the review and confirmation of eligibility,
within approximately seven days of the closing of the application process. Awards will be limited to one grant per
household.
The application period opened on Monday, May 4, and will
close on Friday, May 8. The grants are awarded through a lottery system of all eligible applicants. They are not awarded
on a first-come, first-serve basis, so applicants have time to
gather the required documents and complete the application.

More details, including the application form and information on how to donate to the fund to help Maine tourism
businesses, can be found by visiting mainetourism.com/
maine-tourism-relief-fund.
Stay-at-home orders mandated by the state have closed
restaurants, retail outlets, and attractions, and left small
motels and B&Bs empty. Camps, cottages, and outdoor
attractions have been forced to delay their season opening
— significantly reducing their opportunity to earn income.
These delays also prevent many Mainers from the seasonal employment many depend upon.
All of the money donated to the Maine Tourism Relief
Fund by, founded by Poland Spring and the Maine Tourism
Association, will be given directly to fund recipients.
In addition to Poland Spring, contributors to the fund
include Experience Maine and Bissell Brothers Brewing.
Both companies are selling Maine-made products and donating a portion of the proceeds to the fund. Links to their products can be found at mainetourism.com/maine-tourismrelief-fund/.

OUR ONLINE
STORE IS OPEN
FOR BUSINESS!
AVAILABLE FOR
VIRTUAL SHOPPING

Celebrate Mom with a gift from her favorite store.
Shop online and earn 25% back in Hopper Bucks
to spend in store when we reopen.

Karen M. Rizkalla, Broker/Owner
stgeorge-realty.com or karenriz.com
GREAT LOCATION – ROCKLAND

Updated 1910 home in great neighborhood for walking! Spacious
kitchen/den addition with updates plus mudroom, deck & Caldera
Spas hot tub. $305,000

PANORAMIC RIVER VIEWS – SOUTH THOMASTON

Room for gardens & extended family! Large kitchen, dining, living
room w/fireplace, sunroom & 2nd floor family room & many wood
floors. Fabulous 2 car garage with 2nd floor. $362,000

BUILDING LOT W/ BEACH ACCESS

ST. GEORGE - Beautiful & tranquil 2.13 acre lot on private road in
an area of fine homes, selectively cleared with gravel pad & driveway
already in place. Just 2.5 miles from Port Clyde & a short walk to the
deeded access path to a beautiful private beach. $77,500

ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT

Three story home with 208 feet of bold ocean frontage & views yet
gentle access to the shore for kayaking. Stone fireplace, wood stove
& 3rd floor loft room breathtaking ocean views! $637,000

ST. GEORGE WATERFRONT ON 3.8 ACRES

Monday-Friday, 9am-5pm
Saturday-Sunday, 10am-4pm
Call: 596-6156
Email: grassroc@gmail.com
Shop online 24/7 at:
grasshoppershopofrockland.com
400 Main Street, Rockland, ME

Timber frame home on beautiful 3.8 acre lot with 400 feet of salt-water
frontage on private, Ice House Cove with direct access to Deep Cove.
Wood floors, mature landscaping, timber frame art studio/garden shed &
more... $658,000
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Past Pandemics

We’ve Been Here Before

WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY A

by Mark Fourre, M.D.
s I witness the selfless commitments so many in our
communities are making in response to the COVID19 pandemic, I am reminded how we have responded to
past pandemics.
This is not the first pandemic to touch Midcoast Maine.
How Belfast responded to the Spanish flu of 1918–1919
offers an interesting window through which to examine
today’s COVID-19 experience.
From September 1918 to May 1919, there were 47,000
cases of Spanish flu reported in Maine and 5,000 deaths.
During this time, Belfast lost 35 residents to influenza and
1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME • 342-5697
related complications. The mounting death toll was enough
to prompt city leaders to act aggressively. From a report by
Dr. Orris S. Vickery, secretary to the Board of Health, in
the City of Belfast Annual Report 1918–1919:
weaversroadsidevariety@gmail.com
“The influenza epidemic, prevalent during the autumn
months, was so severe in other parts of the state, that after
a conference with our Mayor it was deemed advisable to
call a meeting of a number of the business men of the city,
to consider the question of closing indefinitely the schools,
churches and public places of amusements, as the Board did
not wish to assume the entire responsibility. It was the unanimous opinion, at this meeting, that such a procedure would
be proper under the existing conditions, and those places
were closed for approximately three weeks.”
What interests me about this passage is how it demonstrates the willingness of so many local people to embrace
the difficulties of daily life to make sacrifices and endure
hardships for the greater good.
156 Main Street
Of course, like today, not everybody in 1918–1919 was
RENEWAL
RENEWALARBORICULTURE
ARBORICULTURE
Rockland, Maine 04841
onboard with the actions the scientific and medical comConscientious
Care
Conscientious Care for your Trees
Telephone: 207-596-7476
munities deemed necessary, as evidenced in this passage in
for your Trees
Fax: 207-594-7244
the
same report:
From Apple to Spruce
From Apple to Spruce
“It
has been very difficult, many times, to make some
New plantings and
understand
that by obeying the health laws, it was a duty
New plantings
and
corrective
pruning
corrective pruning
which
they
as
individuals owed to the community. . . . I refer
Technical
cables
Technical support
support cables
to the many cases in which it was necessary for the Board
ComplexComplex
& difficult
removals
removals
to enforce the quarantine regulations.”
References
Available
References Available
Although this passage refers specifically to a scarlet fever
Arborist Peter Brady
outbreak in 1918, it is reasonable to imagine that it extend(207) 801-1642
ed to quarantine regulations related to the Spanish flu.
Arborist Peter Brady (207) 801-1642
renewalarboriculture@gmail.com
My first experience with pandemics occurred in the 1980s
Maine Licensed #FCL3285 & Insured
while
I was completing my medical training at the Uniwww.renewalarboriculture.com
versity of California San Francisco Emergency Medicine
Maine Licensed #FCL3285 & Insured
residency program at Fresno.
A mysterious illness that came to be known as AIDS had
emerged, and it was killing all who became infected. Moreover, it appeared to be a virus transmitted from one person to
another through the exchange of blood — including through
an errant needle stick or by exchange of bodily fluids. I had

BAKERY
CATERING
AGENCY LIQUOR STORE
Live Bait - Shiners

Stay
Healthy

=

experienced needle-stick injuries while working with patients
as had my fellow residents and medical students.
Many of the patients we worked with were transient,
which meant we were not going to be able to track and monitor them, and so we couldn’t reliably assess the risk of
our own needle-stick injuries. Instead, and this happened to
me on more than one occasion, we would have our blood
drawn immediately afterward to establish a baseline. Then
we would have a series of blood draws over the following
weeks to see if there were any changes. During this time,
you were presumed contagious, which affected your relationship with your family.
And of course we had to battle our own knowledge that
a positive result would be a death sentence. It would be fair
to say we were all scared.
But we and the rest of the medical community adapted.
Wearing gloves, once an exception, became the norm.
Researchers developed therapies to extend the lives of those
infected with HIV and continue to search for a cure and a
vaccine. And the world adapted, thanks in large part to the
educational efforts of governments, academic research centers and non-profits.
And yet, despite all that work, HIV/AIDS persists today.
As recently as 2018, 40 years after the pandemic started,
more than 1.7 million people contracted HIV and more than
700,000 people died of AIDS-related illnesses.
Overall, more than 74.9 million people have become
infected with HIV and more than 32 million have died from
AIDS-related illness since the pandemic began.
I bring this up in an attempt to put our current pandemic
in perspective.
On one hand you had the devastation of the Spanish flu,
which lasted less than two years but infected one-third of
the world’s population and killed, by some estimates, as
many as 100 million people. On the other hand, you have a
40-year-old pandemic in HIV/AIDS, which continues to
claim hundreds of thousands of lives each year and yet gets
very little attention.
During each of these pandemics, unemployment, social
isolation and the daily tracking of the death toll made life
almost unbearably difficult for many people, just as COVID19 threatens to do now. And yet those before us adapted
and eventually overcame their circumstances. They adopted new social norms long before the already outdated elbow
bump, and they invested in medical research. COVID-19
may be different from the Spanish flu and HIV/AIDS; but
those who endured earlier pandemics can show us the way
forward — and give us hope.
Mark Fourre, M.D., is president of Coastal Healthcare
Alliance, which includes Waldo County General
Hospital and Pen Bay Medical Center.

WBCN’s ‘American Revolution’ Doc Returns

The documentary film “WBCN and The American Revolution” will be available to stream online through Thursday, May 14, by visiting weru.org. Tickets are $8, and proceeds will be shared with community radio station WERU-FM
and Belfast’s Colonial Theatre as part of a nationwide campaign to support community radio and film and media arts
organizations during the pandemic.
“WBCN and The American Revolution” chronicles the
rise of the Boston radio station that became both a player
in and a platform for the rock ’n’ roll counterculture, passionate antiwar movement, and burgeoning civil rights,
women’s rights and gay rights movements in the late 1960s
and early 1970s.
The film includes fresh, first-person accounts by the

station’s staff and both newly filmed and archival material
featuring leading figures of the day, including Noam Chomsky, Jane Fonda, Jerry Garcia, Abbie Hoffman, Lou Reed,
Bruce Springsteen in his first radio interview, and Patti
Smith, performing with her band in her first live radio
broadcast.
All film rentals will include an invitation to join a free
online discussion, tentatively scheduled for Tuesday, May 12,
at 7 p.m., featuring the film’s director, Bill Lichtenstein,
WERU General Manager Matt Murphy, and Sally Kane,
chief operating officer of the National Federation of Community Broadcasters, regarding the importance of community radio and how media can create social change. Visit
weru.org to RSVP.

Virtual exhibits, too —

Penobscot Marine Museum Book Club

Penobscot Marine Museum in Searsport is hosting a book
club through its Facebook page, which also highlights the
museum’s archival photo collections and virtual exhibits.
The seventh (and last) book to be discussed as part of the
book club will be Maine native Sarah Orne Jewett’s 1896
novel, “The Country of the Pointed Firs,” which takes place
in a small coastal Maine town. Participants are asked to
post comments from Friday, May 8, through Thursday,
May 21. The work can be read online at no charge; find the

UnionAntique
Traders Co.
Old Fashioned Deals
Come see what’s “Old”
301 Common Rd., Union

975-1987

• Thurs., Fri., Sat. 9-4 •

link on the museum’s Facebook page.
Virtual exhibits include “Kosti Comes Home”; “Through
Her Lens,” which examines women photographers working at the turn of the 20th century; “The Carters and the
Lukes,” which explores two midcoast boatbuilding families; “20 Best,” a selection of photo archive highlights; and
“The Evolution of the Photo Snapshot.”
Video recordings of a number of past presentations and
speakers can be found by searching for the museum’s content on Vimeo.
For more information, visit penobscotmarinemuseum.org.

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED!
FULL REFUNDS UP TO
OPENING DAY
www.rileyschool.org/vacation-camps
vacationcamps@rileyschool.org
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to adjust my mask was out of the question. If I ceased skiing
hard, generating as much warmth as possible, I might get into
serious trouble. And if I got into trouble, the others would try
to help me. We were a team. But then they, too, would be at risk.
After the lake, out of the wind, we skied over forested
highlands. We found a big set of deer antlers lying on the
snow, their ends red with frozen blood. On an uphill with
my big pack, struggling to navigate craters of moose tracks,
I broke into a sweat. Now it was overheating that was dangerous because sweat-soaked clothes that froze when you
stopped would chill you dramatically.
Another friend raced ahead of me several times, then fell
back. I looked at his face. He was driven to these spurts,
I concluded, because he was cold.
“You need to put on more clothes,” I told him.
He resisted, but then stopped and grabbed a wool shirt
from his pack to wear over his too-light windbreaker. In a
short time, he calmed down.
“Thanks,” he said. “My judgment was off because I was
so cold.”
He returned the favor. Skiing with a headlamp after dark,
my glasses fogged over. I could barely see and stumbled
with my skis. We had been skiing for 12 hours and were
still miles from the bunkhouse. I couldn’t ski blind at night!
At one point my friend came up beside me.
“I can’t see!” I told him.
“You’re heating up too much,” he said. “Take off your face
mask.”
It was as simple as that. As soon as I removed the mask,
my glasses cleared. I thanked him. If I had been alone, my
brain — weakened from fatigue and sugar-depleted — could
have killed me.
Competition exists in wilderness expeditions, and the occasional jerk is mistakenly brought along, but teammates usually take care of each other in an unhesitating, honorable manner
— the way life should always be. “Helping someone else is the
best way to ensure your own survival,” writes Laurence Gonzales in “Deep Survival.” Besides the benefits of reciprocal
acts, helping others produces brain chemicals that reduce stress.
In the COVID-19 wilderness, plenty can be done to help
others, and some are doing it — for example, shopping
for disabled, sick, old, and poor people who don’t have cars.
The basic assistance is not to infect others. Even with no
symptoms, the disease may be in you. Washing hands, social
distancing, wearing face masks, and generally staying home
are the least we should do for others.
But some people resist these things. I understand that many
may be anxious to return to work in a society with a flimsy safety net. But the organized, right-wing crowds clamoring to immediately re-open the economy act as if they don’t understand that
without public health there is no economy. More shocking,
they apparently don’t care that they could be Typhoid Mary.
Helping others is almost automatic in intimate settings:
the wilds, a combat unit, maybe a neighborhood. But
humans, too, have always slaughtered others in great numbers all over the world. Helping people often doesn’t apply
to those outside of family, friends, community, nationality,
ideology, class, religion, ethnicity, or skin color.
But our choice between a narrow and a broad approach
to helping others is now at a crucial point. Basic human happiness and even survival are at stake.
A question of values
It’s unclear what the pandemic’s required isolation and other big societal changes will mean politically. But fearful, chaotic times are sometimes good for demagogues. We could head
toward more xenophobic, racist, nationalistic, and economicclass separation, as Donald Trump and his cronies encourage.
After reading about Germany in the 1920s and 1930s
— I highly recommend Hannah Arendt’s “The Origins of
Totalitarianism” and Julia Boyd’s “Travelers in the Third
Reich” — I realize that going further down a dark hole is
possible for Americans.
Hitler, an extremely talented predator, was able to cultivate and feed on the worst in people, and he achieved wide
support. Specifically, his support came from what Arendt
called the union of “capital” and “the mob” — the avaricious rich and a resentful, easily manipulated portion of the
working class. Sound familiar? It’s Trump’s base.
Greed and resentment — often a form of envy — are primitive and powerful. As animals, we’ve evolved to “amass
resources,” as biologists say. Yet these emotions can be tamed.
That’s a role of democratic institutions like the ballot box, legislatures, and the judiciary. Democracy didn’t work in Germany,
however, and although Americans are politically still some distance from 1930s Germany, it’s not working well here now.
Democracy here can be made to work better — with enough
activist energy applied to and within it, as occurred in our country in the 1930s. Times of crisis can also result in big reforms.
Activist stirrings within the Democratic Party and Green Party are promising, but it’s still uncertain if they can bring about
the nonviolent revolution needed to defeat the growing protofascism of which Trump is only a shaky spokesman. Imagine
what a more stable, less ignorant, cleverer Trump could do.
The revolution needed is fundamentally one of values. It’s
hard for the financially desperate to consider much else
besides getting by, but our current social pause could allow

many middle-class people to better appreciate non-economic values such as family, helping others, enjoying nature, reading and study, exercise, healthy food — and political activism.
Those are all alternatives to endless work and advertising-driven shopping; alternatives to economics as the beall and end-all of life. As long as economics — money
and materialism — is the most important value to Americans, the greedy will be a model and the poor scorned. And
we’ll keep destroying the environment for economic growth.
But polls have shown that middle-class Americans, who
decide elections, have been getting unhappier with the way
their lives are going. One reason is that growing income
inequality is hitting them, not just the poor. In the United
States, the top one percent in income now possess more
wealth than the bottom 80 percent.
The COVID-19 economic crisis could make society considerably more unequal because the big corporations and their
rich owners have the resources to survive it more easily, as
well as to make government continue to do their bidding.
But the unhappiness — including growing loneliness,
addiction, and suicide — comes from other sources, too.
The physical waste products of unrestrained production and
consumption — climate-destroying carbon dioxide and
many other pollutants — have produced what have become
known as “climate grief” and a more general environmental grief that has been around for a long time.
Our reflections in this historic pause should especially
dwell upon our connection to the environment. For example, the atrocious treatment of animals in a Chinese “wet
market” may have triggered the COVID-19 pandemic, as
it apparently did with the SARS epidemic.
But the dangerous exploitation of both animal and plant life
is a multinational, multifaceted phenomenon. The coronavirus
crisis is small compared to the Climate Crisis. The big questions
nowconcernthesurvivalofhumansandmuchotherlifeonearth.
Thus, the stakes couldn’t be higher. And the battle cannot be other than political. The greedy have gotten their way
by setting — buying — the political rules.
“In this possibly terminal phase of human existence,” Noam
Chomsky says, “democracy and freedom are more than just
ideals to be valued. They may be essential to survival.”
Surviving with honor
What’s the best attitude to have as we enter this ultimate battle? To me, the personal pursuit of social survival
brings up the matter of honor, that old-fashioned and sometimes justifiably criticized word. But I like the meaning in
the Wikipedia entry, which says, in part, that it’s “valor,
chivalry, honesty, and compassion.”
(“Chivalry” now suggests sexism, but historically, as the
Oxford Lexico dictionary defines the word, it’s “The combination of qualities expected of an ideal knight, namely courage,
honour, courtesy, justice, and a readiness to help the weak.”)
Speaking of knights, as an American I think kings and
queens are absurd, but I was impressed by old Queen Elizabeth’s televised address urging Britons in this time of crisis
to show “quiet, good-humored resolve.” That resolve was
shown admirably by their grandparents during the gloomiest
days of World War Two against a brutally predatory enemy.
Many Brits have responded. Hundreds of thousands have
volunteered to help worn-out National Health Service doctors and nurses as well as elderly and disabled people.
I was also impressed by Prime Minister Boris Johnson —
whose right-wing policies I disagree with — when in a TV
speech he movingly thanked the National Health Service, the
world’s foremost example of socialized health care, for saving his life. He called it “the country’s greatest national asset.”
Johnson particularly expressed gratitude to two immigrant
nurses. This from the man leading Britain out of the European
Union, a movement fueled by anti-immigrant sentiment. Johnson and the queen both recognized implicitly that honor fundamentally is service to others, sometimes in self-sacrifice.
The opposite, dishonor, is selfishness. Remember the news
about the young, drunken spring-breakers cavorting on the
Florida beaches, despite the injunctions of social distancing
and against travel? It was a dishonorable example of childish
selfishness. It undoubtedly had nasty consequences when some
of them returned home to infect their friends and families.
“Quiet, good-humored resolve” is quite different. I think of
it as the soul of cool. “Deep Survival” sees keeping your cool
as fundamental to individuals determined to survive and help
companions survive in a crisis. They must fight for their and
others’ lives, but with planning, rationality, and endurance.
In politics, it’s the same. Only a big, well-prepared, wise,
calm, committed political team could save America — and
maybe the world — from the predators tearing us apart and
suffocating us with pollution.
Thinking of teams, I’m reminded of an Appalachian Trail
Conservancy hike I led three years ago on a perfect summer day to a peak of the Bigelow Mountain Range. On the
way down, an older woman broke her leg by tripping on a
small root sticking out of the trail. Two of us tried to support her for the mile-plus walk out to the highway, but she
found it too painful. Fortunately, I could get through to 911.
Thereupon ensued the impressive phenomenon of a rescue
team arriving in an hour and a half to carry this stranger from
another state out on a litter to an ambulance. Impressive because
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a team of 20 people showed up so quickly in this sparsely
populated part of Maine, and it was perfectly organized. Alternating groups rapidly carried the litter over streams and other
obstacles. Both volunteers and public employees were involved.
Good teams can be created. Altruism can be organized. It
must be.
“We are the ones who are writing the script right now,”
our articulate Dr. Nirav Shah, director of the Maine Center for Disease Control and Prevention, has said. “We, all
of us in Maine, get to write the next chapter. And we get
to write the ending ourselves.”
He was talking about the COVID-19 crisis. But let’s write
a larger script — personally, socially, and politically, with
honor. Survival depends on it.
Deep State is an investigative and political-analysis
column diving deep into state issues. It appears in
The Free Press usually every other week. Email tips
and suggestions to lance.tapley@gmail.com.

To self-employed and many more —

New Unemployment
Assistance Available

The Maine Department of Labor began accepting applications for the new Pandemic Unemployment Assistance
(PUA) on Friday, May 1. People whose claim does not
require further review should begin receiving benefits within seven days of filing.
Pandemic Unemployment Assistance is a new federal
program that expands eligibility for unemployment benefits to certain categories of workers not typically able to
receive unemployment in the past, such as: farmers and fishermen, independent contractors, self-employed workers,
nonprofit employees not already covered by state unemployment, gig economy workers, workers who do not have
enough work history and earning to be eligible for regular
unemployment benefits, and others who have been determined ineligible for regular unemployment benefits.
All claims will be retroactive to the date of business closure or job separation provided on the application, back until
March 15.
Claimants filing for PUA will be asked to self-attest to
their earnings in either 2018 or 2019 when they file their
claim. The federal Office of the Inspector General has
advised that this program will be subject to rigorous audits,
so the department asks that claimants provide accurate information to the best of their ability.
PUA benefits start at $172 per week. The maximum benefit is $445 per week.
In addition, anyone who receives a PUA benefit also receives
the full $600 additional weekly benefit from the Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation program, which is available through July 25. Claimants will also need to file a certification every week in order to receive benefits.
To expedite the benefits process, claimants are not
required at this time to send the department paper or electronic copies of documents showing their earnings. The
department will let claimants know later in May when these
documents should be uploaded to finalize their claims.
Claimants under PUA should do the following:
• No action needed — Claimants who have been denied
unemployment benefits due to not having enough earnings
to qualify for state benefits do not need to reapply. Their
claim in the system will automatically process.
• Claim must be updated — Those who are self-employed
and who attempted to file for unemployment benefits before
PUA was implemented must log in to their online unemployment account and update their claim with their selfattestation of earnings.
• Claim must be filed — All others eligible for PUA but who
had not yet filed a claim should visit maine.gov/unemployment
and fill out the new streamlined application form for PUA. Submit your weekly certification each week thereafter.
More information on PUA and instructions on how to
apply can be found on the Department of Labor’s website:
maine.gov/unemployment/pua.
Since March 15, the department has paid out benefits to
more than 70,000 people, totaling about $200 million.
Claims staff are working extended hours, as well as on
Saturdays and holidays, to process applications and contact
claimants. The department has also contracted with a Mainebased call center to provide claims assistance. About 100
people are answering calls, up from 13 a month ago.
The department recommends that people file their claims
online, using a computer as opposed to a smartphone, if possible. An alphabetical call-in schedule helps reduce phoneline congestion to manage capacity to receive and process
claims. Claimants with last names beginning with A-H
should call on Monday; I-Q on Tuesday; and R-Z on
Wednesday. Thursday and Friday are available for those
who miss their alphabetical day or need to call at that time.
To apply for unemployment: maine.gov/unemployment
or (800) 593-7660 Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
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LUMBER & HARDWARE

E.L. SPEAR, INC.
SINCE 1900

10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331

Battery Powered
Mowers are Here
Check out our
line of
Battery & Electric Lawn &
Garden tools

MFT, MOFGA Team Up to Offer Grants

Maine Farmland Trust and the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association have created Maine Farm Emergency Grants to assist
farmers. A recent survey conducted by the
Beginning Farmer Resource Network of Maine
indicates farmers and food producers are experiencing significant market disruption. The collaborative effort will provide support to farmers who need assistance mitigating the
economic impact of COVID-19 and help them
adapt their businesses to be responsive to changing markets. The organizations expect to make
the first grants during the first week of May.

Grants of up to $2,000 will assist farmers
with unexpected costs or challenges, such as a
loss in sales or outlets, delayed production or
hiring due to market disruptions, additional
costs related to acquiring supplies or personal
protective equipment for safe product handling
or having a need to increase production with
additional labor or supplies. Funds may be used
for efforts such as costs associated with a new
online ordering system or the costs of labor to
pack personalized to-go bags and boxes.
To support the efforts, or to apply for a grant,
visit mainefarmlandtrust.org or mofga.org.

Offered to farm, woodland owners —

Choose from Trimmers, Blowers,
Chain Saws and More…
FREE STORE PICKUP,
BUY ONLINE & PICK UP TODAY!

For Maine farmers —

THE HELPFUL PLACE, EVERYWHERE YOU ARE
with our mobile app

acehardware.com
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331 • Mon.-Fri. 7-5 • Sat. & Sun. Closed

Invasive Plant Survey and
Management Plan may not know how to recognize invasive

plants. Having a site visit and survey provides
a chance to talk with a natural resource professional, learn to identify harmful plants, and
receive guidance on how to manage them. Survey data also help scientists understand invasive plant distribution in Maine because data
are contributed to the online mapping tool
iMapInvasives (imapinvasives.org), the central repository for invasive plant data in Maine.
To learn more and sign up, Knox and Lincoln counties residents may email Rebecca
Jacobs at rebecca@knox-lincoln.org or
phone 596-2040. Waldo County residents
may email Aleta McKeage at aleta.waldosoilandwater@ gmail.com or phone 218-5311.

Farm and woodland owners and operators
in five Maine counties may be eligible to
receive a free invasive plant survey and management plan, prepared by a natural resource
professional from the local Soil and Water
Conservation District (SWCD). Space is limited; the grant is for landowners who are producing or planning to produce any type of
agriculture — produce, woodlot, maple syrup,
etc. — and are eligible under the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service’s Environmental Quality Incentives Program
(EQIP). Site visits will be conducted during
the growing season; signups are open now.
Invasive plants such as Asiatic bittersweet
vines, thorny multiflora rose shrubs, sprawling Japanese barberry, and others, can create dense tangles in forests, wetlands and
fields, crowding out native plants and young
trees. Along forest edges and hedgerows,
invasive shrubs can reduce the area of productive fields. Some invasive plants create
habitat for ticks, cause skin rashes or are
harmful if eaten by livestock.
Many farmers and woodland owners
know that invasive plants are present but
aren’t sure what to do about them. Others

Doodle cat

WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM

REAL ESTATE
South Bristol - $925,000

Vinalhaven - $895,000

This 3+ bedroom, 2.5 bathroom custom designed
estate, includes a 2 bedroom and 1 bathroom
apartment above the carriage house.
MLS #1368301

This 2 bedroom, 1 bathroom Cape is an island
getaway! Located on Dyer’s Island, it connects to
Vinalhaven by bridge. Its secluded location has a
lawn that meets the ocean and it is the perfect spot
to watch the sunset over the water. MLS #1425985

1504 Atlantic Highway
Waldoboro, Maine
(207) 832-5219

32 W Main Street,
Vinalhaven, Maine
(207) 863-2554

www.jaretcohn.com

www.jaretcohn.com

Rockland - Starting at $178,000

Boothbay Harbor - $1,250,000
This immaculate 4 bedroom, 4.5 bathroom home
in the Spruce Point community of Boothbay
Harbor features a well-appointed kitchen, custom
cabinetry, granite countertops and island.
MLS #1443707

L
GE
T TA
CO

IVI

This is the Lifestyle
you’ve been waiting for!

NG

Discover comfortable, affordable and convenient
cottage living that suits your 55+ lifestyle. 2
bedroom duplex-style cottages include a garage
and four season sunroom.

1504 Atlantic Highway
Waldoboro, Maine
(207) 832-5219

www.jaretcohn.com

Stonewood Road,
Rockland, Maine
207-593-2530

www.StonewoodCottages.com

For information about featuring your property
in The Free Press, call John at 594-4401 ext. 131 or
jviehman@villagesoup.com
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yellow “Monte Gusto,” speckled ‘Rattlesnake,” “Red Noodle,”
ow, more than ever, if you don’t have the time or space
whose 16- to 20-inch-long beans will delight children, or
for a traditional, full-bore vegetable garden, it makes
the purple Italian heirloom bean, “Trionfo Violetto.” There’s
sense to incorporate some edible pants into your landscape.
also the highly ornamental “Scarlet Runner Bean,” which
While it’s true that some vegetable plants like tomatoes and
is often grown for its blossoms but whose fruits are excelcucumbers can be messy, especially as summer’s heat bears
lent as both green and drying beans.
down on them, with some thought to each plant’s growth
Don’t forget peppers when looking for ornamental veghabits and needs, there are many others that can be integratetables. Both hot and sweet varieties come in bright colors,
ed into beds with annual and perennial flowers.
like the gold and scarlet “Corno di Toros,” a sweet Italian
When working with edibles, use the same design princifrying pepper, or “Hungarian Hot Wax,” with colors that
ples you would with ornamentals. Select plants with bold,
change from yellow to orange to red and
dramatic foliage as focal points, include
make the prettiest pickled peppers.
garden structures like trellises, arbors, or
We often relegate herbs and alliums
pergolas to provides vertical interest, as
to the kitchen or vegetable garden,
well as support for vining edibles such
or a plot all their own, forgetting
as beans, kiwis or and grapes, and use
how well they play with flowers.
your own sense of drama to play off
Chives and garlic chives are an excellent
the different textures of foliage, whether
inclusion in ornamental beds: their purple
edible or decorative. For example, the
by Georgeanne Davis
blossoms are both colorful and tasty when
dark, blue-green leaves of Italian lacinaadded to salads or dips, and the plants will
to kale can be combined beautifully with
often keep critters away from other flowers.
bright annuals for spectacular effect, as can
Bronze and green leaf fennels can rise tall
other edible greens like Swiss chard, espeand willowy in the back of a bed, along
cially the colorful “Bright Lights” or “Rainwith anise hyssop, with its lavender blossoms, borage, with
bow” varieties. Why not put some handsome cabbages in
its bright blue stars, or feathery dill, with its lime-green
front of clumps of perennial ornamental grasses, which are
seed heads. Sage has many scents and foliage that ranges
often leggy at the base anyway and look best with a lowfrom dusty green and silvers to tricolor. The front of the
growing planting in front. Let that low plant be a cabbage,
border, where alyssums often take pride of place, is a prime
perhaps a purple variety, in front of a clump of “Hot Rod”
spot for a few clumps of thyme, or even a compact basil
switch grass. Or forget about the grasses and try cardoons.
variety.
Related to the globe artichoke but cultivated for its
Edible flowers are as beautiful in the flower garden as
artichoke-flavored leaf stems, cardoons are also grown
they are tasty in the kitchen, dual-purpose plants that work
ornamentally for their stately appearance, large purple
well in any type of garden, whether formal, cottage, or
flowers, and plumes of spiky, silvery-green leaves.
mixed-border. Nasturtiums’ brilliant blooms in every shade
Gourmet greens and lettuces are expensive to buy, but
of red, orange and burgundy can form tidy mounds or run
they’re both highly ornamental and easy to grow. A mix of
rampant through beds, depending on the type you choose.
red-leaved, bronze, or freckled lettuces such as “Lollo
In the kitchen, they can enliven salads with their whole,
Rossa,” “Bronze Arrowhead” and “Cherokee,” along with
peppery blossoms, or their individual petals can be added
some good old frilly “Black-seeded Simpson,” planted in
to many dishes. Pansies are perhaps the best known of edian ornamental container makes a handsome accent in a
ble blossoms, and all varieties are edible. Just snip the flower
flower bed. To keep your lettuces looking good, snip a few
off its stem and eat away. Calendulas, also known as pot
leaves from each plant in the container and they’ll keep promarigold, used to be called poor man’s saffron. The yellow
ducing without your having to pull up the whole plant and
or orange petals of the daisy-like flowers can be used like
create a hole in the display. Sow seeds thicker than you think
saffron, but to get the effect you need to chop them and cook
you’ll need, and pull the thinnings for salads when a few
them with oil to bring out the color and flavor. They’re also
inches tall. If you’re conscientious about keeping your
excellent cut flowers, long-lasting in arrangements.
greens evenly moist and trimming them, they’ll last a long
Marigolds like “Lemon Gem”and “Tangerine Gem” make
time and look fresh. If you sow some seeds in some out-ofwonderful additions to a cutting garden, but are edible, with
the-way pots at two-week intervals, you’ll have a succesa citrusy-tarragon flavor.
sion of fresh greens throughout the season. Another alterThis coming season may be a memorable one for you if
native, should plants bolt when summer heat hits, is to
you include some of these edibles in with your flowers and
replant with fast-growing and decorative annual herbs such
realize that the line between practical and aesthetic in the
as purple basil and Italian parsley.
plant world is easily blurred and heightened enjoyment
Alpine strawberries are a pretty fruiting plant to include
the result of its erasure.
among your ornamentals. They’re better-behaved than their
larger counterparts, growing in neat little mounds, making
them a tidy edging plant for flower beds. As day-neutral
strawberries, they blossom and bear a large flush of fruit in
the spring and continue blossoming and fruiting throughout the growing season. I’ve had them come back for years,
and children love to run out and pick a cupful for morning
cereal.
While climbing roses and ornamental vines are the
beloved accent features in many gardens, it might be time
to switch to some edible pole beans. For striking color, try

Integrated
Edibles
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Butcher Shop and Specialty Food Market

Now taking orders —

TULIPBREAD
BOUQUETS
FOR
MOTHERS
DAY
BAKED
DAILY

Pick up on Saturday, May 9th
www.MaineMeat.com
www.MaineMeat.com
Hours: Monday – Saturday: 10
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
207-236-MEAT (6328) • U.S. Route One • ROCKPORT, ME
(inside STATE OF ME CHEESE bldg.)

310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

VINYL FENCING

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

~ Coming Soon, Telehealth
Chinese herbal consults & More~
Rhonda P. Feiman, L.L.C.

Doctor of Asian Medicine

Acupuncture
& Chinese Herbs
18 Harbor St.
Belfast, Maine 04915
(207) 338-4454
www.belfastmaineacupuncture.com

Serving Our Community Since 1993

Take a Break —
You Deserve It!

OPENING DAY

Thursday, May 7th 9 a.m.-1 p.m. The market will be following Covid
19 protocols and ask you to keep 6' distancing and although
we miss seeing one another no lingering. Pre-ordering from
vendors is encouraged and contact information can be found on our
website www.rocklandfarmersmarket.org
View to the St. George River from the Canal Path in Searsmont. Part of the Georges Highland Path — a 61-mile
trail network between Montville and Cushing, built and maintained by the Georges River Land Trust.

These are trying times, and enjoying the outdoors is a perfect way
to relax. The Georges River Land Trust invites you to visit one of our
preserves or trails featuring some of the most scenic hiking in the
midcoast. Find them at www.georgesriver.org.
Want to explore more of the St. George River region? Visit our website and make a donation to our spring fundraising appeal and we’ll
send you our brand new Trails & Preserves Map for free!
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Know Your Rights

Our Showrooms are open:
One to One Appointments if needed
Request an In-Home Appointment:
– by calling 593-7702
– through floormagic.us

Have questions about your legal rights in Maine?
Unemployment, public benefits,
eviction, foreclosure, debt, taxes,
other area of law?
Pine Tree Legal Assistance provides
free, civil legal aid to low-income
Mainers. Our offices are closed for
now, but we are taking calls:
Monday 12 – 2:30
Tuesday/Thursday/Friday 9 – 11:30
Aroostook County
207 – 764 – 4349
Washington, Hancock
207 – 255 – 8656
Penobscot, Piscataquis, Waldo
207 – 942 – 8241
Kennebec, Somerset, Knox, Lincoln
207 – 622 – 4731
Androscoggin, Oxford, Franklin
207 – 784 – 1558
Cumberland, York, Sagadahoc
207 – 774 – 8211
Veterans Unit
207 – 400 – 3229
Native American Unit
877 – 213 – 5630
KidsLegal Unit
207 – 400 – 3233
Learn more at https://ptla.org/covid-19 and www.ptla.org.

WE ARE
2 Gould St., Camden

www.megunticookmarket.com

OPEN

• Curbside Pickup - call ahead, we will shop for you and bring it out to your car
• Open for Walk-ins Monday - Saturday 7am-7pm, Sunday 8am-6pm
• Delivery can be coordinated with Craft Delivery.
To place your order, please call 207-236-3537

Stay Safe and Healthy.
We will get through this together.
Follow us on instagram and facebook.
Full catering services also still available. Thank your essential workers with lunch! Visit
www.megunticookmarket.com to view our catering, sandwich and pizza menus.

Open Daily: Mon.-Sat. 7-7 & Sun. 8-6 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram

Hester Kohl (left) and Dr. Deb Peabody

Online Discussion
of Sleep and Health

Camden Public Library will host an online discussion on
the benefits of deep sleep on the immune system, metabolism and brain health, Tuesday, May 12, at 6 p.m. Local
health and wellness coach Hester Kohl and family physician Dr. Deb Peabody will explore the reasons people feel
fatigued and identify common “sleep stealers” that contribute to not being able to achieve the quantity and quality of sleep the body needs. The program will be conducted via the Zoom platform. Email jpierce@librarycamden.org
to request a link to attend.
For more information on this and other online programs
offered by Camden Public Library, visit librarycamden.org.

Maine Suffragette
Subject of Online Talk
Author Anne B. Gass
Belfast Free Library on
Thursday, May 14, at 6:30 p.m.
will offer an online presentation by author Anne B. Gass on
the fight for women’s suffrage
in Maine.
The talk, which will be
offered as a virtual program
via Zoom, is based on Gass’s
book “Voting Down the Rose:
Florence Brooks Whitehouse
and Maine’s Fight for Woman
Suffrage,” about the author’s
great-grandmother, a novelist,
painter, vocalist and mother of
three sons when she joined the
suffrage movement in 1914.
Slides of historic photos will
accompany the talk, which
lasts about 40 minutes. Q&A to follow.
To register, visit belfastlibrary.org/events or email
bharrington@belfastlibrary.org.

15 Starrett Dr. Unit G Belfast, ME 04915
Phone: 207-338-0441  Fax: 207-338-3734
Monday-Friday: 8a.m.-7p.m  Saturday: 8a.m.-4p.m  Sunday: 8a.m.-2p.m.

www.belfastdrugcompany.com
 Professional Pharmacist on site

providing quick & reliable prescriptions

 We can easily assist you in transferring

your prescriptions to us with a simple phone call

Locally-Owned Community Pharmacy

 We are your one-stop shop

for all your pharmacy and medical needs

Drive thru Window Service Area

Delivery in the Belfast Area

Medical Adherence  Durable Medical Equipment  Medication Therapy Management  Long Term Care  Travel
Vaccinations  Immunizations  Medicare Open Enrollment  Medication Syncronization  Refill 24/7

THE FREE PRESS
Free Face Masks for Thomaston
Residents
mised immune systems are given priority.
Volunteers in Thomaston continue their
efforts to sew and distribute protective face
masks for people in Thomaston who need them.
Kathryn Landon-Malone is sewing face masks
and Diana Beach is in charge of getting them
to as many people who need them as possible,
especially those over 60 or otherwise at high
risk. Elderly people and those with compro-

ALL COMFORTERS
with this coupon

a Democratic candidate for U.S. Senate.
“Maine Challenge” is produced by Lincoln
County Indivisible and directed by Jeff Friedman, whose background includes television
production and broadcasting for PBS stations.
For more information on Lincoln County
Indivisible, email John Iltis at jfsitli@
gmail.com, or search “Indivisible Lincoln
County Maine” on Facebook.

expires 5/20/20

Limit of 2 Comforters
Free pickup & delivery
if you don’t want to leave home.

Waldo County GOP: ‘Meet Your
Candidates’
Rep. Mary Anne Kinney, House District 99;
Waldo County Republicans will host an
online call to “Meet Your Waldo County Candidates,” Tuesday, May 12, from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
ThemeetingwillbeheldonZoom(zoom.us).
RSVP to joanp@me.com for entry code.
Candidates scheduled to participate include:
Duncan Milne, Maine Senate District 11;

Rep. Sherman Hutchins, House District 131;
Katrina Smith, House District 96; Matt
DiGioia, House District 97; Jessica Connor,
House District 98.
Additionally, Max Provencher will give a
brief update of the Trump Victory Leadership Initiative team’s activities.

Call or email for info.

www.parkstreetlaundryanddrycleaners.com

Park Street Laundry
& Dry Cleaners

Free Public WiFi in Waldoboro Village

The BugTussle Annex, a co-working
space and event venue at 251 Jefferson Street
in Waldoboro village, is offering free, highspeed public Wi-Fi access.
The Wi-Fi network “VillageNet” covers
all of the Kuhn Municipal Parking Lot,
behind the Annex, and is available in the

public parking spaces along Jefferson Street,
directly in front of the Annex, and just up the
hill on Glidden Street. No password is
required for access, which will be available
24/7 for the foreseeable future.
For more information, call Seth Hall, 7902155.

117 Park St., Rockland
594-9393

There is no better way to
practice social distancing —
Our service department
will come to you!

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. - 9 P.M.

LAKEVIEW LUMBER

Winter
Summeris iscoming
comingand
andyou
youneed
needto
tobe
beready!
ready!
us take
take the
the worry
worry away
away by sending
sending one
Let us
one
of
our
factory
trained
service
technicians
of our factory trained service technicians to
to
your house
house with
with our
Ready-for-Mow mobile
your
our Ready-for-Snow
mobile
service. Our
14point
point service/inspection
service/inspection includes:
service.
Our 14
includes:

XXXXXXse enter your custom
headline here ...

OPEN 7 DAYS • 363 DAYS A YEAR • SERVING YOU SINCE 1987

We Carry A Full Line Of Plywood & Lumber At The Best Price

STEEL ROOFING

✔ CHANGE ENGINE OIL AND FILTER
MBELTS
ENTION TH
4	
CHANGE ENGINE OIL ✔ INSPECT
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✔ REPLACE AIR FILTER
✔ A
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RECEIVE $
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✔ REPLACE SPARK PLUGS
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✔ SHARPEN BLADES
✔ CHECK CARBURETOR AND TRANSMISSION
heSPARK
adline here ... ✔ TEST SAFETY SWITCHES
✔ GREASE UNIT
4	REPLACE
4	TEST OPERATION OF
✔ CHECK/SERVICE
✔ CLEAN AND LEVEL DECK
PLUGS BATTERY
BRAKES
✔ TEST RUN MACHINE
✔ REPLACE FUEL FILTER
4	SHARPEN
BLADES
4	CHECK CARBURATOR
This Service Special is for All John Deere Garden Tractors.
AND TRANSMISSION
4	GREASE UNIT
Can’t bring your tractor to us? We will come to you!
4	TEST SAFETY
4	CHECK/SERVICE
SWITCHES
BATTERY
4	CLEAN AND LEVEL
4	REPLACE FUEL
DECK
FILTERXXXXX
4	TEST RUN MACHINE
4	INSPECT BELTS
4 COMPLETELY
WIPE
4	CHECK TIRE
XCommitted
XXXXPeople, Exceptional Value
DOWN
COUPON CODE: & SANITIZE
PRESSURE
Offer expires 12/31/2016

MADE HERE ON SITE!

Galvanized – $2.10 l/f • Colors – $2.45 l/f 40 Year Paint Warranty – G-90, 10 Colors
BARGAIN WAREHOUSE BLOWOUT

“A” GRADE STEEL DOORS
6 PANEL
4 ⁄ Jamb
6 ⁄ Jamb
PINE
DOOR
F.J. Jamb, Any Size $129.99
9

Clear Jamb $150-$185

• XXXX
• XXXX
• XXXX †

• XXXX
• XXXX
• XXXX

‡

BURN, ME 04210
(207)(A2U0782-8921
7) 782-8921
TOLL FREE 1-877-482-8287

Brand New, In Carton

•
•
X
• XXXXCOMPANY
XXXXX

JCT. ROUTES 17 & 131

216 CENTER ROAD

(207) 785-4464
TOLL FREE 1-877-488-6466

(207) 453-7131
TOLL FREE 1-877-483-2473

HAMUNION,
MOND TRACTME
OR COM
PANY HAMMOND TRACTOFAIRFIELD,
R COMPANY
04862
ME 04937
1987 HEALD HWY
216 CENTER ROAD
UNION, ME 04862
FAIRFIELD, ME 04937
(207) 785-4464
(207) 453-7131
www.JohnDeere.com

Offer expires 5/31/2020
XXXX XXXX The engine horsepower information is provided by the engine manufacturer to be used for comparison purposes only. Actual operating horsepower will be less.

s r

Model 55SHP
Heats up to 1,500 sq. ft.

Model 55SHP22
Heats up to 2,200 sq. ft.

Retail $1,29900

Retail $1,89999

OURS $89900 OURS $1,19900
r

r

TM

‡

0B74BUBD0802-00367916

HAMMOND TRACTOR COMPANY
1110 MINOT AVENUE
AUBURN, ME 04210

7"-48" Long $.50 each
Any length, pack of 10 $4.00

www.JohnDeere.com

s r

†

$1.69 l.f.

WOOD PELLET
STOVES

•
•
• XXXXX
XXXXX

• XXX
• XXX
• XXX

26 JOHN DEERE ROAD
HAMMME
OND T04210
RACTOR COMPANY
AUBURN,
1110 MINOT AVENUE

As Is

@[(VARIABLE)imageCaption]

‡

• XXX
• XXX
• XXX

$19.99 sht.

New Shipment of Paneling

XXXXX
This ServiceXXSpecial
XXXX is for
XXXall John Deere Garden Tractors.
JS46 Wabring
lk Behind your tractor
50" Roto
taryus?
Tiller We will come
@X[(X
VAX
RX
IAX
Byou!
LE)imageCaption]
Can’t
to
XXService
XXX Department
XXXFMI or to make an appointment.
ContactXour
50" Rotary Tiller

Call for Custom Steel Pricing
“We Cut Down Steel Entry Doors”

#1 5/8" T1-11 4" O.C. Grooves
“B” Grade Color Steel Roofing
Rubber Straps w/Hooks

16

starting at $179.00

XXXXX

RF16

†

9

16

starting at $159.00

XXXXX

JS46 Walk Behind

13

20% off

Beach is seeking sewing volunteers and
donations of materials — volunteers have
fabric, but could use sewing elastic (not rubber bands), interfacing or bias tape. She can
arrange the use of a donated sewing machine
if you would like to sew masks.
To place an order or to donate, phone Beach
at 354-7205 or email dianalbeach@gmail.com.

Lincoln County Indivisible to Air
Monthly TV Show citizens. The first guest will be Betsy Sweet,

Lincoln County Indivisible will premiere a
new weekly television show, “Maine Challenge,” Sunday, May 10, at 10 a.m., 2 p.m. and
6 p.m. on Lincoln County Television, LCTV,
with additional showings scheduled throughout the week and video available online.
Hosted by former state Rep. Chuck Kruger
of Thomaston, the show will examine issues
and decisions that influence the lives of Maine

Tuesday, May 5, 2020

s r

HAMMOND TRACTOR COMPANY
1987 HEALD HWY
UNION, ME 04862

r

TM

HAMMOND TRACTOR COMPANY
216 CENTER ROAD
FAIRFIELD, ME 04937

TM

Open 7 Days A Week – 363 Days A Year
Monday-Saturday 6-5 • Sunday 9-3

LAKEVIEW DRIVE, CHINA • 968-2498
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Resources, from Rhubarb to Hens
WE ARE HERE FOR YOU!! Extension
Preserving rhubarb by freezing is demonstrated in an easyUniversity of Maine Cooperative Extension is offering a
Letting OUR customers know that

we’re still available for them or just
letting them know WE’LL BE BACK!

to-follow video. UMaine Extension educator Kathy Savoie
cautions that information on canning and preparing food should
be up-to-date and research-based. Fiddleheads in particular
require exact cooking methods — boiling for at least 15 minutes or steaming for 10 to 12 minutes. Recommendations on
canning methods and equipment are best reviewed annually.
Updated information and bulletins to download or order
are available on the Extension website or by contacting 5813188, (800) 287-0274 (in Maine).
Victory garden video series
A new eight-part video series for first-time gardeners, “A
Victory Garden for ME,” provides an overview of vegetable
gardening, from how to get started and what to plant to tending and harvesting the home garden. The first video, “Vegetable Gardening: Where to Begin,” is now available at
extension.umaine.edu/gardening/victory-gardens-forme. Weekly virtual office hours will be offered following
the release of each video through a link on that page.
The video series is free; registration is not required. For
more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, contact 942-7396; laurie.bowen@maine.edu.
UMaine Extension also is extending its current series of
free online “Garden Chats” each Monday at 9 a.m, Wednesday at noon, and Thursday at 6 p.m. through May 21.
Upcoming topics include garden and pest show and tell;
sustainable landscaping; and community gardening efforts.

wide variety of seasonally timely resources online this
spring. These include:
Introduction to raising backyard poultry
A free online overview of raising backyard poultry from
5:30 to 7:30 p.m. on Monday, May 11.
Designed for the beginning or prospective backyard and
small-scale poultry producers, participants will gain a general understanding of providing for housing, health, and
nutrition needs; varieties of waterers and lighting options;
and different poultry breeds for meat and egg production.
UMaine Extension livestock specialist Colt Knight will lead
the program.
Register online at extension.umaine.edu/register/shop
for the free session. For more information or to request a
reasonable accommodation, contact Becky Gray,781-6099;
rebecca.gray@maine.edu.
Facts on fiddleheads, recipes for rhubarb
Extension publications and bulletins online include information to help find, grow, use, preserve, and store inseason fruits and vegetables in Maine. Search the catalog
online at extension.umaine.edu/publications by keyword
or publication number. Seasonal favorites for May include:
#4198 Facts on Fiddleheads
#4060 Facts on Edible Wild Greens in Maine
#4266 Fruits for Health: Rhubarb

Camden Garden Club Cancels Summer Tour

We’ve moved outside!

Fresh Air
Fresh Food
People You Know

Waterfall Arts
256 High St
9am - 1pm
Every Friday
For our COVID-19 protocols visit
www.BelfastFarmersMarket.org

Curbside Pickup or Order Online
at loyalbiscuit.com

Wine Gift Packages
Delivered or Curbside Pickup
Order online
SavageOakes.com | 207.785.2828

The Camden Garden Club has canceled the 73rd Annual Garden & Home Tour, scheduled for July 16.
The club began hosting flower shows and open garden days
as early as 1940 to raise funds for projects the club undertook.
In 1944 events were discontinued for the duration of the war.
On July 20, 1948, the club held its first House & Garden
Show; more than 500 people viewed 10 homes and adjacent
gardens. Every July since, for 72 years, the club has offered

Forecast: Summer will come —

Camden Garden Club Tidies Public Landing
Before, left, and after photos
of the spring cleaning work
On April 29, a small group of
Camden Garden Club members,
dressedappropriatelywithfacecovers and gardening gloves, met at the
Public Landing and went to work
clearing weeds and debris from the
ChamberofCommerceplantersand
the parking lot flower beds. The
workersincludedclubco-presidentsKarenCeaseandCeilKing,
Debra Stokes, Mary Kay Hayes, Sherry Cobb and Susan Reider. They were joined by two employees from the 16 Bay View
hotel.Theteamreceivedmanypositivecommentsfortheirefforts
from people out social-distancing while enjoying the sunshine.
Club members will soon be filling the Chamber planters
with colorful annuals, as they do every year, and the hotel

BELFAST VARIETY


MORRILL GENERAL
Rte. 131- Morrill - 342-5577

UNITED
FARMERS MARKET
T
United Farmers Market of Maine will
continue to have vendors setting up outside
on the Miller Street side of the Market on
Saturdays from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM
until further notice
18 Spring St., Belfast
One block from Main St. next to Belfast Common Park
207-218-7005 • belfastmarket.com

has committed to mulching and maintaining the areas
beneath the rose and lilac hedges for the remainder of the
season. By the time summer arrives the landing will have
an abundance of flowers and foliage.
Information about the club and its activities can be found
on the website camdengardenclub.org, or contact camden
gardenclub100@gmail.com.

For Mother’s Day
See Our Complete Selection of
Annuals and Perennials
and Beautiful Hanging Baskets

Just for Mom

WE’RE FULLY STOCKED AND OPEN
FOR BUSINESS IN ALL
THREE LOCATIONS.

326 High St. - Belfast - 338-5236
Rt. 52 - Belfast - 338-5119

the tour to local residents and visitors. Proceeds have enabled
the club to provide public flower baskets in the summer,
holiday wreaths in the winter, maintenance of the Camden
Village Green, and other public beautification projects. In
2015 the club was recognized by the Maine State Legislature for its dedication to civic improvement.
Updates about other club activities can be found by
visiting camdengardenclub.org.

7 Tree Farm & Home
OPEN
MOTHER’S DAY
9-1

Our Greenhouse Is Open & Full!
All Plants Grown Locally in Union at Seven Tree Farm & Greenhouse

Gift Certificates, A Great Gift for Any Occasion

7 Tree Farm
& Home Store

2179 Heald Hwy. (Rte. 17) Union
Mon.-Fri. 9-5 & Sat. 9-4
785-4385
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Browntail Moth
Treatments
Now accepting NEW clients
organic & synthetic treatments
for all tree & landscape pests

Fully Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates - Break the Cycle
www.hawkestreeservice.com

Jeff’s Vacuum
SALES AND SERVICE

A “fairy house” amid the thick spruce woods of Martin Point Wildlife Reserve
in Friendship (inset), and a view of the Sheepscot River in the Whitefield
Salmon Preserve, a 56-acre wilderness

Midcoast Conservancy Preserves —

Hikes as Healthy Antidotes to Stay-at-Home
Guidelines
ecosystem to wander through. Stone walls, fruit trees, and

Midcoast Conservancy offers the following brief summary of places and ways to get outside as a healthy antidote
to the current stay-at-home guidelines:
Midcoast Conservancy has nearly 100 miles of trails across
55 preserves located from Edgecomb to Montville to Friendship. Whether hikers seek the silence of a pine forest or the
thundering music of a coastal trail, there is a Midcoast Conservancy preserve for everyone. Three are highlighted here.
Fairy house fans will be charmed by the meandering paths
at the Martin Point Wildlife Reserve in Friendship. Carpeted in spruce needles and moss, the trails wend through silent
forest to water’s edge, but hikers should be on the lookout
for magical fairy houses, some so elaborate they invite kneeling on the ground to peek in; others are devilishly camouflaged, rewarding only the most eagle-eyed trekker. Two
loops take one either to the shoreline of Muscongus Bay or
the edge of serene Crystal Pond. Parking is limited; please
respect the residents of the narrow road and park carefully.
In Montville, on the Northern Headwaters Preserve, the
3.5-mile trail loop meanders at one part along the Sheepscot River, where it is a sparkling, narrow stream bordered
by old hemlocks. On much of the trail, the trees’ canopies
meet and the resulting deep shade supports an undisturbed

a large cellar hole are reminders that it hasn’t always been
this way. The trail crosses an open field with views across
the watershed to Beaver Ridge in Freedom. Whitten Hill
and Bog Brook are two nearby trails for those looking to
make a full day of hiking.
Located along the confluence of the main stem and the
West Branch of the Sheepscot River, the Whitefield Salmon
Preserve is a 56-acre wilderness with a trail that loops
through a pine forest where signs of foxes, weasels, fishers, coyotes and deer abound. The preserve is also home
to an active family of beavers, so hikers should look for
downed trees and other activity down by the river. Adjacent is the Sheepscot West Branch Trail, a keyhole loop that
offers views over river rapids and numerous picnic spots
on large rocks along the river’s edge.
To learn more about these trails, and all the others in Midcoast Conservancy’s care, visit midcoastconservancy.org.
During this time of physical distancing, all hikers are asked
to observe some basic guidelines: stay at least six feet from
other hikers, stepping off the trail if necessary to let them
pass; choose another preserve if the parking lot is full; and
refrain from contact with kiosks, benches, or other fixtures along the way.

Seasonal job opportunity —

Coastal Mountains Land Trust Updates
Coastal Mountains Land Trust made some staff changes
recently, and the organization is seeking a six-month stewardship assistant.
Jackie Stratton, stewardship project manager for over six
years, is transitioning to a part-time position that will focus
entirely on the management of the Round the Mountain Trail.
Jack Shaida, a land protection specialist, will join the
stewardship team as conservation projects manager, with
both stewardship and land protection responsibilities. He

Eligible projects include maintenance and restoration of
existing recreational trails; development and rehabilitation of trailside and trailhead facilities and trail linkages for
recreational trails; construction of new recreational trails;
and acquisition of easements or fee-simple title to property for recreational trails or recreational trail corridors.
For further details, visit maine.gov/dacf.

Citizen science to help reduce risks —

Landowners Needed for Forest Tick Survey

Forest landowners in southern and coastal Maine are partnering with University of Maine researchers as part of the
state’s first active tick surveillance citizen-science program.
The Maine Forest Tick Survey, based at UMaine, seeks
volunteer landowners with 10 to 1,000 wooded acres in
Androscoggin, Cumberland, Hancock, Knox, Kennebec, Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo and York counties. The citizen scientists will collect ticks for identification and testing for associated pathogens, and send them to the university for analysis.
Online training and collection materials, including drag cloths
and vials, will be provided for volunteers in June.
Sampling will begin in July, the month when black-legged
tick nymphs (the life stage responsible for most human infections) are active. Participating citizen-scientists will be asked
to sample for ticks on three days throughout the month for

Vacuum Repair and Estimates

Come in and visit Max & Tucker

WE beat Amazon’s prices every day, and WE find you the right machine - every time!
Mon. – Thurs. 8:00 – 4:30, Fri. 8 – 3 • 207-230-1100 • Jeff Hall, owner
451 West St. (Rt. 90), Rockport

Rockland Area Tides

May 5 to May 12

High AM High PM Low AM Low PM

Tuesday
9:43
Wednesday 10:40
Thursday 11:35
Friday
--Saturday 12:41
Sunday
1:31
Monday
2:24
Tuesday
3:19

10:11
11:01
11:51
12:28
1:22
2:16
3:11
4:09

3:29 3:54
4:25 4:45
5:19 5:36
6:11 6:26
7:04 7:17
7:56 8:09
8:50 9:03
9:45 10:00

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

will be the primary contact for preserves and volunteers
in Waldo County. Ryan Gates, also a stewardship project
manager, will continue to lead projects primarily in Knox
County, including Fernald’s Neck Preserve, and oversee
the conservation easement program.
June is the projected start date for the new six-month stewardship assistant position, which is open until filled; applications strongly encouraged by Friday, May 8. For the job
description, visit coastalmountains.org.

Recreational Trail Program Grants

The Maine Bureau of Parks and Lands Grants and Community Recreation Program has opened the application period for Recreational Trails Program funding. Funds are available to qualifying projects to develop and maintain
recreational trails and trail-related facilities for motorized
and non-motorized recreational trail uses. The deadline to
apply is September 25.

New vacuums with
FREE annual service
Authorized Dealer of
Sebo and Miele Vacuums

an hour each day, and will receive the identification and
pathogen test results of their tick samples, as well as reports
about the findings of the entire project, during the winter.
The Maine Forest Tick Survey will focus on helping
landowners understand tick-borne risks in their woods in order
to protect themselves. The researchers leading the survey —
faculty members Allison Gardner, Jessica Leahy and Carly
Sponarski — also are studying the relationship between land
management practices and tick-borne risk to help better protect landowners, recreationists and forest workers in Maine.
More information about the Maine Forest Tick Survey,
including how to volunteer, is available online or by contacting Elissa Ballman, the citizen-science coordinator, at
elissa.ballman@maine.edu. Follow project updates on Facebook and Twitter.

•

American Glass • Papers • Vaporizers
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items

95 Main Street
(Rear Suite)
Damariscotta, ME

Mon. & Wed.-Sat 1-5:30pm
Tues. by Appt • Closed Sun.
www.seasmokeshop.com

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

FORECAST for
Knox County

Tuesday Night Mostly cloudy, then gradually becoming mostly clear,
with a low around 37. North wind around 5 mph becoming calm.
Wednesday Sunny, with a high near 53. Calm wind becoming south
around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Wednesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 37.
Thursday A 30 percent chance of showers after 10am. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 52.
Thursday Night A 30 percent chance of rain. Mostly cloudy and 38.
Friday A 30 percent chance of showers. Mostly cloudy, with a of 53.
Friday Night A 30 percent chance of showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 37.
Saturday A 30 percent chance of showers. Partly sunny and 50.
Saturday Night A 30 percent chance of showers. Mostly cloudy, with
a low around 35.
Sunday Partly sunny, with a high near 51.
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Your
Maine
Home…

Roofing

Insurance

Home Commercial
Auto Home
Commercial Marine
Marine
Auto
Park St., Rockland jedwardknight.com 594-8823
5858Park
St., Rockland jedwardknight.com 594-8823

Heating
“MCES takes care of all of our
plumbing, heating and electrical
needs… but most of all we have
been so pleased with their efficiency,
level of professionalism &
communication … they never leave
us hanging… and we always
know where we stand.”
— MC Energy Customer
Karen Bachelder & “Missy”

33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
800-890-7196

midcoastenergysystems.com

Real Estate
Your Locally Owned
Operated
Community
DON’T&HIDE
YOUR
Real Estate Agency
TAX REFUND
MONEY
for Mid-Coast Maine

UNDER THE MATTRESS!

www.catesre.com

313 Main St., Rockland 701-5600

Generators

NEVER
LOSE POWER
Put It Into a NEWAGAIN!
MATTRESS
From FRANTZ Furniture!!
33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
OFF
800-890-7196

$100
Furniture
$300 OFF

Coil Spring Mattresses
midcoastenergysystems.com
Gel Foam Mattresses
(Floor Models)

2485 Camden Rd., Route 90, Warren
Phone: (207)273-1270

info@frantzfurniture.com
2485 CAMDEN RD
WARREN, ME
207.273.1270
FRANTZFURNITURE.COM
207.273.1270
2 4 8 5 CA M D E N R D WA R R E N , M E
F R A N TZ F U R N I T U R E . CO M

Electrical
Responsible,
Professional, Fast.

Custom Window Treatments
For all your window treatment needs
Serving Midcoast Maine Since 1960

We provide a full range
of electrical services for
both residential and
commercial settings.

Visit our showroom on Rt. 90, Warren ME
M-F 10am-5pm, Sat. by chance or appointment

(207) 273-4093•www.barnesawningandblinds.com

Custom Showers

Custom
Shower Doors
& Enclosures

PEN-BAY GLASS, Inc.

Route 1, Thomaston Line, Rockland, 594-0766 • www.penbayglass.com

Plumbing

Problem Solved.

Name: ______________________________
Phone: _____________________________
Business: ____________________________

Got a Plumbing
Problem?

Whether your problem is
urgent or you need a simple
upgrade, we have
years of experience
and expertise.

25

$

Win a $25 Gift Certificate
to any business in this
paper or on our web site:
www.freepressonline.com

Entries must be received by noon, 5/29/20, Drawing 5/29/20.

33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
800-890-7196

midcoastenergysystems.com

Send to:
Bus. of the Wk.
c/o The Free Press
P.O. Box 1076
Camden, ME
04843-1076

ONLY ONE ENTRY PER
HOUSEHOLD, PER WEEK,
WILL BE ENTERED IN
THE DRAWING.
Last Month’s Winner
was Wendy Bryant

25

$

FURNITURE

IN COLORS INSPIRED
BY
THE
SEA
FUR
NITU
RE

DESIGNER SERVICES AVAILABLE

I N CO LO R S I N S P I R E D
BY THE SEA

D E S I G N E R S E RV I C E S AVA I L A B L E

33 Midcoast Rd.
Damariscotta
800-890-7196

midcoastenergysystems.com

Banking

DREAM FIRST
Looking to build or buy a new home? Ready to refinance?
At First National Bank, we can start working with
you at any phase of your home ownership process
to make your dream a reality.

National Bank
TheFirst.com • 800.564.3195
Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender
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Rockland Public Library’s first —

Teleconference Trivia: ‘How Maine
Are You?’
Rockland Public
Library’s Patty King
In honor of the state’s bicentennial, Rockland Public
Library presents its first-ever
“How Maine Are You?” trivia night on Tuesday, May 5,
at 6:30 p.m. The evening
will feature four rounds of
trivia and participants will
play for the honor of being
known as the first “Master
of All Things Dirigo.” This
casual and fun night will
be presented via Zoom. To
request a link to this event,
please email pking@rocklandmaine.gov, or stay tuned
to the event on the library’s Facebook page
on the afternoon of May 5.
Participants may play as a team or as individuals. The library welcomes all participants and will look for feedback, as this will
be the first of what it hopes will be many

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine
!
RPICREICE!
P
NENWEW

trivia events.
For more information and with questions,
contact Patty King — shown here with the
1909 design of the state flag featuring which
star? — at the library at 594-0310 or
pking@rocklandmaine.gov.

Located on 1.97 wooded acres, this 3,729
sq. ft. building is currently a group home for
8 adults. There is a full, walkout basement,
FHW heat, a generator, 2 septic systems and
unlimited possibilities! Another group home?
Multi-family? Commercial endeavor? Storage
facility? Bring your imagination and ideas to
Hope $375,000

Enjoy walking trails around Tolman Pond!
This 3BR is worth a look! The large kitchen
has new appliances, a sliding door to the
deck to enjoy your coffee while taking in
the view! 1st floor BR w/bath, 1/2 bath &
laundry. The dry walkout basement is ready
to be finished! Rockport $260,000

‘Let’s Talk About It’ Book Group —

Going to Sea: The Discussions Sail On

Carver Memorial Library in Searsport is lege of Science and Humanities at Husson
continuing to offer the community reading University.
series “Going to Sea: A Variety of Voices”
The featured works will be:
as part of the Maine Humanities Council’s
• Wednesday, May 6, 5:30 p.m.: “Captains
“Let’s Talk About It” program, a free read- Courageous” by Rudyard Kipling;
ing and discussion series. The events will be
• Wednesday, May 27, 5:30 p.m.:
held on the Zoom video conference platform, “Dauber” by John Masefield.
and the books are available for free as
Downloadable, free e-books of each are
e-books.
available from Project Gutenberg, Open
All are welcome; having read the book is Library, Google Books, and Amazon.
not required. This program is provided by
To join the Zoom meetings, visit the webthe Maine Humanities Council’s Maine Cen- site carverlibrary.org for the links and meetter for the Book in cooperation with the ing IDs for each. For more information, conMaine
State Library. Discussions will be 1tact
Sue McClintock,
library director, at
Allen_Financial_10.125x7.375_110419.qxp_Layout
12/4/19
8:15 PM Page 1
facilitated by Patricia Bixel, dean of the Col- 548-2303 or director@carverlibrary.org.

Surprisingly comfortable, circa 1800 antique
Cape w/modernization for the 21st century.
Country style kitchen, wood stove, lg. family
room. w/gas FP, 1st flr. full bath & rear yard
entertainment deck on the 1st floor. 3 BR on
the 2nd floor. Detached hobby shop w/elec.
service for studio or crafters. Add’l storage
shed. Stone walls, treed rear yard w/local
wildlife! South Thomaston $133,000

Classic, custom built ranch with views
of Rockland Harbor. Solid oak flooring
throughout w/bricked fireplace in the LR and
hand crafted pine cabinetry in the kitchen.
3 BR, lower level great room, FHW heat
w/cast-iron baseboards, vinyl siding and new
roof translate to easy maintenance. Large,
private rear yard. Walk to the Breakwater!
Rockland $248,000

Medicare is so complicated.
I want to talk to someone
I know & trust.
That’s where we come in.
Ask Allen.

Call Anna Moorman
Licensed Medicare Sales
Representative #PRR115378

(800) 439-4311 | AllenIF.com/Medicare
Offices in Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Southwest Harbor and Waterville.

Ask Allen.

Call Jo-Ann Neal
Licensed Medicare Sales
Representative #PRR225788
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Questionable Assurances—

For more than two years Nordic Aquafarms has said there
is very little chance of fish virus or disease at the land-based
salmon factory it has proposed for Belfast. But industry history paints a very different story.
According to an April 28 Newfoundland Broadcasting
Corporation report, Northern Harvest Smolt Limited of
Stephenville, Newfoundland, will destroy 450,000 juvenile
salmon after discovering infectious salmon anaemia at its
Stephenville salmon hatchery.
Nordic has repeatedly said such outbreaks, which regularly plague open-water net-pen fish operations, would be
extremely unlikely at its land-based facility, but the Northern Harvest outbreak was in a land-based operation.
This is particularly troubling because such disease outbreaks
would require Nordic to drain its massive Belfast fish tanks
and clean them with highly toxic chemicals, which would then
be released into Belfast Bay — on top of the 1,600 pounds
of nitrogen and 100 pounds of phosphorous Nordic would
already discharge daily into Belfast Bay. This would further
increase pressure on local fishing, lobstering and tourism. And
the vast tanks would then be refilled, thus adding to Nordic’s
heavy annual use of 630 million gallons of water from a Belfast
water supply vulnerable to the effects of climate change.
Nordic’s questionable virus and disease assurances
mirror the company’s recent assertions that fish cannot
escape from land-based fish operations, a claim refuted by
substantial and documented escapes from existing landbased facilities and even by previous Nordic statements.
Clearly Nordic’s proposed operation is not the sure, safe
thing the company claims.
Lawrence Reichard, Belfast

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
Let’s Not Waste This Crisis—————————————————————————————

Our lives here in midcoast Maine have changed radically
in the last six weeks. This came quickly, yet will not end quickly. Despite the obvious paradox that the world has slowed, there
has never been a better time to re-examine every single feature
of life here. What changes can you, midcoast resident, make
for yourself, your family, and our community so that we are
more resilient, yielding a happier you and a more sustainable,
healthier planet? Our choices now can lead us to a stronger
community, not the fragile one now broken in so many ways.
At the grocery store: Bring your returnable bags, keep
them in the car, and at checkout ask the baggers to put your
goods back into your cart — you can bag your groceries at
your car. Avocados are great, but how much carbon was
needed to get them to you? Choose instead tomatoes grown
in Maine, packaged in cardboard, or support a local farm
stand or CSA. Buy local. Plant a garden. Sprout seeds.
In your kitchen: Perhaps you are now making meals from
scratch. Can you imagine doing more of that? If you have
made a large batch of brownies, perhaps you can barter some
of those for the toilet paper your neighbor has in excess?
Your income is down. What are you doing without? Can
you imagine not going back, perhaps doing without those
“essentials” of status or “feel good” items that you were locked
into purchasing? If there are things you can do without, putting money into a savings account makes you more resilient.
Youarenotdrivingasmuch.Canyoukeepthisupandimagine a future where you are self-propelled when you need to go
out? Can you imagine downtown Camden or Rockland as a

CELEBRATE NATIONAL PET WEEK 2020

National Pet Week, May 3-9, 2020, is sponsored by the Auxiliary to the AVMA
to foster responsible pet ownership, recognize the human-animal bond, and
increase public awareness of veterinary medicine.
This year’s theme is “Pets
& Vets the Perfect Duet”.

Veterinarians, their hospitals and clinics, and their communities are encouraged
to celebrate National Pet Week. A creative writing contests was conducted in
2019 for National Pet Week 2020. The winning entry is presented to the right.
Visit www.petweek.org for ideas about how to celebrate in your local hospital or
clinic and schools.

PUSSY’S PORT
O’CALL

CAT RESORT AND GIFTS

Creative
Writing
Contest
Winner
The NPW 2020 Creative Writing Contest
entry selected as the
winner was submitted
by Madeleine McConnell, now a seventh
grade student from
Venice, Florida. The
winning entry follows:

144 Atlantic Highway • FR 7
Northport, Maine • 338-6050

• our spectacular ocean view
• birdwatching from their own
private windows
• individual sun porches
• premium cat foods • lots of TLC
• our tranquil, homey atmosphere
• soothing sea breezes

BATH
HALLOWEL
BELFAST
CAMDEN/ROCKPORT

OUR OWNERS APPRECIATE:

• our clean, odor-free environment
• the added security of a sprinkler
system
• 24-hour on-call veterinary services
• easy accessibility in a private setting
• our reasonable rates
• a unique gift shop

“Pets and Vets the Perfect Duet”
There are so many places to goAnd sometimes there isn’t much time.
Your pet is starting to show
A sickness or an illness kind-of sign.
It is important for pets and vets
To have the best relationship needed.
In order to give a medicine or shot,
There has to be a friendship that is undefeated.
The duet is filling the air with joy,
As a veterinarian watches the dog wiggle.
He or she gives the pet a toy,
And everyone in the room giggles.
Everyday a new vet is blessed
With a pet that was the very best
They have to come home with the joy all confessed;
And that’s why pets and vets make the perfect duet.
– Madeleine McConnell of Venice, Florida
BANGOR

Visitors Welcome
OUR GUESTS APPRECIATE:

pedestrian mall, free of cars? Could you ride your bike to the
grocerystoreorwalktothelibrary—startsmall,onedayaweek?
Your neighborhood: Can you envision a future where
you know the names and contact information for the folks
living at least three houses around you in all directions?
Household waste: Ask your town to restart recycling. (Camden residents, email mcswcadmin@roadrunner.com to say you
want it restarted.) Instead of trashing your recycling, save it —
recycling will resume. Support the legislation in consideration
in Maine to have manufacturers deal with their waste (LD 2104).
Use your voice: Work, conversation by conversation, to
explore the intersections of daily choices and planetary
health. Refuse to take the easy solutions of convenience and
comfort. Talk to others about a non-fossil fuel future. Write,
blog, spread the word.
Join a movement: zero hour, 350.org, sunrise movement,
extinction rebellion. Volunteer to get earth justice and social
politicians elected this fall.
Can we reject a rebuilding of our economy and communities
back to the status quo? There should be no “return to normal”
because “normal” included a climate crisis, wage inequities,
racial injustices, a corrupt and inefficient federal government,
an economy based on extraction of limited resources, a market
based on consumerism and materialism, a power structure based
on power over, as opposed to power of, the people. Can you join
me in reimagining our Camden and midcoast into a more
resilient, equitable, person- and planet-friendly community?
Molly Mulhern, Camden

ROCKLAND
WATERVILLE

Maine's destination for the best dog and cat
nutrition, toys, treats, collars and more!
loyalbiscuit.com
facebook.com/loyalbiscuit

Give Them
a Lifetime
of Love
Thanks to better care, pets
are living longer now than
they ever have before – but
as pets get older, they need
extra care and attention.
Regular veterinary exams
can detect problems in older pets before they become
advanced or life-threatening.

Mon. - Sat. 7-6
Sun. 7-9 a.m. 5-8 p.m.

Haggett Hill Kennels
Boarding for Dogs and Cats

Debbie Sandmaier

(207) 882-6709
Fax: (207) 882-6747

doggie dayare
Boarding
Grooming

(207) 593-7913

311 Park street , rockland, Maine 04841

w w w. Ha r b o r H o u n d s M ai n e .co M

luxury
dog & cat
boarding
small
animal
medicine
surgery ~ dentistry
789-5700
www.blakevet.com

93 Dodge Road
Edgecomb, ME 04556
www.haggetthillkennel.com
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Greatest Nation on Earth—

Four years ago America was the greatest
and most powerful nation on earth. Mr.
Trump inherited a booming economy with
low unemployment. He also inherited a
nation with the capacity to take on any crisis including a pandemic. Mr. Trump and his
acolytes have spent three-plus years and a
lot of taxpayers’ money destroying what was
the very best in the world.
Of course it is not his fault that the coronavirus appeared, but it is his fault that the
country has been unbelievably slow and
inchoate in taking on this enemy. That makes
the administration an accessory to many
deaths that should never have occurred.
In 1917 and 1941 we went to war against
a human “virus” and won. We won because
our leaders — political, military and industrial — made commitments to the fight for

freedom and life. Today, our political leader
wants us to drink Lysol, our military leaders
fire those who would protect their men; and
our industrial leaders (billionaires) spend
their time on TV giving us advice on washing our hands. Instead they should be building hospitals, creating the machinery to
produce PPEs, ventilators, swabs and the
reagents necessary for testing.
Remember Esau sold his birthright to
Jacob for a mess of porridge to satisfy his
greed.
Have we sold our birthright of freedom as
the world’s greatest democracy for a few
bucks on the stock market?
So tell me, are we still the greatest nation
on earth?
Andrew Stancioff, Spruce Head

NEED HELP?

BREAD FOR THE JOURNEY FOOD PANTRY
Warren Baptist Church

9:00 — 11:00 AM

44 School Street, Warren

ROCKLAND SALVATION ARMY
Packed Food Boxes & “Fresh Rescue”

ghout Knox County, providing
-based organizations throu
There are many community
Below are a partial list and
help.
need
who
s for those
food and household necessitie
modified schedules and are
times may be operating on
schedule. Services, dates, and
be available.
may
ces
servi
l
subject to change. Additiona

10:00 AM — 1:00 PM
27 Payne St., Rockland

THOMASTON FOOD PANTRY

AIO FOOD PANTRY

NORTHPORT FOOD PANTRY

11:30 AM — 12:30 PM

9:30 AM — 12:00 PM

8:00 — 11:00 AM

70 Thomaston St., Rockland

491 Atlantic Highway, Northport

ST. BERNARD PARISH SOUP KITCHEN

ROCKLAND SALVATION ARMY

11:30 AM — 12:30 PM

10:00 AM — 1:00 PM

A hot meal to go.

150 Broadway, Rockland

Tuesdays

THOMASTON FOOD PANTRY
9:00 — 11:00 AM

Lura Libby School (13 Valley Street),
Thomaston

9:30 — 11:30 AM

51 So. Union Rd., Union (Thom. Ctr.)

10:00 AM — 1:00 PM

27 Payne St., Rockland
A hot meal to go.

11:30 AM — 12:30 PM
150 Broadway, Rockland

WALDOBORO FOOD PANTRY

5:00 — 6:30 PM

70 Thomaston St., Rockland

"

Call ahead and we’ll have your
order waiting for you
OPEN 9am - 4pm • Mon. - Sat.

Shop our products on Facebook or
at rocklandfoodservice.com
No Membership
Card
Required
195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443

See Us On

AIO FOOD PANTRY

Must live in Knox County with identification

9:30 AM — 12:00 PM

70 Thomaston St., Rockland

ST. BERNARD PARISH SOUP KITCHEN
A hot meal to go.

11:30 AM — 12:30 PM
150 Broadway, Rockland

ROCKLAND SALVATION ARMY

Must live in Knox County with identification

briarpatchllc.com

27 Payne St., Rockland

11:30 AM — 12:30 PM
AIO FOOD PANTRY

Wed. - Sat. • 2 p.m. - 7 p.m.
See our menu online

Open for
Curbside Service

10:00 AM — 1:00 PM

Saturdays

150 Broadway, Rockland

Now doing takeout

“Fresh Rescue” Fresh food and produce

ST. BERNARD PARISH SOUP KITCHEN
A hot meal to go.

ST. BERNARD PARISH SOUP KITCHEN

251 Jefferson St., Waldoboro

8:00 —10:00 AM

33 Liberty, Washington
Second and Forth Wednesday of each month

Packed Food Boxes & “Fresh Rescue”

12:30 — 4:30 PM

ROCKLAND SALVATION ARMY

UNION - COME SPRING FOOD PANTRY

ROCKLAND SALVATION ARMY

First and Third Tuesday of each month

AIO FOOD PANTRY

Open on the first Wednesday after the first Tues‑
day of each month.

Thomaston Inter‑Church Fellowship Food Pantry

4:00 — 6:00 PM

Fridays

WASHINGTON FOOD PANTRY

128 Mt. Battie St., Camden

CAMDEN FOOD PANTRY

All residents of our service area are welcome.

27 Payne St., Rockland

70 Thomaston St., Rockland

8:00 — 11:00 AM

150 Broadway, Rockland

128 Mt. Battie St., Camden

9:30 AM — 12:00 PM

All residents of our service area are welcome.

A hot meal to go.

“Fresh Rescue” Fresh food and produce

Must live in Knox County with identification

CAMDEN FOOD PANTRY

APPLETON, ME

Lura Libby School, Thomaston

ST. BERNARD PARISH SOUP KITCHEN

Third Wednesday of each month

“At Gushees Corner”
48 PEABODY RD.

785-2151

Wednesdays

TQR^S

RESTAURANT

www.briarpatchllc.com

Mondays
Must live in Knox County with identification

BRIAR PATCH

Thomaston Inter‑Church Fellowship Food Pantry

9:00 — 11:00 AM
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“Fresh Rescue” Fresh food and produce

10:00 AM — 12:00 PM
27 Payne St., Rockland

FRIENDSHIP - CUSHING FOOD PANTRY
Second and Third Saturday of each month

9:00 — 11:00 AM

255 Cushing Rd Friendship

More Information at www.KCFoodCouncil.com

Takeout
Turkey Supper

Friday, May 29 • Pickup 4:30-6pm
Enjoy a delicious turkey dinner with all the fixin’s
including blueberry cake.
Each meal will be portioned into a microwavable
and biodegradable container for reheating.

Tickets are $1200 each & must be purchased in advance
by Friday, May 22. Call Joyce Grotton at 785-2651

PEOPLE’S UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Depot St. (Behind Union Post Office)

It wouldn’t be May without
the end of our journeys.
So we’ve decided to bring them
to you for take-out.
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New Mafia—————————————————————————————

xcvbnmnmzu
SPRING CEMETERY CLEANUP

May 11th - 15th
Achorn and Seaview Cemeteries

Lot owners should have
all floral displays and
containers removed by May
10th to aid in Spring Cleanup.

ROCKLAND CEMETERY ASSOCIATION
10 School Street • Rockland • 594-4421

How in the name of truth and justice can
the will of most Maine voters be subjected
to this corrupt foreign-owned company with
the worst ratings in all of the United States?
The November referendum signatures to
stop the corridor are now in the supreme
court being again challenged by CMP.
Don’t our elected officials, to include Governor Mills, care about what the people are
saying about this very important issue?
Because of this for-profit, foreign-owned
company, the Canadian megadams that are
proven to pollute the waters that our fish and
wildlife depend on and destroy the forests,
lakes, and rivers would continue their
destruction of our Maine resources to send

Re: ‘Dark Money Attacks’—

IagreewholeheartedlywithDavidReed’s letter “Dark Money Attacks” in the April 21 issue.
I wanted to add that Maine’s Speaker of
the House of Representatives can’t even
obey Maine’s campaign finance laws and has
been cited for violating them twice. She
obviously doesn’t, or is unable to, understand

Alpha-like—

The more we know, the less we understand.
M.R.A. Chance in his studies of primates
has identified what he calls “attention structures”: the ability of certain animals to command the attention of their social partners in
their species. That ability supports the concept of the “alpha animal” — the ability of
certain individuals to induce a “following
response” in their social partners.
Robert Ardrey describes the qualities of
the alpha animal (male or female): In a society of truly equal opportunity, the best-qualified alpha in the group will be the animal to
assume the role. It will be the animal with
the most powerful charisma, the one with the

★
ASTROlogically
✹

★

★

★★

★
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Wednesday, May 6 — Just before the Full Moon —
tomorrow at 6:45 a.m. — is the ideal time to launch new
projects. Today from 12:30 until 2:30 p.m. the Moon in
Scorpio will aspect Uranus in Taurus, bringing sudden mood
swings. Messages from unusual sources bring insight. The
Sun and Mercury together in Taurus are nicely aspecting
Neptune in Pisces. Your creative juices are overflowing.
You’re relaxed, compassionate, and an inspiration. You
might not even know the hope your words give someone.
Thursday, May 7 — Full Moon is at 6:45 a.m. with the
Moon in Scorpio opposite the Sun and Mercury in Taurus.
Neptune in Pisces will form a positive aspect to this Full
Moon. This uplifting energy blasts us until 11:45 a.m. The
Sun and Mercury are in a positive aspect with Jupiter until
Sunday, ushering in fantastic ideas for future business creations. Anyone born January 8 to 18, May 6 to 27, March 7
to 18, or November 9 to 19, of any year, will be experiencing the goodness of these aspects most.
Friday, May 8 — From 1:15 to 3:15 p.m. the Moon in
Sagittarius will be in an awkward aspect with Uranus in
Taurus. Adjustments are necessary in order to remain calm.
Sudden circumstances require your attention. The Sun and
Mercury are still in a positive aspect with Neptune, ushering in spiritual protection for those experiencing frightening dreams or thoughts. Do not entertain or be curious
about these thoughts or dreams; ask your divine inner
teacher for protection and guidance. The Sun and Mercury remain in a positive aspect with Jupiter. If you want to
get something published, this is the time to prepare; then
go into action on the upcoming New Moon, on May 22.
Saturday, May 9 — All the goodness from yesterday
stays with you until tomorrow: Enjoy! Social/physical
distancing is a frustration from 1:15 to 3:15 p.m. when
the Moon in Sagittarius is opposite Venus in Gemini and
you feel the need for affection. From 9 until 11 p.m. the
Moon is in an awkward aspect with Mercury; you just can’t
find the words to express what you’re feeling and that adds
tension to your most important relationship.
Sunday, May10 — The Sun aspecting Neptune will end
at 7 p.m. Make sure to tune inward for guidance. Mercury

✹

WITH ANANUR

M AY

electricity to Massachusetts.
Why did New Hampshire and Vermont
take action to stop this type of destruction?
I say all concerned Maine people stand up
against these lying, thieving thugs.
These power lines are known to cause fires;
look at what happened to California. Maine
does not have the resources, manpower, and
equipment to handle this kind of disaster.
To end, my personal opinion and that of
others is, if an investigation into this corrupt
company’s actions was done, it would probably show that the illegal ballot signatures
that were found were signed by the CMP/
Avangrid/Iberdrola thugs.
Vince Mecca, Washington
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is busy aspecting Saturn, Mars, Jupiter and Pluto. Mercury is known to the Greeks as the “messenger of the gods.”
In Astrology, Mercury rules communications, short trips,
thoughts, ideas, and writing. Your mind is active; you need
to bounce ideas around with someone. Your intuition will
be clear from 4:30 until 6:30 p.m. while the Moon in Capricorn is in a fine aspect with Uranus in Taurus. Uranus
remains in Taurus until April 2026. Everyone born with
the Sun in Taurus (April 20 to May 21) will go through
major lifestyle shifts during this phase.
Monday, May 11 — Mercury ends its aspect with Mars
at noon. This aspect stimulates arguments. Saturn will turn
retrograde today, until September 29. It’s time for future
planning and tending to details. Saturn demands building
disciplined patterns. Mercury enters Gemini, until May 28,
and will not be turning retrograde. Mercury remains in a
fine aspect with Saturn until tomorrow, increasing concentration and patience. The Sun in Taurus is in a fine aspect
with Pluto in Capricorn, until Thursday. This aspect offers
the gift of transformation, an upgrade in your identity, and
contentment. From 4 until 8:30 p.m. the Moon in Capricorn forms a positive aspect with Neptune and the Sun.
Your imagination needs to be expressed in some sort of
art form. Daydreams are fulfilling.
Tuesday, May 12 — Between 4:30 and 6:30 a.m. the
Moon is conjunct Jupiter, bringing you positive thoughts
that make you smile inwardly; maybe you’re having an
amazing dream. Mercury in Gemini remains in a good
aspect with Saturn until midnight. This aspect is helping
you to stay focused. Communications are lively between
1 and 3 p.m. because the Moon in Aquarius is nicely aspecting Mercury in Gemini. You bring out each other’s humor.
The Sun stays in a positive aspect with Pluto until Thursday midnight. This aspect finds you learning about how
strong you really are.
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.

Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached for
a personal astrological reading in person or by phone at
207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.

them and follow them. Point is, I don’t want
her representing me in Maine; why would
I ever want her representing me in the U.S.
Senate? Senator Collins has been working
hard for the nation and Mainers. Please join
me in supporting Senator Susan Collins.
Debora Riley, Northport

broadest capacity to induce a following
response in the entire group. Stability is the
consequence.
Now let us think of human societies with
their built-in guarantees of inequality of
opportunity. The true alpha may rise or he
may remain in the shadows of anonymity.
And in his place may appear the pseudo alpha
lacking a reliable capacity for inducing a following response. He has gained his authority. To maintain his authority and to secure
social stability, he must exert his authority
through intrigue and power alone. And no
road to ruin lies so open as when authority
and alpha-ness fail to coincide.
Ray Janes, Rockport

~ Coming Soon, Telehealth
Chinese herbal consults & More~
Rhonda P. Feiman, L.L.C.

Doctor of Asian Medicine

Acupuncture
& Chinese Herbs
18 Harbor St.
Belfast, Maine 04915
(207) 338-4454
www.belfastmaineacupuncture.com

Serving Our Community Since 1993

!
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Judith Hatch-Orme
Kids & Families First

Guenter “Gene” Kurt Kleiber —

Captive Moms

R

aw emotions. We will never be the same after raising
children. Innocence and independence will not be ours
again. Mothering has now taken us to new heights, increasing our daily responsibility to be present — homeschooling, playing, listening and talking, with even less “me” time.
However you plan to spend Mother’s Day, this one certainly will be uniquely different from all the rest.
As much as we are affected by sheltering in place, worrying about the COVID-19 infection to ourselves, families and
friends, our children are suffering with increased anxiety. Social
isolation is impacting children in different ways — while some
younger children enjoy being home with their parents and family, others are struggling, exhibiting unusual behavior. There’s
always an emotional root; any imbalance will manifest with
more difficult behavior. If your child exhibits anger, irritability, sadness, or fear beyond her typical “baseline,” it’s very likely due to changes imposed by this pandemic. Home should be
children’s safe place, providing a sense of security, where they
trust their parents or caregivers will keep them safe and grounded. Children realize life is different now and react in various
ways, depending on age and temperament.
At the best of times, children can reduce us to “mush,”
and just as easily to rage, in a split second, by screaming,
“I hate you” or “Yeah right, you think you know everything.”
Yet now, when we’re exhausted by the full-time responsibilities with few, if any, breaks, this may take on new meaning. Work and financial stress exacerbate this time, coupled
with concern for family and friends isolating elsewhere, possibly at higher risk. The absence of normalcy, given the surreal nature of our current environment, can easily trigger
past trauma. With this, parents might feel more stretched and
that their children are more burdensome, less enjoyable.
How each of us responds to trauma ranges from being passive to being angry and crabby. Although this time is traumatic for children, there isn’t one common response to this experience. Sleep is more disturbed, and with sleep deprivation
comes more erratic behavior. We may begin fantasizing about
having an “empty nest” or experience new depths of anger
and frustration. Perhaps all we want to do when we finally have
somefreetimeissleep.Thisupcoming“Mother’sDay”isevocative. It’s not about how we’ve spent Mother’s Days in the past,
whether honoring our own mother or being honored by our children. Rather, what resonates are the simple childhood remembrances of how life once was. More than ever, we can wistfully recall more of the magic, the easiness of those bygone days.
As British newspaper The Guardian pointed out: “A generation of children and teenagers in the U.S. who were born
under the specter of international terrorism, raised during
an economic recession and educated under the threat of nearconstant school shootings is facing yet another trauma:
a pandemic that’s already racked up a devastating body
count and completely upended their lives.”
When this crisis passes, how will our children remember
our mothering? What do we want them to value most about
how we helped them navigate through this time? We want

Shalimar’s Studio of Oriental Dance

407 Main St., Rockland ~ Info: 975-3317 ~ Classes with Patti Luchetti
Open for private sessions.
We will be back!
Stay safe, friends

ONGOING
CLASSES

balance • stamina • stretch • form

Maine Center for Integrated Rehab
The Area’s 1st & Only

RESIDENTIAL
BRAIN INJURY
HOME

We can assist with recovery.

Now Hiring Staff in our Rockland location!
Full & Part-Time DSP & PSS Positions Available.

Call Brian Hurd at 989-9638

them to know we were always there when they needed us, that
we patiently listened without judgment or criticism, without
needing to “fix” their emotions. Hopefully they feel we supported, accepted, and loved them unconditionally. How we
mother is something we independently determine. If this particular Mother’s Day counts for anything, let it be reflecting
on the legacy we want for our children. Each day is precious
in this parenting journey, and our children are paying close
attention to the messages we’re giving them. While moms are
currently “captive,” sequestered in this most important role,
it’s crucial to take care of our own emotional health. Remember safety briefings flight attendants provide: “Parents, put on
your own oxygen mask before placing one on your child.”
This unprecedented time can be one of creativity and
inspiration, with each family marking their own path of
peace through the chaos. Be forgiving of yourself and your
children. For this Mother’s Day, remember you are strong,
courageous, resilient, and lovable. Stay well, and be safe.
As my hero Fred Rogers once said: “When I was a boy
and I would see scary things in the news, my mother would
say to me, ‘Look for the helpers. You will always find people who are helping.’” Our gratitude to all of them!
Judith Hatch-Orme, MSW, LCSW,
has an office at 69 Elm Street in
Camden. A parenting specialist,
counselor, consultant, and family
mediator, she provides workshops;
teacher trainings; parenting consulting; counseling for children, parents,
couples and families; and divorce
mediation. She also works part-time
at the Knox County Health Clinic in Rockland as the mental
health & wellness coordinator. To schedule appointments or
customize a workshop/staff training, contact her at 603-8016382 or email kidsandfamiliesfirst@gmail.com.

Kindergarten Wants
You! (to Register Soon)

RSU 13 will be welcoming kindergarten students entering
school in September. Registration is for children who will be
5 years old on or before October 15, 2020. Parents can register
their child at the school in the municipality where they reside.
Due to recent pandemic-related school closures, registrations are being accepted via links to each school’s registration
process, available at the RSU 13 website, rsu13.org.
Call your child’s school if you have any questions, need
the link sent to you directly, or if you need further assistance.
• Ash Point Community School — 594-5650
• Cushing Community School — 354-2312; parents
should call the school between 8 a.m. and 2 p.m. Monday
through Friday to complete the pre-registration process over
the phone, or complete the online form.
• South School — 596-2020
• Thomaston Grammar School — 354-6353

Rockland
207-596-0133

Fairfield
207-453-1330

Guenter “Gene” Kurt Kleiber, 82, died Tuesday, June 29, 2010,
at Anderson Inn in Camden. Born in Landeshut, Germany, on
July 12, 1927, he was the son of Erich and Frieda (Fisher) Kleiber.
He was educated in Germany and attended trade school to become
a barber. On October 16, 1951, he married Annemarie Blaeser
in Germany. Mr. and Mrs. Kleiber moved to Michigan on
July 2, 1957, where he worked as a barber and hair stylist. He
owned and operated the Continental Salon
for many years in Michigan. After his
retirement in 1992, they moved to New
Hampshire for several years before moving to Rockland, living there for 10 years.
In 2006 they moved to Camden. He was a
communicant of Our Lady of Good Hope
Catholic Church. Gene was an avid football and soccer fan. Gene very much
enjoyed classical music and often attended the Bangor Symphony concerts. His hobbies included hiking
and reading and he will be greatly missed by family, friends and
many former customers.
Surviving is his beloved wife of 58 years, Annemarie Kleiber
of Camden; his son, Eric Kleiber; a half-sister, Renate Tegge of
Berlin, Germany; and other family members in Germany.
A Memorial Mass will be held 10 a.m., Tuesday, July 6,
2010, at Our Lady of Good Hope Catholic Church with the
Rev. Mark Reinhardt officiating. Interment will be private
and held at the convenience of the family. Memorial donations may be made to the Bob Gagnon Cancer Fund, c/o
Pen Bay Healthcare, 22 White Street, Rockland, ME 04841.
Arrangements are with the Long Funeral Home &
Cremation Service, 9 Mountain Street, Camden.

Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

N O T I C E S
Chrystal A. Athearn

William S. Stanek Jr.

Bonnie Ogden Burns

Katherine Christine Adams

Died Wed., April 1, 2020
Age 73; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Died Tues., April 21, 2020
Age 51; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Died Sat., April 11, 2020
Age 69; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Died Sat., April 25, 2020
Age 57; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Florence Carolyn Metzger

Robert J. Foshay

Donald E. Simonton

Sue Ellen Gerrish

Died Thurs., April 16, 2020
Age 93; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Tues., April 21, 2020
Age 77; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Died Tues., April 28, 2020
Age 87; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Wed., April 29, 2020
Age 88; To share a memory or
story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.

Free to Worship
Shalom

Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church

Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org

The Episcopal Church welcomes you!
Sunday Services
Holy Communion

7:30
am
7:30and
and10:00*
9:30* am
*Nursery and Sunday School available

3333Chestnut
ChestnutStreet
Street•●236-3680
236-3680 ●• www.stthomascamdenme.org
www.stthomascamdenme.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

Brewer
207-989-2034
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aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ

Join Us for Worship Sunday at 9:30 a.m.
Sunday School starts at 8:45 a.m. Nursery Care Available

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

WELCOME to the

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH

Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

Sunday Worship 10 a.m.
Tues., 9 a.m. Kierkegaard discussion –
Works of Love. Tues., 6 p.m. Choir

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

A weekly feature in The Free Press Contact Glenn Billington: glenn@freepressonline.com
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Submissions

to the Calendar of Events must be made
by noon Wednesday before the Tuesday
publication day. Send them, along
with your contact information,
to calendar@freepressonline.com
or The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076.

RESOURCES

➤ Maine.gov and CDC.gov offer state and
federal COVID-19 updates and info.
➤ VillageSoup.com is offering free access
to stories until June 1. See what’s happening
in Knox and Waldo counties, including how
people are responding to COVID-19.
➤ Tinyurl.com/rockland-resources lists
resources for coping with COVID-19 in
Rockland and beyond, with info on where
to get free meals, child care and more.
➤ Our Town Belfast offers updates on
which businesses are open and their hours at
OurTownBelfast.org/covid-19-updates.
➤ Pine Tree Legal Assistance offers updates
on the status of family, civil and criminal court
cases: ptla.org/covid-19.
➤ Resources for Surviviors of Sexual
Violence during COVID-19 include the
statewide sexual assault helpline at 800-8717741. Learn more at SASSMM.org.

NOTEWORTHY
TUESDAY, MAY 5:
➤ Maine Slowly Reopens as Residents Are
Asked to “Stay Safer at Home,” Governor
Janet Mills’ updated order on social distancing
rules meant to help Maine flatten the transmission curve of COVID-19. People must continue
staying at home with exceptions such as grocery

shopping or hiking outdoors, and may now also
visit certain businesses or take part in activities
listed under Stage 1 of the “Restarting Maine’s
Economy” plan. Read the full plan at
maine.gov/covid19/restartingmaine.
➤ “How Maine Are You?” Trivia Night with
Rockland Public Library, 6:30 p.m. In honor
of the state’s bicentennial, the library presents its
first-ever trivia night with four rounds. Participants
will play for the honor of being known as the first
“Master of All Things Dirigo.” The casual night
will be presented via Zoom. To request a link,
email pking@rocklandmaine.gov, or stay tuned
to the event on the library’s Facebook page in the
afternoon. Participants may play on a team or solo.

THURSDAY, MAY 7:
➤ “Covid-19 Isolation: Challenges and
Opportunities for Surviving and Thriving,”
6 p.m. Camden Public Library hosts Greg
Marley, clinical director at Maine’s chapter of
the National Alliance on Mental Illness, for
an online discussion addressing the challenges
of living, parenting, and working in social isolation. For a Zoom link to attend, email a request
to jpierce@librarycamden.org.

TUESDAY, MAY 12:
➤ “Sleep Your Way to Better Health,” 6 p.m.
Camden Public Library hosts the Zoom presentation with health and wellness coach Hester
Kohl and family physician Dr. Deb Peabody,
who will address the health benefits deep sleep
delivers to the immune system, metabolism,
and brain. For a Zoom link to attend, email
jpierce@librarycamden.org.

COMING UP:
➤ “Explore Maine Safely with Maine Trail
Finder,” a Zoom webinar designed to help
people find less-frequented trails to explore, on
Thursday, May 14, from noon to 1 p.m. Learn
how to use Maine Trail Finder, which offers
directions to and descriptons of a thousand
non-motorized trails throughout the state. For a

New Movies
Week of May 6 – May 12

Short descriptions of new movies

ABE No rating/Drama/Dir: Fernando Grostein Andrade
(Dagmara Dominczyk, Mark Margolis, Noah Schnapp)
Twelve-year-old Abe is an aspiring chef who wants his
cooking to bring people together — but his half-Israeli,
half-Palestinian family has never had a meal that didn’t
end in a fight.
BIRDS OF PREY R/Action/Dir: Cathy Yan (Margot Robbie,
Mary Elizabeth Winstead, Ewan McGregor) After breaking
up with the Joker, comic book character Harley Quinn teams
up with a gang of other tough female antiheroes.
CALL OF THE WILD PG/Adventure/Dir: Chris Sanders
(Karen Gillan, Harrison Ford, Cara Gee) Adapted from Jack
London’s classic novel, this live-action/animation hybrid
tells the story of a dog who is taken to the Yukon to join a
sled team during the Gold Rush.
EMMA PG/Comedy/Dir: Autumn de Wilde (Anya TaylorJoy, Johnny Flynn, Bill Nighy) Filmmakers love Jane
Austen! A highly stylized, color-saturated portrayal of
handsome, clever and rich Emma, a “queen bee” who must
navigate the challenges of growing up, misguided matches
and romantic missteps to recognize the love that has been
in front of her all along.
EXTRACTION R/Action/Dir: Sam Hargrave (Chris
Hemsworth, Rudhraksh Jaiswal, Randeep Hooda) A hardened mercenary’s mission becomes a soul-searching race
to survive when he’s sent to Bangladesh to rescue a drug
lord’s kidnapped son.
EXTRA ORDINARY R/Comedy/Dir: Mike Ahern, Enda
Loughman (Maeve Higgins, Barry Ward, Will Forte) Rose,
a sweet, lonely driving instructor in rural Ireland, has supernatural abilities. She tries to ignore constant requests from
locals to exorcise possessed trash cans or haunted gravel.
But when a washed-up one-hit-wonder rock star makes a
pact with the devil for a return to greatness and causes a
teenager to levitate, her terrified father asks Rose to help
save his daughter.
THE HIGH NOTE PG-13/Drama/Dir: Nisha Ganatra
(Dakota Johnson, June Diane Raphael, Bill Pullman) Grace
Davis, a superstar whose talent and ego have reached
unbelievable heights, gets involved in a life-changing plan
with her personal assistant, who dreams of becoming a
music producer.
THE LODGE R/Horror/Dir: Severin Fiala, Veronika Franz
(Alicia Silverstone, Richard Armitage, Riley Keough)
A family retreats to their remote winter cabin over the

Zoom link, sign up at nrcm.org under Events.
➤ “Home Now: How 6,000 Refugees Transformed an American Town,” a Zoom talk
at 6 p.m. on Thursday, May 14, with journalist
Cynthia Anderson about her book, which
“provides a poignant account of America’s
evolving relationship with religion and race,
and makes a sensitive yet powerful case for
embracing change.” To request a link to attend,
email jpierce@librarycamden.org.
➤ “Voting Down the Rose: Florence Brooks
Whitehouse and Maine’s Fight for Woman
Suffrage,” a World in Your Library talk from
the Maine Humanities Council, offered by
Belfast Free Library on Thursday, May 14, at
6:30 p.m. Author Anne B. Gass gives the talk via
Zoom, based on her great-grandmother. Whitehouse was a novelist, painter, vocalist, and mother of three sons when she first joined the suffrage
movement in 1914. Gass will explore her life up
to 1914 and her leadership in moving suffrage
forward in Maine, joining forces with national
leader Alice Paul in a desperate, last-ditch effort
to ensure that the legislature ratified the 19th
Amendment that would give women voting
rights. Slides of historic photos will accompany
the talk, with a Q&A to follow. To register, visit
belfastlibrary.org/events or email bharrington@
belfastlibrary.org.

MUSIC
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6:
➤ DaPonte String Quartet Digital Events,
include digital content posted every Wednesday
at 7 p.m. on their YouTube channel. Short
films of members working on new pieces or
revisiting old favorites are uploaded. The quartet gathers live at 5 p.m. Fridays to chat about
music. Guest artists will join them. For a Zoom
link to join a weekly Friday Happy Hour, go to
DePonte.org. Due to COVID-19, the group has
canceled its spring concerts, DSQ Institute in

holidays. A blizzard traps them indoors as terrifying events
summon specters from the dark past.
THE LOVEBIRDS R/Action/Dir: Michael Showalter
(Issa Rae, Kumail Nanjiani, Kyle Bornheimer) On the
brink of breaking up, a couple gets pulled into a weird
murder mystery. Can their relationship survive the night?
The film has been released straight to Netflix since
theaters are closed.
NEVER RARELY SOMETIMES ALWAYS PG-13/
Drama/Dir: Eliza Hittman (Sidney Flanigan, Talia Ryder,
Ryan Eggold) The film premiered at the Sundance Film
Festival in January, where it won a Special Jury Award.
Faced with an unintended pregnancy and lacking support,
Autumn and her cousin Skylar travel to New York City
from their homes in rural Pennsylvania on a fraught,
48-hour journey. The New York Times called the film a
“low-key knockout.”
THE QUARRY R/Crime/Dir: Scott Teems (Shea
Whigham, Michael Shannon, Catalina Sandino Moreno)
After murdering a minister in cold blood, a drifter steals
the man’s identity and arrives in a small town posing as
a preacher.
TROLLS WORLD TOUR PG/Animation/Dir: Walt Dohrn,
David P. Smith (Anna Kendrick, Justin Timberlake, James
Corden) In a sequel to the 2014 “Trolls,” Poppy and Branch
discover that they belong to one of six Troll tribes living in
six different lands. Each is devoted to a different kind of
music: funk, country, techno, classical, pop and rock.
THE TURNING PG-13/Horror/Dir: Floria Sigismondi
(Mackenzie Davis, Finn Wolfhard, Brooklynn Prince)
Adaptated from Henry James’s novel “The Turn of the
Screw.” At a mysterious estate in the Maine countryside,
a newly appointed nanny is charged with the care of two
disturbed orphans. She quickly discovers that both the
children and the house are harboring dark secrets, and that
things may not be as they appear.

New on DVD & Blu-ray
Released May 5 —

ARKANSAS R/Crime/Dir: Clark Duke (Liam Hemsworth,
Mark Baggs, Jared Bankens) The world of the “Dixie
mafia,” from the 1980s to the present. A drug deal goes
wrong, with seriously bad consequences.

Recent Releases —

1917 R/Drama/Dir: Sam Mendes (Dean-Charles Chapman,
George MacKay, Daniel Mays) Winner of two Golden
Globes. Two young British soldiers during WW I are
ordered to deliver a message deep inside enemy territory
that will save 1,600 men.

June, and June concert at Bowdoin’s Studzinski
Hall. Fans who want to help sustain the group
financially can find a link on their website.

COMING UP:
➤ Camden’s Jazz in June has re-tooled its
four-day festival in favor of a one-day celebration
in November. Headliners the Brubeck Brothers
Quartet will celebrate Dave Brubeck’s Centennial
on Saturday, November 14, at 7:30 p.m. at
Camden Opera House. There will be an early
Blue Café on the third floor featuring music
by New Shades of Blue, hors d’oeuvres and a
cash bar. Admission is free. Tickets for Jazz in
November are $35 for adults, $20 for students, at
CamdenOperaHouse.com; $40/$25 at the door.

FILM

➤ Rockland’s Strand Theatre Presents
Virtual Cinema Screenings, a platform that
lets people see, from home, new-release films
that would have screened at the Strand. Learn
what’s on the menu of Strand at Home: Virtual
Cinema, where ticket prices range from $10
to $12, at RocklandStrand.com.
➤ Colonial Theatre in Belfast Now Offering
Online Streaming, and also a “shelter in place”
sale with 30 percent off all gift certificates.
ColonialTheater.com.
➤ Midcoast Actors Studio, based in Belfast,
offers video streams of past performances
at MidcoastActors.org.
➤ Kanopy.com is a free service offered by
many public libraries and universities that
allows users to stream their choice of thousands
of movies. Head to Kanopy.com to see if your
library or school participates.

ARTS

➤ Waterfall Arts in Belfast Puts Out Virtual
Open Call for Art, for the Belfast art center’s
upcoming “Milestones and Stepping Stones”

A BEAUTIFUL DAY IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
PG/Biography, Drama/Dir: Marielle Heller (Tom Hanks,
Matthew Rhys, Chris Cooper) Tom Hanks portrays Mister
Rogers in a tale of kindness triumphing over cynicism.
After a jaded magazine writer is assigned to write a profile
of Fred Rogers, he overcomes his skepticism.
BOMBSHELL R/Biography, Drama/Dir: Jay Roach (Nicole
Kidman, Charlize Theron, Margot Robbie) Megyn Kelly and
Gretchen Carlson famously charged Fox News head Roger
Ailes with sexual harassment, leading to his ouster. In this
docudrama, great performances don’t resolve the contradictions and discordant jumble of styles in the film.
DARK WATERS PG-13/Biography, Drama/Dir: Todd
Haynes (Anne Hathaway, Bill Pullman, Mark Ruffalo)
A corporate attorney who was just made a partner at his
prestigious law firm, largely due to his work defending
Big Chem companies, finds himself conflicted after being
contacted by farmers who believe the local DuPont plant is
dumping toxic waste in a nearby landfill that is destroying
their fields and killing their cattle.
THE FAREWELL PG/Comedy, Drama/Dir: Lulu Wang
(Awkwafina, Tzi Ma, Diana Lin) Originally a segment on
“This American Life,” “The Farewell” tells the true story
of a benign lie and its effects. Chinese-born, U.S.-raised
Billi returns to China with her family to see her grandmother, ill with cancer, for the last time. However, her
family members are determined not to reveal this and tell
the matriarch they are coming for a wedding.
THE GENTLEMEN R/Action/Dir: Guy Ritchie (Matthew
McConaughey, Charlie Hunnam, Michelle Dockery) An
expatriate marijuana magnate decides to sell his business,
triggering plots, schemes, bribery and blackmail.
KNIVES OUT PG-18/Comedy, Crime/Dir: Rian Johnson
(Daniel Craig, Chris Evans, Jamie Lee Curtis) When a
famous crime novelist is found dead just after his
85th birthday, a star-studded assembly of relatives is
sequestered at his estate while a mysterious detective
probes to discover whodunit.
LITTLE WOMEN PG/Drama, Romance/Dir: Greta
Gerwig (Saoirse Ronan, Timothée Chalamet, Meryl Streep)
Drawing on Louisa May Alcott’s classic novel, this tale
of four sisters in New England during the Civil War feels
fresh. Alcott’s alter ego, Jo March, reflects on her life
in a series of flashbacks.
PAIN AND GLORY R/Drama/Dir: Pedro Almodóvar
(Antonio Banderas, Asier Etxeandia, Penélope Cruz)
Widely acclaimed film about a film director — whose life
parallels Almodóvar’s in many particulars — whose career
is in decline. In physical and emotional pain, depressed
and drug-dependent, he seeks to make peace with his past,
which is vividly depicted in a series of flashbacks.
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show. Submissions are being taken through
May 15. Learn more and submit at
waterfallarts.org.
TUESDAY, MAY 5:
➤ Watts Hall Community Players Call for
Actors, for Count Me In. Five leads and a large
ensemble cast of all ages will take part in shaping the new musical. To audition virtually this
week for one of the five primary roles, contact
Daryl Hahn at darylhahn@gmail.com or 5429079. Anyone can be in the ensemble; contact
Hahn to express interest.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6:
➤ Creative Art & Journaling with Camden
Public Library, 4 to 5 p.m. Meetings on Zoom
and project ideas through email. Everyone’s
invited to join the creative group for a different
project every Wednesday through June. Email
Amy at alhand@libarycamden.org for emails of
project ideas and a link to the Zoom meeting.
➤ Online Book Group with Carver Memorial Library of Searsport, via Zoom at 5:30 p.m.
The book is “Captains Courageous” by Rudyard
Kipling, in the Going to Sea: A Variety of Voices series from the Maine Humanities Council.
The Wednesday, May 27, book will be “The
Dauber” by John Masefield. Contact the library
for details.
➤ Online Book Group with Rockport Public
Library, 6:30 p.m. Gather live with other book
lovers to discuss and reflect on a selection of
short stories and personal essays. For a copy
of the reading and a link to the Zoom meeting,
email rpl@rockport.lib.me.us. If you need help
setting up Zoom, just ask.
THURSDAY, MAY 7:
➤ Online Book Group with Jackson
Memorial Library, Tenants Harbor, at
10:15 a.m. The group meets first Thursdays
of the month. To register, email beckie@
jacksonmemoriallibrary.org.
FRIDAY, MAY 8:
➤ Online Poetry Group with Skidompha
Library, Damariscotta, 10 to 11 a.m. Fridays.
Share a favorite poem or one of your own, or
just listen and be inspired by the words of others.
To register, email jeaton@skidompha.org.
➤ Explorations: Read-Aloud Group for
Adults, from 11 a.m. to noon, live on Camden
Public Library’s Facebook page. Hear a wide
range of books read by library staff. Recordings
of the readings are available afterward on the
page’s “video” section.

HOME & GARDEN
➤ Put a Dent in the Browntail Moth Population, which is spreading in Waldo County. For
directions on how to easily spot and remove their
webs, head to maine.gov/dacf/mfs/forest_health/
invasive_threats/browntail_moth_info.htm.
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6:
➤ Gardening for Wildlife with Maine Native
Plants, a four-part series of online classes on
using native plants to benefit birds and other
wildlife, is offered by the University of Maine
Cooperative Extension and Maine Audubon on
Wednesdays, May 6 to 27, from 2 to 3 p.m. Participants will learn about backyard ecology, the
birds of Maine, and selecting and growing native
plants. A donation of $10 for the series is suggested. Register online for Zoom information.

➤ Knox Couty Food Council offers an extensive list of where to get free meals in the
midcoast: KCfoodcouncil.com.
➤ Midcoast Maine Community Action’s
Free Meals for Children under the age of 19
and living in Lincoln County are handed out
2 to 4 p.m. Thursdays at Salt Bay Area Head
Start Center in Newcastle and Friendship Street
Head Start Center School in Waldoboro.
Children do not have to be enrolled in Head
Start. For a full list of pickup sites and other
details: MidcoastMaineCommunityAction.org/
mmca-provides-meals-for-kids/.
➤ The Game Loft in Belfast is giving free
grab-and-go lunches to all school-aged children,
regardless of Game Loft membership, from
noon to 2 p.m. seven days a week, until school
reopens, at 78A Main Street, above All About
Games, through the green door.
➤ Central Lincoln County YMCA,
Damariscotta, offers meals to children up to
age 18 from Healthy Lincoln County every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 11 a.m. to
noon, while school is closed, for pickup in the
CLC YMCA parking lot.
FRIDAY, MAY 8:
➤ Belfast Farmers’ Market is outside at
Waterfall Arts and open 9 a.m to 1 p.m. Fridays.
Tips for shopping there safely are listed at
BelfastFarmersMarket.org.
➤ Union Farmers Market on Union Common Opens for the Season, with hours of 3 to
6 p.m. Fridays, to October 9. Fresh, local food
and sundries are offered.

KIDS & PARENTS
➤ The Summer 2020 High School Aspirations Program, offered by UMA’s Rockland
Center, offers high-schoolers a chance to earn
university credits with zero tuition by taking
Zoom classes, which begin May 18 or July 6.
Applications are due by May 11. More info:
596-6906 or UMArockland@maine.edu.
TUESDAY, MAY 5:
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from 10 to
10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Children’s Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs on the
library’s Facebook page.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Kate of Rockland Public Library, on its new YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m. Toddlers and earlyelementary-schoolers are invited to the themed
storytimes with songs, rhymes and books. The
YouTube channel will also feature Read Alouds
with Miss Kate on Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m.;
Baby Time with Miss Kate on Thursdays at
10:30 a.m.; and Friday Fun with Patty & Jessie,
with storytelling and jokes in the weekly grab bag
of fun for humor-loving older kids and adults.
➤ Children’s Book Week Continues at
Camden Public Library through May 10.
Every weekday morning, Miss Amy will dress
as a children’s book character for readings posted to the Camden Public Library’s Facebook
page and to the Miss Amy Hand YouTube and
Instagram pages. She will post related crafting
and STEAM videos in the afternoons. Social

FOOD & DRINK
➤ Good Shepherd Food Bank of Maine offers
extensive information for food-insecure Mainers
during the COVID-19 crisis. For details, visit
GSFB.org/mainecovid/.

media will also be used to communicate staff
picks of favorite children’s books, highlight
Maine authors, run features on book releases,
and explain how family films based on books
can be accessed for free on the Kanopy app with
a Camden Public Library card.
➤ Program for Parents on Getting Through
Uncertain Times, 6 p.m. The Zoom program
with psychologist Dr. Pia Marancik will present
ways to identify and manage childhood anxiety
during the global COVID-19 pandemic. For a
link to attend, email jpierce@librarycamden.org.
COMING UP:
➤ “Financial Parenting in Complex Times,”
Tuesday, May 19, at 4 p.m. Jackson Memorial
Library of Tenants Harbor offers the virtual
program with presenter Joline Godfrey, who
promotes financial intelligence and independence for young people. She is the author of
“Raising Financially Fit Kids.” To register,
email beckie@jacksonmemoriallibrary.org
or leave a message at 372-8961.

MISCELLANEOUS
➤ Maine Boats, Homes & Harbors Cancels
2020 Maine Boat & Home Show, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The three-day event held
every year since 2003 on the Rockland waterfront “will be back next year, ready to celebrate
Maine, boats, arts and all the things that make
this place special,” from August 13 to 15, 2021.
TUESDAY, MAY 5:
➤ Camden Public Library Appeal: “Stock the
Stacks” with Books, the library is joining the
one-day global effort #GivingTuesdayNow this
Tuesday by asking for donations to buy new
books: $10 will buy a children’s book; $25 will
buy a hardcover; and $75 buys one e-book,
including the fees required for multiple readers to
access the e-book at once. Donors who give $25
or more can place a name on a bookplate in honor
of a friend or loved one – even a beloved cat, dog
or goldfish. Donations can be made from home
with a computer or mobile phone by visiting
librarycamden.org/stockthestacks. Gifts can also
be sent by check, made out to “Camden Public
Library Fund,” to the library, ATTN: Stock the
Stacks, 55 Main Street, Camden, ME 04843.
➤ Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s 2020 Spring Meeting Webinar is set
for May 5 and 6. The agenda and meeting
materials are at asmfc.org/home/2020-springmeeting-webinar.
THURSDAY, MAY 7:
➤ “An Introduction to Mindfulness Meditation with Jeannette,” an online course offered
from 1 to 2 p.m. Thursdays in May by Skidompha Library of Damariscotta. The four-week
course is free and requires attendance at all
four sessions.
FRIDAY, MAY 8:
➤ Online Camden Chess Club meets from
4 to 6 p.m. Fridays while Camden Public
Library is closed. Members may also challenge
other members at any time.
Join the club at lichess.org/team/
camden-chess-club. If you need

- Featuring current movies and luxury seating CLOSED CAPTION & DESCRIPTIVE AUDIO DEVICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

help registering or want more information contact
Evan Annis at camdenchessclub@gmail.com.
SUNDAY, MAY 10:
➤ Edgecomb Community Church,
UCC, Worshiping on Zoom, Sundays
at 9:30 a.m. For more information, visit
edgecombchurch.org or send an email to
edgecomb.church@gmail.com. The church
building at 15 Cross Point Road, Edgecomb,
is closed until further notice.
MONDAY, MAY 11:
➤ Maine Mondays on Facebook Live,
from 11 a.m. to noon. Each Monday on the
Camden Public Library’s Facebook page, Julia
will read selections from books about Maine’s
history. This program is part of the library’s
yearlong celebration of Maine’s bicentennial.
Recordings of the readings are available to
watch afterward in the “video” section of the
library’s Facebook page.
TUESDAY, MAY 12:
➤ Leer y Charlar on Zoom, 1 to 3 p.m. Camden
Public Library’s Spanish language reading and
conversation group is now meeting via Zoom. For
more information and to request a link to attend,
email Lynne Taylor at leerycharlar@gmail.com.
➤ Waldo County Republicans Online General
Meeting, 7 to 8:30 p.m. Waldo County candidates
with be introduced: Col. Duncan S. Milne, USMC
Ret., Maine Senate District 11; Rep. Mary Anne
Kinney, HR District 99; Rep. Sherman Hutchins,
HR District 131; Katrina Smith, HR District 96;
Matt DiGioia, HR District 97; and Jessica Connor,
HR District 98. A brief update of the TVLI team’s
activities will be outlined by Max Provencher. For
a Zoom entry code, email joanp@me.com.
COMING UP:
➤ Democrats to Host Dinner on Zoom,
the biennial Frances Perkins Award Dinner,
on Saturday, May 16, at 7:30 p.m. Guests will
receive gift cards to Lincoln County restaurants
in lieu of sitting down to the traditional banquetstyle meal. The purpose of the event is to present the Frances Perkins Award to a Lincoln
County Democrat who exemplifies the legacy
of Perkins. With each paid contribution to
“attend” the event, donors can choose a gift
card from Ports of Italy, Boothbay Harbor;
Damariscotta River Grill, Damariscotta; Newcastle Publick House, Newcastle; The Narrows
Tavern, Waldoboro; or Little Village Bistro,
Wiscasset. Learn more at lincolncountydemocrats.com/award.
➤ State Senate District 11 Democratic
Primary Candidate Forum, Sunday, May 17,
at 4 p.m. Engage Waldo hosts the Zoom forum
with Glenn “Chip” Curry of Belfast, Charles
Pattavina of Winterport, and Robyn Stanicki of
Belfast. They are seeking their party’s nomination for the seat held by Sen. Erin Herbig, who
declined to seek re-election after she was hired
as city manager of Belfast. The forum will be
moderated by Sara Salley, chair of the Waldo
County Democratic Committee. For a Zoom
link, or to submit a question for the candidates,
send an email to engagewaldo@gmail.com.

Wondering
when we
can gather
again?

US. Rt. 1, Thomaston/Rockland line
MOVIE HOTLINE: (207) 594-2100
www.flagshipcinemas.com

Stella Maris House
148 Broadway, Rockland

ON THE COMMON

Fridays
3-63-6p.m.
Fridays
May
2020
May 810-- October
October 4,9, 2019
Fresh Local
Food
Homegrown
& Handmade
unionfarmersmarket.org
unionfarmersmarket.org

Accepting Applications for An Available Studio
Apartment. Housing for Elderly 62 years & older
Community Services & Activities Are Close By for
Senior Citizens. Rent is 30% of income and includes
Heat, electric, water, sewer & parking.
Maximum Income Limits are $22,950 for 1 Person
If interested, Please Call
(207) 594-2202
TDD:1-800-545-1833 ext. 248

EQUAL HOUSING

Whenever it is, we'll
be ready to welcome you
back! Meanwhile, stay
safe and healthy ...&
check out our website
for coming events!
camdenoperahouse.com
Box Office: 207-236-3154
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PRESENTS
our weekly newsletter
keeping people connected
to their community and the new
“People TO People FUND”
To learn more or to donate, visit
www.onecommunitymanyvoices.org.
Media
Sponsors
Donations can be mailed to: OCMV, 8 North Main St., Suite 301, Rockland, ME 04841
LETTER FROM READE
Dear Readers,
“A PRE-COVID19 precursor”
It was more than 20 years ago when my family needed, and humbly took, help from our Camden
community. My wife had been diagnosed with ovarian cancer in mid-summer and during her treatments
she would quarantine to protect her immune system. For six months of chemo she would stay away
from crowds, do limited food shopping, not go to church and, much like today, be careful of who was in
her physical space so as not to compromise her health.
What I remember from those days is how people, both close friends and acquaintances, reached out to
help us. This was before Facebook and I am inspired to this day, not only with what happened, but how
it happened and who was on the giving end.
Many people wanted to help; we had three small boys (7, 9 and 11) and I had the demands of running
my own business. Love and meals poured in, with many asking us “what do you need” and “how can I
help.” Though well meaning, when you are in crisis, you don’t know what you need, you don’t know
what to ask for.
As meals arrived, all I could say was thank you, but it really was too much. People were cooking extra
and bringing it over; some days three meals would arrive, other days nothing. Then, an acquaintance
stepped up who saw a family overwhelmed. She was not a close friend, known through kid circles,
but she was an organizer as part of her business. She, without asking us “what we needed,” stepped
up and took charge. All meals during the next five months would go through Nancy Lubin and, as the
chemo treatments started, Nancy created a meals rotation for the three or four days after chemo when
Martha was out of sorts. We didn’t know to ask for it, she saw the need and created the rotation list.
As the months went by, a neighbor down the street would continue to call Martha when she was at a
supermarket or variety store to ask Martha specifically what she needed; milk, bread, juice, cereal,
dog food? She did not wait for Martha to call her, she took charge and, with this small but generous
gesture, took one more thing off our collective plate as most others had now moved on to helping
someone else.
I know we thanked you Nancy and the neighbor, but I don’t think they understood what their small but
generous gestures did to lift us, without us even knowing it at the time.
Even though this pandemic continues on and on, the current need follows the same kind of time-line
with people, who jump to help at the beginning, then go on to the next mission and crusade, perhaps
not realizing that the wake of a tsunami can be as bad as the storm itself.
I learned two things from the cancer experience.
It is unexpected people that step up; not always your closest friends or family, but those who can see
need without asking. The help is almost too much when the crisis hits, and the response that follows
is as well. But a month later, as you struggle to figure out the “new norm,” well-intentioned people
are on to the next cause and the “call me if you need anything” contribution does nothing to lift you
up. Second, being a second responder can be more important. It is the people who see the danger and
are unafraid to roll up their sleeves and take charge that make the most difference. “I’m at the store,
what do you need right now” is so much more helpful than “Let me know if you need anything.”
In today’s world there is lots of need. We see it. We know it is there.
Are we the ones that will respond; when we do, we will make a difference.
Keep finding the little things you can do for your neighbors and friends; it might be a hot meal, or a
hand-written postcard with a drawing of your favorite joint activity. It might be sewing them a mask. It
might be dropping off cookies. Whatever it is, if it brightens spirits and lightens a load, good job!
Hang in there Knox, Lincoln and Waldo counties as we, together, find our “new” norm.
P.S. As I write this today (Monday) I have just opened the mail from the weekend; 8 checks with over
$1,100 donated to OCMV’s “p2p” fund. Many with handwritten notes thanking us for leading this effort.
NO, thank you – it is YOU who are leading the effort with us.
Live in Peace :LIP: Reade

KNOX CLINIC PRESCRIPTION
ASSISTANCE IS HERE FOR YOU
Did you know - The Knox Clinic provides a Prescription Assistance Program, which helps
patients get medication they might not otherwise be able to afford. The Knox Clinic can
apply for free medications when available, as well as price check between pharmacies,
and print coupons, to help you find the most affordable medications.
Services are available to anyone who is uninsured and has limited financial means. You
do not have to be a Medical Clinic patient to apply. The Knox Clinic has saved Mid-coast
residents over $18,500,000 in medication costs since the Prescription Assistance Program
(PAP) began in 2004!
While COVID-19 restrictions are in effect the Knox Clinic continues to provide services
within the guidelines set by the CDC. Please call 301-6996 for non-urgent questions.
The Prescription Assistance Program is operating with additional safety measures such as
masking and curbside pick-up of medications.
The Knox Clinic is a volunteer based non-profit advocating for and providing free/low
cost medical, dental, prescription assistance, mental health and wellness services to the
uninsured and underinsured in Knox County, plus our border towns. We believe everyone
deserves access to quality care! To make a tax-deductible donation, to volunteer, or to
request services, please call 301-6996, or visit our website at www.knoxclinic.org.

OCMV
Thank you Readers!
We received several inquiries wanting to know the backstory behind
why One Community Many Voices (OCMV) works so closely with its
partners.
Many years ago, I was able to experience first hand the teachings of
ubuntu. The concept of ubuntu gained international attention to reform
and reconnect South Africa after Apartheid by Bishop Desmond Tutu
and Nelson Mandela. I was taught that ubuntu, in general, is the belief
that we are bounded together in ways that are invisible to the eye.
That in order for all to succeed there must be an interconnectedness
to humanity. Ubuntu is being able to take care of yourself; in a manner
that enables the community around you to improve as well.
OCMV put the concept of ubuntu into practice by designing and
implementing an organization that can assist individuals when our
agency partners’ funding is not allowed to assist. Early discussions with
our partners across the nonprofit, public and private sectors exposed
the need for some type of proactive gap funding to combat poverty in
the Midcoast. Directly working with partners allows OCMV’s gap funding
program to be: simple, transparent, and have maximum impact with
limited expenses.
There are three ways OCMV with its partners helps recipients overcome
their barriers – 1) is to help them see their own possibilities for success,
2) believe in their worth, and 3) for them to be recognized as having
something to offer or contribute to the greater good. We achieved the
first two ways by collectively addressing the root causes of the barriers
versus OCMV going it alone and narrowly focusing on a “symptom.”
Our agency partners carrying out specific missions ie food insecurity,
shelter, or wellness needs. When it comes to the million other things
to help people overcome barriers; that’s where OCMV comes into
play. Together with our partners, we develop a plan to assist that will
provide a long-term solution versus a band-aide. The third way we help
recipients overcome their barriers relates to providing an opportunity
for them to donate their skills through self-selected volunteerism.
Nothing is more powerful or healing than transforming from a person
needing a hand up into the person offering assistance to someone else.
Our community’s problems and solutions are bounded together in ways
that are sometime invisible to the eye especially when individuals
or agencies are working in silos just trying to put a band-aide on
symptom. It takes a shared response to meet the shared challenges we
face currently with the pandemic or tomorrow with the new normal.
We are all in this together and can only succeed by building beneficial
partnerships across the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. OCMV
through its partnerships is able to advance this necessary work; in a
manner where all are welcomed to be partners, we all participate
as stakeholders, and we all succeed together. Thus our name - one
community many voices.
Sincerely,
Audrey Lovering,
Executive Director and Co-Founder of OCMV

NEW FRONTLINES AND WARMLINES TO
DEAL WITH THE COVID-19
Governor Mills launched a new resource to help deal with the
anxiety, stress, and grief related to COVID-19. The lines are staffed
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., 7 days a week by mental health volunteers
to offer help and advice. An option for texting will be added soon.
Unlike a hotline for those in immediate crisis, warmlines provide
early intervention with emotional support that can prevent a crisis.
For First Responders Call the FrontLine WarmLine at
(207) 221-8196 or 866-367-4440.
GENERAL PUBLIC CALL THE STATEWIDE WARMLINE AT
866-771-WARM.
Teen Text Support Line For those 14 to 20 years of age, National Alliance
on Mental Illness (NAMI Maine) operates a teen text
support line daily from noon – 10 p.m. The Text Line
(207) 515–8398 (TEXT) staff are between 19 to 23
years of age.
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May we never take for granted again
Saturday nights with friends
Hugging our loved ones
Early mornings at the gym
The
T roar of a stadium
m
Coffee shop dates
Packed calendars
Happy hours
Life itself
-@emilyvdw

FOOD AND PERSONAL PRODUCT
ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Numerous organizations are providing food and personal products.
The following are considered an essential service and will be here to
provide what they can to help our neighbors.
One Less Worry
provides personal
care necessities
and grooming
products via
a network of 21 Knox County
partners. Items we provide,
such as toilet paper and bar
soap, whose market availability
has diminished and cost nearly
doubled, are increasing in
demand. For details of how
to help, please contact us at
onelessworry.maine@gmail.com,
or www.onelessworry.me or our
spirited Facebook page.
AIO is
committed
to ensuring
everyone who
needs food receives it. AIO has
modified their operations to
accommodate drive-up service
for clients, and allow for best
practices/social distancing with
volunteers. The need is rising
in this uncertain time, but
AIO has been able to meet the
need. While food donations are
not accepted at this time due
to health concerns, financial
contributions are greatly
appreciated and help AIO
purchase food. Huge thanks to
all who have made a donation
recently- your support is making
an impact. If you need help
please visit us or contact us.
AIO is here for you. Hours of
Operation remain the same:
Mon, Wed, Fri 9:30am–12:00pm;
Wed 5:00 – 6:30pm, 70
Thomaston Street, Rockland.
www.aiofoodpantry.org/foodassistance.html
The Salvation Army
offers food services on
a modified schedule.

Pre-packed Food Boxes are
available Tues. and Thurs., 10
a.m. - 1 p.m. The “Fresh Rescue”
program offers fresh fruits,
vegetables, bread, desserts, eggs,
deli, etc. Weds. through Fri., 10
a.m. - 1 p.m., and Sat., 10 a.m. 12 p.m. Located at 27 Payne Ave.,
Rockland. FMI: 207-594-5326; due
to limited volunteers, leave a
message for a call back.
The Thomaston Food Pantry
- Open on Tues. and Thurs.
from 9 to 11 a.m. at the Lura
Libby School, 13 Valley St.,
Thomaston. ** Note the new
location. Patrons drive to the
circular driveway and come
to that front door. Look for
the white sign. Volunteers will
provide food to one person at a
time at the front door.

MEALS
Meals On Wheels
continues to
serve homebound
seniors and other
individuals who are unable to
obtain meals for themselves in
Knox County. FMI or to see if you
meet the eligibility requirements,
please contact Program
Coordinator Katie Tarbox at
207-701-9641. For Waldo County,
contact Spectrum Generations at
207-930- 8090.
Saint Bernard’s Bagged lunches,
Mon. - Fri., 11:30 a.m. - 12 p.m.,
150 Broadway Ave., Rockland.
FMI: 207-594-5204.
Saint Peter’s Episcopal Church
Loaves and Fishes Soup Kitchen:
Weekend bagged lunches to
go; Saturday, 12:30 p.m., and
Sunday, 1 p.m.; 11 White Street,
Rockland. FMI: 207-594-8232.

Being part of
the community
means CARING
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OPPORTUNITY KNOX
• Have you heard about “Opportunity Knox”?
• It’s the new, community-driven movement to support your
favorite local businesses and non-profits, as well as their employees, and the
people they serve to help them survive the COVID-19 crisis.
• Individuals, Small Businesses and Non-Profits Are Encouraged and Welcomed to
Participate and Help in this Effort – And it Only Takes a Few Minutes!
• Here’s How Your Small Actions in Support of “Opportunity Knox” Will Make a World
of Difference!
Visit the Website https://opportunityknox.me AND:
• Post to Your Social Media to Promote the Initiative and Ask for Your Friends and
Followers to Do the Same!
• Purchase Now And Use Later: Buy Virtual Gift Certificates of $10 or More to Your
Favorite Restaurants, Shops, Inns, and Service Providers That You Can Redeem After
the Pandemic
• Participate and Register if You Haven’t Done So Yet and are a Knox County Business
or Non-Profit
• All of the Above!
Participating businesses and non-profits
wilderbydesign
Penobscot Bay Regional
Chamber of Commerce
711 Main Street LLC
Quixada test
Adventure Advertising, Inc.
Sammy’s Deluxe
Global Packing & Shipping
Camden International Film
Festival - Points North
Institute
PAWS Animal Adoption Center
Russell’s of Camden
AIO Food Pantry, Energy
Assistance
and Child Hunger
Creative Images Hair Salon
Liberator Brewing Company
Jolinda Rockett, BSN,
MAc, LAc
Loyal Biscuit Co.
Equinox Guiding Service
Nina June
Boynton-Mckay
Fresh & Co
Grasshopper Shop of
Rockland
ScrapDogs Community
Compost
Heal Accounting
Maine Sport Outfitters
United Midcoast Charities
Clementine
Blue Harbor House Inn
Savage Oakes
Vineyard & Winery

SummerMaine Properties Real Estate Brokerage &
Vacation Rentals
Owls Head Transportation
Museum
Guini Ridge Farm
Blue Barren Distillery
Elms of Camden
Megunticook Rowing
Michael Good Gallery
Herring Gut Learning Center
victor test
New Hope for Women
18 Central Oyster Bar & Grill
Ada’s Kitchen
Loyal Biscuit Co
On the Road
David Robbins Homestead
Bed and Breakfast
Camden Windward House
Your Maine Concierge
Union Farm Equipment Inc
Glenmoor By The Sea Inn &
Cottages
Red Cloak Tours
Come Spring Cafe
frannys bistro LLC
Victory Chimes
On the Water in Maine
Vacation Rentals
Cafe Miranda
The Norumbega Inn
Maine Boats Homes
& Harbors Magazine
Atlantic baking co
Mariposa Energy Therapy

Coastal Children’s Museum
Hester Kohl Wellness
Home Kitchen Cafe
Eastern Tire & Auto Service,
Inc
Christine’s Framing Gallery
Merryspring Nature Center
Knox County Health Clinic
Craignair Inn and Restaurant
Wayfinder Schools
The Strand Theatre
Georges River Land Trust
The Apprenticeshop
Pope Memorial Humane
Society
Trapt, Inc
Down East Singers
Barefoot in Denim
OrganiClean
LAUGH loud SMILE big
Page Gallery
Seaside Village Preschool
Trillium Soaps
Center for Maine
Contemporary Art
Spouter Inn Bed and
Breakfast
One Community Many Voices
Estate Jewelry Emporium
Rocky Coast Reiki
Maine Media Workshops +
College
The Study Hall
Stanhopeandspencergallery
hello hello books
Windsor Chairmakers

For more information on “Opportunity Knox,”
please visit https://opportunityknox.me,
or call Program Manager Vanessa Santarelli at 207-215-4151.

MCH MEALS ON WHEELS
MCH Meals on Wheels is the only Meals on Wheels program serving Knox County.
In light of Spectrum Generations’ recent press release, MCH, Inc. would like to
issue a clarification. MCH Meals on Wheels, based in Rockland, is the only Meals
on Wheels program serving Knox County. We are currently delivering meals to 141 seniors and
disabled individuals and are continuing to add new recipients, without a waiting list. Following
guidelines from the Maine CDC, on March 16th we eliminated face to face contact between
participants and volunteer drivers. This is difficult for our participants and volunteers who rely
the face to face visit as much as the meal so we are calling recipients to check in on them. As
they identify needs our staff is assisting them or finding partners who can help. We are fortunate
and grateful that we have such a strong group of volunteers to continue all meal deliveries. We
are not currently recruiting new volunteers. As has always been our practice, and
especially during the coronavirus pandemic, MCH Meals on Wheels is committed to
serve everyone in need, without a waiting list. Financial contributions are helpful. You
may make a contribution on-line at mchinc.org. To receive meals or refer someone in
need anywhere in Knox County please contact Katie Tarbox at 207-701-9641.

KEEP IN THE KNOW — JOIN US!

Join us today in our People To People FUND.

Donations to date are $13,866!

We support
One
Community
Many Voices
Doug Curtis Jr, AAMS®
Financial Advisor

315 Main St Suite 201
Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-9323

Thank you Midcoast Maine.
People To People FUND goal is $20,000.
www.edwardjones.com

Member SIPC
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TO DONATE or for more information,
visit www.onecommunitymanyvoices.org.
One Community Many Voices,
8 North Main St., Suite 301,
Rockland, ME 04841

– 20,000
– 16,000
– 12,000
– 8,000
– 4,000
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Home Improvements & Renovations

Carpentry & Painting

Auto

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?

J.H. KILTON

POWER WASH
YOUR
UNDERCOATING
!

INC.

FLUID
F
ILM
&
RUST FREE

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING
JAMIE KILTON
jhkilton@hotmail.com

Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

ROCKPORT, ME
701-8824

Cleaning Services

• Duct Work Cleaning • Pressure Washing
• Emergency Services: water extraction, structure
drying, and securing of property
• Floor Scrubbing, Waxing & Buffing
• Upholstery & Fine Fabrics • Carpet Shampooing
• Mold Treatment Disinfection

1-800-464-3039

Our 29th Year In Business!

358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE

VETERANS
CONSTRUCTION

For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

All Aspects of Light Construction

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
1-800-870-4181 • 207-236-8888

207-596-0423
Rockland, ME
51 Glen St.

Dave Landry, Owner - info@superiorrestoration.net
– 4 Colorado Ave., Camden

Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE

Renovation Specialist

Call 596-3563

Call Arthur at 320-0450

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.

Power Wash Siding

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years
SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

Flooring

Clock Repair

Thomas R. John, Sr.

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks
By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

207-594-2413

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

Power Equip. Sales/Service

Roofing

We Service
All Brands!

Travel Agency

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP

Village Travel

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Full Service Travel Agency

594-7013

The Flooring Network

Storage

Heating

Clock & Watch Repair

X SPRING CLEANUP

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Let us get your
machine ready for
mowing season

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

Member

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.
THE

Is Your Lawnmower
Ready for Summer?

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair

Lawn & Garden

Painting

Commercial Photography

Auto Repair Service

236-0541 • 542-7327

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

www.all-season.com
CALL US WHEN YOU NEED
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALISTS

Auto Body Repair

SIMONE CAUTELA

Basement
Waterproofing

UNDERCOATING
21 Merrill Drive, Rockland • 594-2442
www.bestratestowing.com

- WE DO IT ALL -

Ruth Etheridge

Damariscotta

563-TRIP (8747)
Certified Auto Repair

FAMILY
& OPERATED
FAMILYOWNED
OWNED & OPERATED
ON TIME CLOCK REPAIRLOCALLOCAL

West Street Automotive

All Repairs Done On Site
OVER A DECADE OF QUALITY SERVICE

— A FULL AUTOMOTIVE CENTER —

• We Buy Old & Unwanted Gold - Also Silver Coins
• Watch Batteries Installed While You Wait

Charlie Swift,
110 Union Street, Rockland
593-7765

including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
HeatingHeating
FuelsFuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
K-1,
and
Diesel.
Propane, K-1, and Diesel.

Computers

TOM FORD

COMPUTER SERVICES

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

Equipment including heating systems, hot water
Equipment including heating systems, hot water
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.

systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.

Engines, Transmissions, Electronic Diagnostics
for all Foreign and Domestic makes and models

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

594-4487 • 234 Park St. Rockland

tomford21@gmail.com

542-9120

552 West Street
Rockport, ME 04856
Specializing in

VISIT: FREEPRESSONLINE.COM
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Storytimes Streaming from Rockland Library

Looking for some stay-at-home entertainment? Join Rockland Public Library mornings Tuesday through Friday for storytime
fun on their new YouTube channel. Go to
youtube.com and search for “Rockland Public Library.”
Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m. — Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie, pictured here. Enjoy
a themed musical storytime, with songs,
rhymes, and two books. This program is for
toddlers to early elementary.
Wednesdays at 10:30 a.m. — Read Alouds
with Miss Katie. Look at beautiful illustrations while hearing a new story each week.
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. — Baby Time
with Miss Katie. Sing and sway along with
new and familiar nursery rhymes and songs.
This storytime is for infants and up, with
lots of music and one short story at the end.
Fridays — Friday Fun with Patty & Jessie.
Enjoy oral storytelling and jokes at the weekly grab-bag of fun for humor-loving older
kids and adults.
Storytimes are also shared on the Rockland Public Library
Facebook page, as are other social-distancing entertainment

and book recommendations.
For more information, call Rockland Public Library at 5940310 or contact Miss Katie at kdrago@rocklandmaine.gov.

OUT Maine Expands Online Workshops
OUT Maine, a Rockland-based nonprofit that serves
LGBTQ+ youth, in collaboration with other organizations,
is offering free weekly workshops for youth and young adults
on subjects ranging from life-skills to creative expression.
Upcoming workshops include Poetry as a Prism for SelfExpression with Danielle Layton of Maine Youth Action

Network on May 5, and What Is Effective Communication
with Jess Anderson of Kieve- Wavus Education on May 12.
Photographer Lin Gould is offering creative online workshops, Photovoice and Writing Six Word Stories, every
Monday and Thursday respectively.
Additionally, OUT Maine is offering weekly programs: a
Wednesday Youth Group for ages 11 to 18, a Friday Young
Adult Group for ages 18 to 22, and a Thursday Dungeons
and Dragons game for ages 11 to 22. All are conducted on
online platforms, including Zoom, Google and Discord.
Interested youth can register at outmaine.org. Registration is confidential. LGBTQ+ youth allies (those who do
not identify as LGBTQ+ but support the LGBTQ+ community) are welcome and encouraged to attend.
If you are interested in providing a free workshop for
youth, email rachel@outmaine.org.

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

Jess Anderson, director of The Leadership School at
Kieve-Wavus Education, at OUT Maine’s 2019 Rainbow
Ball Weekend at Camp Wavus PHOTO: STEVE SCOVILLE

BUSINESS

S ER V I C E
D IR E C T O R Y

Elderly Housing

Natural Organic Market

Chair Caning

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend
Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

Melanie
Lea-Daigle
Owner

Since 1998
(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

Elderly Services

Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout
1
Business
Insurance

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015

Senior Services

Tree Service

CAMDEN IN-HOME COUNSELING

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

Adults 70 Years & Older
Medicare & Martin’s Point

7

Carol Owen, MSW, LCSW
“My goal is to help clients
enjoy life more fully”

779-7635 carol@camdeninhomecounseling.com

Fine Furniture

Insurance for
your business.
Call Krissy Campbell today

Love Your Home!
Amish
Dining Sets

236-4311

Visit Us Online

freepressonline.com

Furniture Restoration

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY
• Stripping
• Finishing
• Repair
• Total Restoration
Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

AllenIF.com

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Medical Dispensaries
2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

Your One-Stop Natural & Organic Market Shop Since 1987
495 Commercial St, Rockport, ME 04856
fotf87@gmail.com • www.freshoffthefarmrockport.com

New World
Organics

147 Waldo Ave.
Belfast, ME
207-272-8336
Check Us Out on Weedmaps

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices
Landscaping
Licensed Arborist
Tree Removal
Fully Insured
Aerial Lift Service
Friendly, Reliable Service

Home
Cell
763-2988 Sterling Waterman 592-5504

Miscellaneous
Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

MATHIESON DIGITAL
Call Craig at 226-7419

Visit: freepressonline.com
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C L A S S I F I E D S / H E L P WA N T E D
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

S E E A L L O U R L I S T I N G S AT W W W. F R E E P R E S S O N L I N E . C O M ( C L I C K O N T H E C L A S S I F I E D S L I N K )
F R E E O N L IN E AD S A V A IL A B L E . M O R E T H A N J U S T HE L P W A N T E D T O O !
C A L L S T E V E D A V I S AT 2 0 7 - 5 9 6 - 0 0 5 5 F O R M OR E I N F O .

COMPOST

H E L P WA N T E D

100% ORGANIC COMPOST
— aged, screened and delivered,
MOFGA approved. Also garden
soil mix for raised beds, etc. Call
anytime,
207-832-4204. (kr)
__________________________

GROUNDPERSON/LANDSCAPER — Established midcoast company dedicated to
quality tree care seeks person to
assist arborists/climbers with
tree preservation, pruning, planting. Must be conscientious,
responsible, committed to quality and safety. Work is physically demanding, environmentally
rewarding. Clean driver’s license,
reliable transportation. Prefer
experience, but will train. Smokefree workplace. Equal opportunity employer. TREEKEEPERS
LLC
at 207-236-6855. (kr)
__________________________
ARBORIST/TREE CLIMBER
— Established midcoast company dedicated to quality tree care
and preservation seeks experienced tree climber skilled in aesthetic pruning, cabling, bracing,
removals to join our talented team.
Must be conscientious, responsible, committed to quality and safety. Current Maine arborist license,
clean driver’s license. Smoke-free
workplace, Equal opportunity
employer. TREEKEEPERS LLC
at__________________________
207-236-6855. (kr)

FOR SALE
21"
SELF-PROPELLED
YARD MACHINE MOWER
— Side discharge or mulch.
Used only 2 seasons. Too big for
small
yard. $175. 230-8524. (5/12)
__________________________

FIREWOOD
FIREWOOD — Cut and split
and delivered. 691-6758. (kr)
________________________
FIREWOOD — cut, split,
delivered.
CFMI, 975-1147. (8/4)
__________________________

EQUIPMENT
R E N TA L
UNION FARM EQUIPMENT
RENTALS: Tractor/loader/backhoe, excavator, wood splitter,
wood chipper. Delivery available,
reasonable
rates. 1-800-935-7999.
________________________

WA N T E D
LUCKY LADY — I want to
buy your junk cars and trucks,
pay up to $300. Roll my dice
because I pay the best price. 9932629
or 441-7929. (5/26)
__________________________
LUCKY LADY — wants your
woodlot. Turn those trees into
cash. Roll those dice and give
me
a call, 441-7929 or 993-2629.
__________________________

TREE SERVICES

Run your ad ONE WEEK for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for TWO WEEKS for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
Run your ad for THREE or more WEEKS for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
I would like my ad to read: ____________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
Please run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
Additional words
=$
Vehicles
Boating
For Rent
For Sale
Subtotal
=$
Help Wanted
Real Estate
Services
Wanted
Times
#
of
weeks
ad
to
run
x
Yard Sale
Other
TOTAL Due = $
Name __________________________________________
IF PAYING BY CREDIT CARD:
Address ________________________________________
JUST CALL IN YOUR AD COPY — 596-6696
Or, enclose payment and:
Town _____________________State ____Zip _________
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden ME 04843-1076
Phone__________________________________________ or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden
R E N TA L

STORAGE

WATERMAN BEACH
GREEN’S TREE SERVICE SENIOR HOUSING — The
Homesteads in Cushing and
STORAGE
• Tree, brush removal
Owls Head have vacancies for
10 x 15 unit, $80
• Pruning
seniors who wish to live in a
10 x 20 unit, $100
• Aerial truck or climber
home-like environment but need
10 x 25 unit, $120.
• Chipping, stump-grinding
homemaking and/or personal/ South Thomaston, 975-1326.
• Lots Cleared
nursing services. The HomeFree Estimates
(kr)
steads provide a small, intimate __________________________
Licensed & Insured Arborist
setting where frail elderly can
Matt Green, 322-0320.
SELF HELP
age in place and pay for servic— Reasonable Rates —
es as needed at significantly low- A N D S U P P O R T
(kr)
HAD SEPTUM SURGERY? __________________________
er rates than traditional medical
— I am interested in speaking
facilities. We have enjoyed a repAA HOTLINE
with anyone who has had sepSERVICES
utation for high-quality meals
For meeting information
tum surgery, preferably here in
and services for more than 25 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
midcoast. Would you be willing
SOULE’S CARPENTRY
years. Information and pictures
1-800-737-6237
to speak with me briefly about Siding, roofing, garages, window of available rooms/suites can be
AAmaine.org
your experience, good or bad?
replacement, decks and more. accessed by calling 354-7077 or ____________________________
Free
estimates.
207-701-1702,
call
or
text.
(kr)
at
www.homeshareinc.com. (kr)
AL-ANON HOTLINE
__________________________
________________________
Fully insured.
For meeting information
Call
354-7024
or
691-6758.
H E L P WA N T E D
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
COMMERCIAL
Ask for David.
1-800-498-1844
____________________________
(kr)
HIRING CARING PEOPLE __________________________ ROCKPORT — Stunning proNATIONAL SUICIDE
— Do you have a loving heart?
fessional space available on
JR’s PAINTING
Cared for elderly? Raised chilPREVENTION HOTLINE
Route 1 in Rockport. Approx.
Fine Interiors/Exteriors
dren? Volunteer? Train to be a
1-800-273-8255.
3,000 sq.ft., 12-ft. ceiling, open
Painting & Staining,
home care worker and make a Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing, plan, beautiful natural light,
24 hours/day;
7 days/week.
valuable contribution to the senwood floor, private entrance, ____________________________
Plaster
Repair.
ior population. Call 354-7077.
kitchenette and bathroom. Per- ____________________________
Free
estimates.
References.
Full and part time, flexible
fect for office, artist studio or ____________________________
____________________________
Fully Insured.
hours. Stop by for free coffee at
gallery, architect or designer.
273-6116.
641 St. George Road, South
$1,600/mo.,
plus
utilities.
Email
(kr)
(kr)
Thomaston, Monday through __________________________ mainemeat@gmail.com.
________________________
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. BCB PROPERTY SERVICES
Or … email reception@askSTORAGE
Lawn & Field Mowing
forhomecare for consideration.
Tree Removal, Limbing
A
rewarding
opportunity.
(kr)
EVERGREEN
SELF STOR__________________________
& Chipping
AGE — 6x10 to 10x40 sizes, all
Tilling
SEEKING A SENIOR RELIpaved, Rte. 17, Washington, 785ABLE CAREGIVER for perDriveway Maintenance
4464, or Exit 132, W. Fairfield,
sonal care of active 93-year-old
453-7131, 50% off 1st month with
Home & Building Repairs
healthy female and light house3-month
minimum. (kr)
•
MAINTAINING
ALL
YOUR
________________________
work for 3 days (2-3 hrs. per day,
OUTDOOR
SPACES
•
generally mornings). Time needINDIVIDUAL 8' x 12' UNITS
BETTER CALL BEN
ed: Wed., Thurs. and Sat. (and as
— are secure, clean, dry and pribackup for other days). Hours
vate. Only $40 monthly. Call any207-542-3299
9:30
a.m. to 12 noon. 236-4736. __________________________
time,
832-4204, Friendship. (kr)
(kr)
__________________________
__________________________

SELF HELP AND SUPPORT
NA HOTLINE
For meeting information
1-800-974-0062
www.namaine.org
____________________________
Is Food a Problem for You?
OVEREATERS
ANONYMOUS MEETS:
Rockport:
Sat., 11 a.m.-noon, PARC Social
Work Conf. Rm., Pen Bay Medical Center
Belfast:
Fri., noon-1 p.m. First Baptist
Church, 95 High St., Belfast.
FMI,
Belfast: 382-6446
____________________________
CELEBRATE RECOVERY
Freedom Fellowship Church, 721
Bath Rd., Wiscasset. Fri., 6 p.m. Free
meal following meeting. Christ-centered recovery and support program
for
all. FMI: Matt, 344-8660.
____________________________
CO-DEPENDENTS
ANONYMOUS (CoDa)
Tues., 10-11:30 a.m., Library,
St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church,
Glidden St., Newcastle.
FMI:
563-6209.
____________________________

Boat for Sale

MARKET BASKET
D E A D L I N E i s W E D N E S D AY a t N O O N f o r t h e
f o l l o w i n g T U E S D AY i s s u e .

PLEASE READ: As long as
the TOTAL price of ALL your
items is $100 or less, it’s FREE
(ads must include prices for all
items or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for
two weeks. Only one per household per week will be printed.
We can only accept ads that are
20 words or less. We cannot
accept ads over the phone — we
do accept faxes (596-6698).
Market Basket ads must be
received by noon Wednesday
for inclusion in the next week’s
issue. NO BUSINESS, SERVICE OR YARD SALE ADS
qualify for the Market Basket.
Ads that do not follow these
guidelines cannot be printed.
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

SunWorks Solar Food Dryer,
fits in SUV, light, easy to move,
One Iron Garden Rake, wood- used 3 years, excellent condien handle, Craftsman; 1 metal tion, downsizing garden, $95.
________________________
hoe, wooden handle; 1 ice chop- 342-2076.
per;
all for $40. 563-7100.
________________________
WA N T E D
Bird Cages, 1 small, $5; 1 blue
coated wire, $10; 1 antique cage Wanted: Old Go-Kart, any
with stand, $25 (firm); 1 condition, must be under $100.
antique,
$25. 563-5663.
907-4142.
________________________
________________________
Four Notebooks of Baseball Wanted: Rhubarb Roots, will
Cards, over 2,000 cards in all, dig up and haul away, can pay
1 book of Red & White Sox, cash or will trade for value. 354$60.
975-1802.
6780.
■
________________________
________________________
Ryobi Lawn Mower, 12" selfFREE
propelled, good condition,
mulch and/or rear bag, $75.
Free: Wood, standing dead
■
975-0242.
________________________
hardwood and newly fallen
Weight Set, 220 lbs. plus a trees. You cut and haul away.
good bench and an E-Z curl bar, Located
in Hope. 542-7011.
________________________
all
work, $100. 354-0409.
________________________
Free: Piece of Heavy Metal
Hay, $5/bale. 763-4032, Cam- Fencing, 9'x3' with 1⁄2" opening.
■
den.
________________________
________________________ 563-5663.

FOR SALE

$17,000.00
1990 Pursuit 26.5'
9.3' beam,
galley, bathroom,
sunshades, trailer,
Fish or Cruise
email basinrat22@gmail.com

MIDCOAST DEPRESSION
AND BIPOLAR SUPPORT
ALLIANCE
Peer Run Support Groups Open to
Anyone Living with Mental Issues,
Diagnoses or Mood Disorders.
Meets Thursdays, 7-8:30 p.m. at the
First Universalist Church in Rockland; corner of 345 Broadway and
Court Street. Parking and entrance
are at the back of the church. FMI:
230-4684
and 505-2663.
____________________________
BRAIN INJURY
INFORMATION
800-444-6443
The Brain Injury Association
of America
www.biausa.org.
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

ROCKLAND PEER
SUPPORT CENTER
Living with mental health or substance use challenge? Peers at
RPSC have challenges, too, so we
“Get It.” A safe place to land, to just
hangout, or to check out our groups,
we’re here! Lunch and snacks available for a modest fee.
Rockland:
12 Union Street
FMI: 207-701-4417
apierce@mainebehavioralhealthcare.org or www.facebook.com/
MBHRocklandPeer.
____________________________

FREE PRESS
ADS WORK!

Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$27,540 for 1 Person
$31,440 for 2 Persons

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

MARKET BASKET RULES

FREE

Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 TOTAL of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 ONLY ONE AD PER WEEK per person/phone number. 6 NO BUSINESS, SERVICE OR YARD SALE ADS
accepted. Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines — ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

Price ($100 or under): $

Telephone No.

7 Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB,
P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we CANNOT take Market Basket ads by
phone or e-mail, but you can fax your ad to 596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it —
copies from newsprint don’t fax well, and we can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of
paper and fax that — remember to include your phone number. 11 And about the handwriting:
If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.
Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.

THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, May 5, 2020

Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC

WEDNESDAY EVENING MAY 6, 2020
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Blue Bloods “The
Devil You Know”
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

Blue Bloods “My Aim Blue Bloods “Playing Blue Bloods “Meet
Blue Bloods “Mind
Blue Bloods “BlackIs True”
With Fire”
the New Boss”
Games” (In Stereo) out” Å (DVS)
FOX23 News at Ten DailyThe Masked Singer The final five singers
Seinfeld Two and 2 Broke
(N) (Live) Å
Å
compete. (N) (In Stereo) Å (DVS)
MailTV
Half Men Girls
Survivor “The Penultimate Step of the War” SEAL Team “No
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
A crucial immunity challenge. (N)
Choice in Duty” (N)
Corden
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Chicago Med “It’s All Chicago Fire “What Chicago P.D. “FaCENTER Fallon
Meyers
in the Family”
Went Wrong”
milia” Å (DVS)
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Goldbergs Single
Housewife Single
Shark Tank (N) (In
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Parents
Parents Stereo) Å (DVS)
Kimmel
Spy in the Wild: A
H2O: The Molecule Expedition With Steve PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Nature Miniseries
That Made Us (N)
Backshall (N)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Riverdale (N) Å
Bulletproof “Episode WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
2” Å
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
Survivor “The Penultimate Step of the War” SEAL Team “No
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight A crucial immunity challenge. (N)
Choice in Duty” (N) News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Early
Early
Classic Celtics From June 8, 1984. Å
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
2006 NBA Finals From June 13, 2006.
2011 NBA Finals From June 2, 2011.
SportsCenter (N)
2019 WSOP
2019 WSOP
2019 WSOP
2019 WSOP
NFL Live Å
The Last Dance
Bruins Classics (N) At Home 2004 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
Hours
C. Moore At Home 2004 Red Sox
(6:00) Married at First Married at First Sight Movie: ›› “Tyler Perry’s Madea Goes to The Big Fat Wedding Married at First
Sight Å
(N) Å
Jail” (2009, Comedy) Tyler Perry. Å
Walk (N) Å
Sight Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
CNBC Special Re
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Jay Leno’s Garage Jay Leno’s Garage Jay Leno’s Garage
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(5:45) ››› “Strike Movie: ››› “The Movie: ››‡ “Piccadilly” (1929, Crime
Movie: ›› “Daughter of
“PhanUp the Band” Å
Dragon Painter”
Drama) Gilda Gray, Jameson Thomas.
Shanghai” (1937) Philip Ahn
tom”
(6:00) Movie: ››
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å Shaq Life Shaq Life Movie: ››› “Rush Hour” (1998, Action)
Jackie Chan, Chris Tucker. Å (DVS)
“Get Hard” (2015)
Å
Å
Daily
South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk South Pk Yankers Daily
Yankers Yankers Yankers
›› “Transformers: Movie: ›› “Daddy’s Home 2” (2017) Will What We What We What We Movie: ›› “Ted 2” (2015) Mark
The Last Knight”
Ferrell, Mark Wahlberg. (In Stereo) Å
Do
Do
Do
Wahlberg. (In Stereo)
NCIS “Neverland”
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Family
Family
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Conan (N) Full
Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Ghost Hunters Å
Ghost Hunters Å
Ghost Hunters (N)
Ghost Stories
Ghost Hunters Å
Ghost Hunters Å
(5:00) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ››› “Fury” (2014) Brad Pitt, Shia LaBeouf. A sergeant Movie: ››› “The Perfect Storm” (2000)
“American Sniper” takes his men on a mission behind enemy lines. Å
George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg. Å
Real Housewives
Real Housewives
Summer House “Rave Goodbye” (N)
Blind
Blind
Blind
Blind
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
(6:00) Movie: “All of Movie: “The Story of Us” (2019, Romance) Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
My Heart” (2015)
Maggie Lawson, Sam Page. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
David
Gaither Stage
Gospel
Elevation Worship S. Fur
Chris
Prince
Behind
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire (N)
Eating
Eating
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
My 600-Lb. Life
My 600-Lb. Life “Dottie & Cynthia” (N)
My 600-Lb. Life “Jeanne’s Story”
My 600-Lb. Life
Expedition
Expedition
Expedition Un.
Legends-Wild
Expedition Un.
Expedition
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “Jumanji” (1995) Å Motherland
Motherland
The 700 Club (N)
“Step Up 2 St.”
Sponge. Sponge. Danger Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Raven’s Gabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Greens Greens
Home
Duran
Cami
Max
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Wo. Law
North Woods Law (In Stereo)
North Woods Law
Movie: ››› “Wanted” (2008, Action) James McAvoy, Movie: ››‡ “Constantine” (2005, Fantasy) Keanu
Movie: ›› “The
Morgan Freeman, Angelina Jolie. Å (DVS)
Reeves, Rachel Weisz, Shia LaBeouf. Å
Purge” (2013) Å

THURSDAY EVENING MAY 7, 2020
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Chicago P.D. “Sisterhood” (In Stereo)
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Chicago P.D. “Pro- Chicago P.D. An
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D. “Pay- Chicago P.D. “Saved”
files” Å (DVS)
alderman is killed.
“Ghosts”
back” Å (DVS)
(In Stereo)
Celebrity Watch Party Mental Samurai
FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
(N) Å
“Week Six”
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
Young
Man With Mom Å Broke (N) Tommy “Cause of
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Sheldon a Plan
Death” (N) Å
Corden
Å
Council of Dads (N) Blindspot “I Came to Law & Order: Special NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
(In Stereo) Å
Sleigh” (N) Å
Victims Unit
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Who Wants to Be a Station 19 “Bad Guy” How to Get Away
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
Millionaire (N)
(N) Å
With Murder (N)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
HS Quiz HS Quiz Cut and Run
A More or Less
PBS NewsHour (In Civilizations Light and
Show
Show
Perfect Union
Stereo) Å
color in art.
Katy Keene (N) (In
In the Dark Murphy WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Stereo) Å
seeks to help Max. News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
Man With Mom Å Broke (N) Tommy “Cause of
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon a Plan
Death” (N) Å
News
Corden
Å
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Early
Early
Felger & Mazz
Lunch Talk Live (N) Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
Documentaries
College Football
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
30 for 30
30 for 30
Bruins Classics (N) At Home 2004 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
Hours
C. Moore At Home 2004 Red Sox
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Coronavirus: Facts and Fears-Town Hall
Cuomo Prime Time Cuomo Prime Time COVID 19
CNBC Special Re
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Tirdy
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
“MasMGM
Movie: ››› “Little Caesar” Movie: ››‡ “Tiger Shark”
Movie: ››› “The Sea Wolf” “Key
querade” Parade
(1930) Edward G. Robinson.
(1932) Edward G. Robinson.
(1941) Edward G. Robinson.
Largo”
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “San Andreas” (2015) Shaq Life Grappling a Movie: ›‡ “Rush Hour 3” (2007, Action) Shaq Life Grappling a
Dwayne Johnson. Å (DVS)
UFC fighter. (N)
Jackie Chan, Chris Tucker. Å (DVS)
UFC fighter. Å
Daily
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Amy
Daily
Robbie
South Pk South Pk
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ››‡ “Maze Runner: The Death Cure” (2018) Dylan
Movie: ››‡ “Maze Runner: The Death
Cure” (2018) Dylan O’Brien. (In Stereo)
“Daddy’s Home 2” O’Brien, Thomas Brodie-Sangster. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Family Guy “Road to Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Conan (N) Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
the North Pole”
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Å
Mark of a Killer
Mark of a Killer (N) Mark of a Killer
Deadly Cults Å
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
First 48-Haunts
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(5:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “Tombstone” (1993) Kurt Russell, Val Kilmer. Doc Movie: ›››› “Unforgiven” (1992) Clint
Holliday joins Wyatt Earp for the OK Corral showdown. Å
Eastwood, Gene Hackman. Å
“Fury” (2014) Å
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Housewives/NYC
Top Chef (N) Å
Watch
Housewives/NYC
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Im.
Restaurant: Impossible (N) Å
Restaurant: Im.
Restaurant: Im.
(6:00) Movie: “Love Movie: “Love on the Menu” (2019) Autumn Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
in Store” (2020)
Reeser, Kavan Smith. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Cahn
End/
P. Stone Drive
Praise Å
Prince
Osteen
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
My 600-Lb. Life
My 600-Lb. Life (N) (In Stereo)
Dr. Pimple Popper
Feet-Killing Me
My 600-Lb. Life
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid XL (In Stereo) Å
Naked and Afraid
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
Movie: ››‡ “Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides”
Siren (N) Å
The 700 Club (N)
“Cinderella Stor”
Sponge. Sponge. Movie: ››› “Kung Fu Panda 2” (2011) Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Raven’s Gabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Greens Greens
Home
Duran
Cami
Max
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ “Constan- Movie: ››› “Edge of Tomorrow” (2014, Science
Vagrant Queen
“Percy Jackson &
tine” (2005) Keanu Reeves.
Fiction) Tom Cruise, Emily Blunt. Å
(N) Å
the Olympians”

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

29

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

Love Your Home

We are available by
appointment 9:30 am -4 pm

Call us

273-1270
Route 90 - Warren, Maine
FRIDAY EVENING MAY 8, 2020
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NCIS: Los Angeles
Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

9:30

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
“Liabilities”
“Warrior of Peace”
“The Monster”
“Vendetta”
“Outside the Lines”
WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
MacGyver (N) (In
Magnum P.I. “May
Magnum P.I. (N) (In News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Stereo) Å
the Best One Win”
Stereo) Å
Corden
The Blacklist “Roy
Dateline NBC (N) (In Stereo) Å
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Cain” (N) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Shark Tank A far-out 20/20 (N) (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
textiles brand.
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Washing- FiringThe Roosevelts: An Intimate History Roos- PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
evelt wins re-election. Å (DVS)
Company (N) Å
Masters of Illusion: Dynasty “My Hang- WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Impossible
over’s Arrived” (N)
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
MacGyver (N) (In
Magnum P.I. “May
Magnum P.I. (N) (In CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
the Best One Win”
Stereo) Å
News
Corden
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Early
Early
Classic Celtics From June 12, 2008.
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
SportsCenter (N)
Movie: ››‡ “Invincible” (2006) Mark Wahlberg, Greg Kinnear. SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter Å
2019 WSOP
2019 WSOP
2019 WSOP
2019 WSOP
NFL Live Å
UFC Live (N)
Bruins Classics (N) At Home 2004 Red Sox Postseason Encore (N)
Hours
C. Moore 2004 Red Sox
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
King of
Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens Queens
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Cuomo Prime Time Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Cuomo Prime Time
CNBC Special Re
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ›‡ “Norbit” (2007, Comedy) Å
“The Campaign”
(6:15) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ››› “The Last Time I Saw Paris” Movie: ›››‡ “Mister Roberts” (1955, Comedy)
“End of
“The Seventh Veil” (1954) Elizabeth Taylor. Å
Henry Fonda, Jack Lemmon, James Cagney. Å
Affair”
Bones Solving a
Movie: ››‡ “The Accountant” (2016, Suspense) Ben Movie: ››‡ “2 Guns” (2013, Action) Denzel Washingmurder in midair.
Affleck, Anna Kendrick. Å (DVS)
ton, Mark Wahlberg, Paula Patton. Å (DVS)
Tosh.0
Tosh.0
Tosh.0
Tosh.0
Tosh.0
Tosh.0
Amy Schumer
Yankers Yankers Ugly Americans
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ››‡ “Despicable Me 3” (2017)
Movie: ››‡ “Minions” (2015) Voices of Movie: “The GreatVoices of Steve Carell. (In Stereo) Å
Sandra Bullock. (In Stereo) Å
est Showman” Å
“Minions” (2015)
“The Fast and the Furious”
Movie: ›› “2 Fast 2 Furious” (2003) Paul Walker.
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Movie: ›› “50 First Dates” (2004) Adam Movie: ››› “Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2” (2017, Science ELEAGUE Å
Sandler, Drew Barrymore. Å (DVS)
Fiction) Chris Pratt, Zoe Saldana. Å (DVS)
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Cold Justice Å
Cold Justice Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets
(5:00) Live PD Å
Live PD: Rewind (N) Live PD “Live PD -- 05.08.20” (N) Å
Live PD: Wanted
Live PD Å
Movie: ›››› “The Shawshank Redemption” (1994, Drama) Friday
Movie: ››› “Erin Brockovich” (2000, Drama) Julia
Tim Robbins, Morgan Freeman, Bob Gunton. Å
Night In Roberts, Albert Finney, Aaron Eckhart. Å
Miami
Married to Med. LA Movie: ››‡ “The Notebook” (2004)
Movie: ››‡ “The Notebook” (2004) Ryan Gosling.
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
(6:00) Movie: “Love, Movie: “Snow Bride” (2013, Drama) Katrina Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
of Course” (2018) Law, Jordan Belfi. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Get Through
Get Through
Get Through
Get Through
Price
End/
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N)
90 Day
Self-Quarantined
90 Day
90 Day Fiancé
Gold Rush
Gold Rush (N) (In Stereo) Å
Bering Sea Gold
Gold Hunters
Gold Rush Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(6:00) “Matilda”
Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy The 700 Club (N)
›› “Next Friday”
“Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs”
Dylan
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Movie: “Zombies Sing-Along” Movie: “Zombies 2: SingGabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
(2018) Milo Manheim. Å
Along” (2020) Meg Donnelly.
Duran
Cami
Max
River Monsters
River Monsters: Deadliest Man-eaters
River
River
River Monsters
River Monsters
(5:55) Movie: ››‡ “Pitch
Movie: ›››‡ “Mad Max: Fury Road” (2015, Action) Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
Black” (2000) Radha Mitchell. Tom Hardy, Charlize Theron. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
Å
Å

30
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THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, May 5, 2020

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Big Bang Big Bang WWE’s Greatest Ladder Matches The best FOX23
The Nite Beat Shazam (In
Two and Two and
Theory
Theory
ladder matches in WWE history. (N)
News
Show
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Half Men Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS: New Orleans S.W.A.T. “Fire in the 48 Hours (N) (In
WABI TV5 Nite Show 2 Broke 2 Broke
Theory
Theory
Å (DVS)
Sky” Å
Stereo) Å
We
Girls
Girls
Maine Life Cheers
To Be Announced
NEWS- Saturday Night Live (N) (In
Fro
CENTER Stereo Live) Å
Wheel of Jeopardy! Shark Tank (In
American Idol The top 10 are revealed. (In WMTW Castle “The Fifth
EntertainStereo) Å
Fortune
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Bullet” Å
ers
As Time Hold the Mum Å Are You Father Brown (In
Shakespeare and
Before We Die (In
Austin City Limits
Goes By Sunset
Served? Stereo) Å
Hathaway
Stereo) Å
“Herbie Hancock”
TOTAL
Stitch
Mike &
Mike &
Simpsons Simpsons WMTW Last Man Last Man Movie: ››› “Over the
MAINE
Special Molly
Molly
News 8 Standing Standing Hedge” (2006, Children’s)
America Judge
NCIS: New Orleans S.W.A.T. “Fire in the 48 Hours (N) (In
CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
This
Judy
Stereo) Å
News
tling Å
Å (DVS)
Sky” Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Revolution Encore From Oct. 29, 2005.
PP: Truth Torch
Ninja Warrior
United Fight
Alpha 8 Å
(6:00) UFC 249: Ferguson vs. Gaethje - Prelims (N) (Live)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
E:60 Å
Cornhole Å
2019 Death Diving
Road To Road To Race All-Star
Bruins Classics (N) 1970 Bruins Stanley Cup Playoff Rewind
Behind B Hours
Hours
Dirty
1970 Bruins
(6:00) “A Mother
Movie: “Maternal Secrets” (2017) Kate
Movie: “The Wrong Stepmother” (2019)
Movie: “Maternal
Knows Worst” Å Mansi, Kelly McGillis. Premiere. Å
Cindy Busby, Vivica A. Fox. Å
Secrets” (2017)
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
Greg Gutfeld
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
Situation Room
Situation Room
Situation Room
Special Report
Coronavirus: Facts and Fears-Town Hall
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Beyond the Tank
MSNBC Live (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Tacoma Tacoma Tirdy
Jokes
(5:45) “There Was a Movie: ››‡ “Ace in the Hole” (1951,
Movie: ›››‡ “The Front Page” (1931) Movie: ›››‡
“Mildred Pierce”
Crooked Man”
Drama) Kirk Douglas, Jan Sterling. Å
Adolphe Menjou, Pat O’Brien. Å
(5:15) Movie: ››‡ Movie Å
Movie: ›› “Immortals” (2011) Henry
“Snow
Cavill, Stephen Dorff. Å (DVS)
“The Accountant”
White”
“Talladega Nights:” Movie: › “Mr. Deeds” (2002) Å
Movie: ›‡ “Blended” (2014) Adam Sandler. Å
Yankers
Movie: ›› “Pitch Perfect 3” (2017) Anna Movie: ›› “Pitch Perfect 3” (2017) Anna What We Mike &
Better
Better
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson. (In Stereo) Å
Kendrick, Rebel Wilson. (In Stereo) Å
Do
Molly
Things
Things
“The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift” Movie: ›› “Fast & Furious” (2009)
“The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift”
(6:30) Movie: ›‡ “Identity Thief” (2013,
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
The Last Movie: ›‡ “The
Comedy) Jason Bateman. Å (DVS)
House” (2017)
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
O.G.
Gypsy Rose & Nick: A Love to Kill For
Snapped Å
Accident, Suicide
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
(5:00) Live PD Å
Live PD: Rewind (N) Live PD “Live PD -- 05.09.20” (N) Å
Live PD: Rewind
Live PD Å
(5:30) Movie: ››› “Erin
Movie: ››› “Twister” (1996, Action) Helen Hunt, Bill Line of Duty Å
“Twister”
Brockovich” (2000) Å
Paxton, Cary Elwes. Å
(1996)
Million Dollar LA
Million Dollar LA
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “October Kiss” (2015, Romance)
Movie: “Love, Romance & Chocolate”
Movie: “The Last Bridesmaid” (2019)
Ashley Williams, Sam Jaeger. Å
(2019) Lacey Chabert, Will Kemp. Å
Rachel Boston, Paul Campbell. Å
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens
Gypsy Wedding
Self-Quarantined
Self-Quarantined
Self-Quarantined
sMothered (N)
Self-Quarantined
Moonshiners Å
Moonshiners Å
Moonshiners (N)
Moonshiners: The
Moonshiners Å
Master Distiller
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(5:30) ››› “The Parent Trap” Movie: ››› “The Blind Side” (2009) Sandra Bullock. (In Stereo) Å
“The Waterboy”
Loud
Danger Danger TBA
Dylan
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Big City Big City Big City Big City The Owl The Owl Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Greens Greens Greens Greens House
House
Max
The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (N)
The Zoo (N)
Saved By The Barn Saved By The Barn The Zoo (In Stereo)
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “The Mummy” (1999) Movie: ››‡ “The Mummy Returns” (2001) Brendan Fraser. Two Futurama Harley
Å
Brendan Fraser, Rachel Weisz. (DVS)
evil forces pursue the son of adventurer Rick O’Connell.
Quinn

SUNDAY EVENING MAY 10, 2020
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10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D. “Alle- Chicago P.D. “Home- Chicago P.D. “New Chicago P.D. “Endcoming”
Normal” (In Stereo) ings” Å (DVS)
“Keepin’ It Real”
“Pushback” Å
giance” Å (DVS)
Simpsons Bob’s
Simpsons Duncan- Bob’s
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
Burgers
ville (N) Burgers Guy (N) (N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
Movie: ›››› “Forrest Gump” (1994) Tom Hanks. A slowNews
Faith Alive Bensinger Castle Å
Stereo) Å
witted Southerner experiences 30 years of history. (In Stereo)
Feeding America Comedy Festival (N) (In
Zoey’s Extraordinary Good Girls (In Stereo) NEWS- American Ninja War- Inside
Stereo) Å
Playlist Å
Edition
Å (DVS)
CENTER rior Å
The Disney Family
American Idol “315 (On With the Show:
The Rookie “The
WMTW Soledad Major Crimes “HindSingalong
Disney; Mother’s Day)” (N) Å
Hunt” (N)
News 8 O’Brien sight Part 1”
Last Tango in Halifax Call the Midwife (N) World on Fire on
Baptiste on Master- Thou Shalt Not Kill (In Call the Midwife (In
(In Stereo) Å
(In Stereo) Å
Masterpiece (N)
piece (N) Å
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å Batwoman (N) (In
Supergirl “The Miss- WMTW Soledad Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Stereo) Å
ing Link” (N)
News 8 O’Brien
Burgers Burgers
60 Minutes (N) (In
Movie: ›››› “Forrest Gump” (1994) Tom Hanks. A slowCBS 13 America This Week Bensinger
Stereo) Å
witted Southerner experiences 30 years of history. (In Stereo)
News
(N) (In Stereo) Å
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Classic Celtics From April 20, 1986.
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance (N) The Last Dance (N) SportsCenter
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance (N) The Last Dance (N) Welcome/NFL
The Last Dance
2004 Red Sox
Red Sox Dining
Dining
C. Moore Hours
Hours
Dirty
2004 Red Sox
(6:00) Movie: “Mater- Movie: “Mommy Is a Murderer” (2020)
Movie: “Dying for Motherhood” (2020,
Movie: “Mommy Is a
nal Secrets”
Bree Williamson, Heather McComb. Å
Suspense) Emmanuelle Vaugier. Å
Murderer” (2020)
Fox News Sunday
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Watters’ World
Life, Liberty
Revolution
Situation Room
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
State of the Union
Fareed Zakaria
Newsroom
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Kasie DC (N) Å
MSNBC Special
MSNBC Special
Dateline Extra Å
Dateline Extra Å
Tacoma Tacoma Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tirdy
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ›››› “I Remember Mama” (1948) Irene
Movie: ››› “Stella Dallas” (1937)
“Steam“Baby Boom” Å
Dunne, Barbara Bel Geddes. Å (DVS)
Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles. Å
boat Bill”
›› “Im- Movie: ››› “The Dark Knight Rises” (2012, Action) Christian Movie: ››› “Elysium” (2013) Matt Damon. In 2154
mortals” Bale. Batman faces a masked villain named Bane. Å (DVS)
the wealthy live aboard a luxurious space station.
“Mr
Movie: ›‡ “Blended” (2014) Adam Sandler. Å
Movie: “Call Your Mother”
South Pk South Pk South Pk
(6:00) “Neighbors 2: Movie: ››‡ “Bad Moms” (2016) Mila
Movie: ››‡ “Bad Moms” (2016) Mila
Movie: “Neighbors
Sorority Rising”
Kunis, Kristen Bell. (In Stereo) Å
Kunis, Kristen Bell. (In Stereo) Å
2: Sorority Rising”
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Movie: ››› “Meet the Parents” (2000) Movie: ››› “Beauty and the Beast” (2017, ChilMovie: ››› “Beauty and the
Robert De Niro, Ben Stiller. Å (DVS)
dren’s) Emma Watson, Dan Stevens. Å (DVS)
Beast” (2017) Emma Watson.
Deadly Cults (N)
Mark of a Killer
Snapped Å
Deadly Cults Å
Murdered-Morn
Cold Justice Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 “Chain of Death” Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:30) Movie: ››‡ “Con Air” (1997, Ac- Killing Eve “Are You Killing Eve “Are You Movie: ››‡ “Con Air” (1997) Nicolas
tion) Nicolas Cage, John Cusack. Å
From Pinner”
From Pinner”
Cage. Vicious convicts hijack their flight.
Housewives-Atlanta Housewives-Atlanta Married to Med. LA Watch
Housewives-Atlanta Married to Med. LA Blind
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Worst Cooks in America (N) Å
Beat
Beat
Worst Cooks
Movie: “A Valentine’s Match” (2020,
Good Witch “The
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Romance) Mary-Margaret Humes. Å
Chili” (N) Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Bethel
Robert
Osteen
David
Mother’s Day Sp.
Hucka
Creflo D. The Mysterious Islands Å
American Pickers
Buried: Knights Templar and the Holy Grail The true fate of the Knights Templar.
Buried: Knights
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé: Before the 90 Days (N)
90 Day Fiancé
Find Love LIVE (N) 90 Day Fiancé
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid (In Stereo) Å
Naked and Afraid: Tough as a Mother
Naked and Afraid
Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(5:30) Movie: “The Blind Side” Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017, Drama) Julia Roberts. Å
Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017)
Danger TBA
Movie: ››‡ “Shrek Forever After” Å
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Mom
Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Gabby
Raven’s Raven’s Liv and
L&M:Cali K.C. Un- Jessie Å Jessie Å
Home
Home
Home
Home
Duran
Home
Home
Maddie Style
dercover
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
Lone Star Law
To Be Announced
North Woods Law
Harley
Harley
Futurama
(5:45) Movie: ››‡ “The
Movie: ›› “The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Em- Harley
Quinn
Quinn
Quinn
Å
Mummy Returns” (2001)
peror” (2008) Brendan Fraser, Jet Li. Å (DVS)

Over 20 Model Homes on Display!

Rte. 90 Warren • 273-2610 • BoggsHomes.com
MONDAY EVENING MAY 11, 2020
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10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30

Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “In- Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds “Luke” Criminal Minds
Å (DVS)
“Twenty Seven”
“Rule 34”
nocence”
Tall Man”
9-1-1 “What’s Next?” 9-1-1: Lone Star
FOX23 News at Ten DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
(N)
“Yee-Haw” Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
Neighbor- BobAll Rise (In Stereo) Bull “The Flying
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
hood
Abishola Å
Carpet” Å
Corden
The Voice “Live Top 9 Performances” The Songland “Julia
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
top nine artists perform. (N) Å
Michaels” (N) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
The Bachelor Presents: Listen to Your Heart The Baker and the
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
“Week 5 - Semi-Finals” (N) Å
Beauty (N)
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
Asian Americans Immigrants adapt to life in Independent Lens Video footage PBS NewsHour (In Asian
America. (N) Å
reveals a family’s secret.
Stereo) Å
American
Whose
Whose
Roswell, New Mexico WMTW Mike &
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Line
Line
“The Diner” (N)
News 8 Molly
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
Neighbor- BobAll Rise (In Stereo) Bull “The Flying
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight hood
Abishola Å
Carpet” Å
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Early
Early
Classic Celtics From March 3, 1985. (N)
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
Peyton’s Peyton’s NFL Football From Sept. 14, 2009.
SportsCenter
SportsCenter
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
The Last Dance
UFC Archival (N)
World of X Games
Red Sox Classics
At Home Bruins Classics (N)
Hours
C. Moore At Home Bruins Classics
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 “Brutal The First 48 “Blood The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Business” Å
on the Streets”
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
CNBC Special Re
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
DNA Testing
American Greed
American Greed
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Tacoma Tacoma Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: ››› Movie: ››› “No Movie: ››› “Stormy
Movie: ››› “No Maps on My Movie: ››‡ “The
“Born to Dance”
Maps on My Taps” Weather” (1943) Lena Horne. Taps” (1979, Documentary)
Little Colonel”
“Hobbit: Battle of
Movie: ›› “Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen” (2009, Ac- Movie: ›› “Transformers: Revenge of
the Five Armies”
tion) Shia LaBeouf, Megan Fox, Josh Duhamel. Å (DVS)
the Fallen” (2009, Action) Shia LaBeouf.
Daily
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ›› “Ride Along 2” (2016) Ice
Movie: ›› “Ride Along 2” (2016) Ice
Movie: ›‡ “Bay“Ride Along” Å
Cube, Kevin Hart. (In Stereo) Å
Cube, Kevin Hart. (In Stereo) Å
watch” (2017) Å
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American American Conan (N) Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan Å
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad (N) Dad
Å
NCIS “Road Kill”
NCIS “Silent Night” NCIS “Caged” Å
NCIS “Broken Bird” NCIS “Love & War” NCIS “Deliverance”
(5:00) Live PD Å
Live PD “Live PD -- 12.12.18” (In Stereo) Å
Live PD: Rewind
Live PD Å
(5:30) Movie: “The Movie: ››› “Beetlejuice” (1988) Michael Creepshow (N) Å Creepshow Å
Movie: ›‡ “Bride of
Karate Kid Part II” Keaton, Alec Baldwin. Premiere. Å
Chucky” (1998)
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Camp Getaway (N) Watch
Below Deck
Camp
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Bakeaway Camp
Amy Schumer
Guy’s Games
Bakeaway Camp
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: “In the Key of Love” (2019) Laura Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Perfect Bride” Å Osnes, Scott Michael Foster. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Chris
Potters
Praise Å
Steven
Chris
God
Let Go
Praise Å
Prince
P. Stone
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
Pawn Stars (N)
Pawn Stars
American Pickers
90 Day Fiancé
Self-Quarantined
Self-Quarantined
90 Day Fiancé
Dragnificent! (N)
Self-Quarantined
Street-Memphis
Street-Memphis
Fast N’ Loud (N)
Car Kings (N) Å
Fast N’ Loud Å
Street-Memphis
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
Movie: ››› “Despicable Me 2” (2013) Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) (In Stereo) The 700 Club Å
Movie: “Ice Age”
Sponge. Sponge. TBA
Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Raven’s Gabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Greens Greens
Home
Duran
Cami
Max
Alaska- Last Fr.
Alaska- Last Fr.
Alaska- Last Fr.
Alaska- Last Fr.
Alaska- Last Fr.
Alaska- Last Fr.
(6:30) Movie: ›› “The Mummy: Tomb of Movie: ›› “Journey 2: The Mysterious Movie: ›› “Hansel & Gretel: Witch Huntthe Dragon Emperor” (2008) Å (DVS)
Island” (2012) Dwayne Johnson.
ers” (2013) Jeremy Renner. Å
Criminal Minds
“Starter Home”
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

Single Wide

Double Wide
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Criminal Minds “The
Inspiration”
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
Big Bang Big Bang
Theory
Theory
207 Å Inside
Edition
Wheel of Jeopardy!
Fortune
PBS NewsHour (In
Stereo) Å
Mom Å Mom Å

Criminal Minds “The Criminal Minds “Final
Inspired”
Shot”
Gordon Ramsay’s 24 Hours to Hell and Back
“Save Our Town” (N) Å (DVS)
NCIS Sloane has a FBI A businessman is
secret admirer.
killed. Å
The Voice “Live Top 9 Ellen’s Game of
Results” (N)
Games (N) Å
The Happy Days of Garry Marshall A heartfelt tribute to Garry Marshall. (N)
Asian Americans Asian Americans fight for
equality. (N) (In Stereo) Å
The Flash “Success DC’s Legends of
Is Assured”
Tomorrow (N) Å
NCIS Sloane has a FBI A businessman is
secret admirer.
killed. Å
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Classic Celtics From March 12, 1985.

Modular

FREE
State-wide
delivery
& set-up
on all
new
homes

10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30
Criminal Minds “To
Bear Witness”
FOX23 News at Ten
(N) (Live) Å
FBI: Most Wanted
“Prophet” Å
New Amsterdam
“Sabbath”
For Life “Fathers” (N)
Å (DVS)
Asian Americans
“Breaking Through”
WMTW Mike &
News 8 Molly
FBI: Most Wanted
“Prophet” Å
Criminal Minds
Boston
Boston

Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds “In the
“Route 66”
Blood”
DailySeinfeld Two and 2 Broke
MailTV
Å
Half Men Girls
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Corden
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
WMTW Jimmy
Nightline Jimmy
News 8 Kimmel (N) Å
Kimmel
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Mike &
Last Man Last Man Family
Molly
Standing Standing Guy Å
CBS 13 Ent.
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight
News
Corden
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Criminal Minds
Early
Early
Boston
Boston
World Poker Tour
MLB Baseball
SportsCenter
SportsCenter
eSports
eSports
UFC Archival
E:60 Å
Red Sox Classics
At Home Bruins Classics (N)
Hours
C. Moore At Home Bruins Classics
Grey’s Anatomy (In Movie: ›› “Miss Congeniality” (2000)
Movie: ›› “Miss Congeniality 2: Armed Movie: ›› “Miss
Stereo) Å
Sandra Bullock, Michael Caine. Å
and Fabulous” (2005) Sandra Bullock.
Congeniality” Å
The Story
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
CNBC Special Re
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
The Profit (N) Å
The Profit Å
The Profit Å
Decision 2020
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Tirdy
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) “Woman of
Movie: ›››‡ “The Miracle Worker”
Movie: ›››‡ “A World Apart” (1988)
Movie: ››› “Blosthe Year” (1942)
(1962) Anne Bancroft, Patty Duke. Å
Barbara Hershey, Jodhi May. Å
soms in the Dust”
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “Suicide Squad” (2016) Will Smith. Armed Movie: ››‡ “Shooter” (2007, Suspense) Mark Wahl“Shooter” (2007)
supervillains unite to battle a powerful entity.
berg, Michael Peña, Danny Glover. Å (DVS)
Daily
Drunk
Drunk
Drunk
Drunk
Drunk
Drunk
Drunk
Daily
South Pk Yankers South Pk
Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic World” (2015, Adventure)
(5:30) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic World” (2015, Adventure)
“Baywatch” (2017) Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard. (In Stereo) Å
Chris Pratt, Bryce Dallas Howard. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam Mod Fam
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang The Last Conan (N) The Last Seinfeld Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
O.G. (N) Å
O.G.
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
Chicago P.D. Å
First 48: Shocking
The First 48 Å
The First 48: Killer
Accused: Guilty
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ››› “Star Trek” (2009) Chris Pine. Chronicles the early Movie: ›‡ “Legion” (2010, Horror) Paul
(5:30) Movie: ››
“Fantastic Four”
Bettany, Lucas Black. Premiere. Å
days of the starship Enterprise and her crew. Å
Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Vanderpump Rules Camp Getaway
Watch
Vanderpump Rules Summer
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Supermarket
Supermarket
Chopped Å
(6:00) Movie: “My
Movie: “Surprised by Love” (2015) Hilarie Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
One & Only” (2019) Burton, Paul Campbell. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Drilling Down
Drilling Down
Lost Gold-WWII
The Secret of Skin
The Secret of Skin
Lost Gold-WWII
7 Little Johnstons
Little People, World Little People, World 7 Little Johnstons
Sextuplets
Little People, World
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch (N) (In Stereo) Å
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Deadliest Catch
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Two Men Two Men King
King
King
King
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) (In Stereo) Movie: ››› “Matilda” (1996) (In Stereo) The 700 Club Å
“The Boxtrolls”
Sponge. Sponge. Danger Sponge. Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Raven’s Gabby
Coop & Sydney- Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
Greens Greens
Home
Duran
Cami
Max
Treehouse Masters Treehouse Masters Treehouse Masters Treehouse Masters Treehouse Masters Treehouse Masters
Movie: ›› “Journey 2: The Mysterious Movie: ››‡ “The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift” Futurama Futurama Futurama
Island” (2012) Dwayne Johnson.
(2006, Action) Lucas Black. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
Å
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Chemistry at the Gas Pump; If Not for the Looks,
Upgrade for the Safety
and who sing their economic, if not aesthetic, praises.

DEAR CAR TALK: Where I live, in the People’s Republic of California, gas costs much more than anywhere else.
For instance, I recently saw 87 octane for $3.60 a gallon, 89
octane for $3.80 a gallon, and premium 91 octane at $3.90
a gallon. My wife’s older Lexus LS400 runs nicely on 89
octane. Here’s my question: If I buy 89 octane, it costs me
$3.80 a gallon. What if I put in half a tank of 87 octane,
and half a tank of 91 octane? Would I get 89 octane at 5 cents
less per gallon? Inquiring minds would like to know. — Tom
RAY: Yes. You’ve broken the code, Tom. But now that the
oil companies know who you are, prepare to see your face
on a wanted poster in every Exxon station bathroom.
This is, in fact, exactly how most gas pumps deliver 89
octane fuel. When you choose 87 octane, it gives you fuel
from the 87-octane storage tank below the pumps. When
you choose 91 octane, you get fuel from the 91-octane tank.
But when you choose 89 octane, the gas pump literally
just blends the two fuels as it sends it into your gas tank,
giving you half of each, which gives you 89 octane.
So you can do exactly the same thing yourself, and save
5 cents a gallon. The only thing it costs you is your time.
But we can calculate that, too.
Let’s say your tank takes 20 gallons of fuel. You start
with the 91 octane and you add 10 gallons. Then you stop,
turn off the pump, and start again.
Of course, now you have to reenter your credit card, enter
your ZIP code, submit your fourth-grade report card, choose
the 87 octane, and wait for the pump to turn on again.
Let’s say that adds an extra three minutes to your refueling time. With 5 cents off every one of your 20 gallons of
fuel, you save a total of a dollar. A dollar every three minutes is the equivalent of $20 an hour.
So if your time is worth less than $20 an hour, you’re in
the black, Tom. Just don’t forget to factor in the dollar in
time you just wasted reading this answer, too.

DEAR CAR TALK: When I purchased a new Saturn SL
in 2002, I had no idea that it would still be running 333,333
miles later. While it has needed regular maintenance, it has
never stranded me or failed to get me to my destination. It
even has its original clutch and rear brakes. I’m now getting grief from family members who don’t appreciate my
Saturn’s longevity. They assume that any vehicle with so
many miles must be a heap to be avoided. How can I bring
enlightenment to these nonbelievers? Or am I just too cheap
to purchase a new vehicle to make them happy? — Pat
RAY: I’m going with option 2, Pat.
You never expected your 2002 Saturn to last 333,333 miles.
And neither did Saturn. To be fair, we do get occasional letters from Saturn owners who have very-high-mileage cars
ACROSS
1 Prestigious prize
6 Piquancy
10 Floating platforms
15 Flop’s opposite
20 Skybox locale
21 Juliet’s beloved
22 Nitwit
23 Cheesy snack
24 Turn aside
25 Legislate
26 Swell out
27 Command
28 Kelp
29 Watchdog breed
30 Standout amateur
athlete (hyph.)
32 Drive forward
34 Hums
36 Ike’s rank, briefly
37 Make socks
40 Glove sz.
41 Carder’s demands
42 Exec’s degree
44 Pulpit
48 Help-wanted abbr.
49 Gave supper
50 Old audio system
(hyph.)
53 Dutch export
55 Home page addr.
56 Arthurian knight
58 Website language
59 Pointed remarks
61 Musical Count
63 Car necessity
64 Firm
65 Tiant of baseball
66 Mackerel
67 Pleasant
69 Top of the head
70 First orchard?
71 Shed
74 Fritz, to himself
75 Byproduct
78 Trinket
81 “Exodus” name
82 Mediocre (hyph.)
83 Natural resin

I tend to think those rare, high-mileage Saturns have more
to do with the owners themselves, who are very conscientious, gentle drivers and would probably make any vehicle
they drive last for decades. But that’s a Ph.D. thesis for
another day.
If the vast majority of your driving involves short trips
and low to modest speeds, there’s no reason you couldn’t
keep driving your old Saturn if you want to, Pat.
But I doubt you’re just moseying around town. Why?
Because, according to my calculations, you’re driving about
20,000 miles a year. And what you’re missing during all
those hours every day you spend in that car are the vastly
improved safety features that newer cars now have.
Structural protection is better. There are airbags galore
in modern cars — side bags, head bags, knee bags, wind
bags. Oh, wait, that’s me.
There’s automatic emergency braking that applies the
brakes if you don’t see a hazard and react in time. There’s
lane-keeping assistance that nudges you back between the
lines if you drift. There’s blind spot monitoring that tells
you if someone is pulling up alongside you on either side.
You may be more enlightened, Pat, but you’re less safe
than the relatives who are urging you to update your wheels
— either out of love or, more likely, embarrassment.
Or maybe it’s the aroma in the car that your relatives can’t
stand, Pat. You may have become inured to the Saturn’s old
car smell sometime during the past 250,000 miles. And
we haven’t even mentioned the improvements in pollution
controls or fuel economy. Or the seat and steering wheel
warmers.
If you do decide to upgrade (and rest assured, you’ve gotten every penny out of your Saturn), be sure to get every
available safety feature on your new car.
It’s likely you’ll be writing to us again in 2037 asking if
you really need to upgrade your 2020 Kia to a battery-powered hovercraft. And loading up on the latest safety equipment will put off your next rendezvous with obsolescence
a little bit longer.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 20.

Leaky Subaru
Head Gaskets
Fixed Once
& For All!

WARREN AUTO
BARN
273-2300

Rte. 90, Warren
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WRFR FM,

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or
visit wrfr.org for more information.

84 Easel supports
DOWN
86 Perjure
1 Winemaking valley
87 More distant
2 Aloud
89 Amazon menace
3 Arctic floater
93 Tribute in verse
4 Wholly absorbed
94 Exercise rooms
5 Hen
95 Encircle
6 Spaced out
96 Roman historian
7 Memo
97 Run aground
8 Cult
100 Soft purples
9 Kind of recall
102 Similar
10 Coarse, as humor
103 Headpiece
11 Former teens
104 Composure
12 Overstuffs
108 Thai or Nepali
13 Senate attire
109 Parcels out
14 Flower part
110 Barking noises
15 Night noise
111 Baghdad’s river
16 Boat basin
112 Pantyhose shade
17 “Moneytalks” group
113 Have fun with
18 Former Mets stadium
115 Zorro’s marks
19 Phone, slangily
116 Crooner -- Damone
21 Gathered in
117 Zurich peak
31 Victorian oath
118 Dueling sword
33 Straw in the wind
120 Tenet
35 Square root of IX
121 So!
37 Spigoted casks
123 Copacetic (hyph.)
38 Third-quarter tide
124 Extremely dark
39 Radar’s home
125 Summer Games gp. 42 Throngs
127 Vote to accept
43 Motor coach
129 Is deserving of
45 Thoughtfully
131 Understood, at last
46 Elton John, e.g.
(3 wds.)
47 Margarine
136 Separate
49 Feudal estate
138 Internet surfers
50 Auditorium
142 Nebraska hub
51 Leafy vines
143 Estuary
52 Current rage
144 Prove false
53 Heartbreak
145 King or queen
54 Homes
146 More uncommon
57 “I smell -- --!”
147 Retail business
58 Move from gig to gig
148 Rubber-tree sap
(hyph.)
149 Attack on all sides
59 Turn pale
150 “Ta-da!”
60 Parking lot sight
151 Strength
62 Once again
152 Incoming-plane
64 Pouches
stats
66 Implored
153 Japanese port
68 Oslo sights (var.)
69 Grand or baby grand
71 The “merry month”

72 Sierra Madre gold
73 Pasta dish
76 Automobile tags
77 Wheat products
79 Prepare to fire
80 Unseld of the NBA
82 Unruffled
85 Best or Ferber
88 Operatic star
90 Without warmth
91 Long-handled tool
92 Ignited

94 Rum drink
98 Clumsy ones
99 Monumental
100 Partner
101 Pronto
102 Weaving apparatus
103 -- kwon do
105 Where Tabriz is
106 Chinese textile
107 Glimpse from afar
109 Radio VIPs
111 “Kon- --”

114 Congenial
115 Use a ray gun
116 Eddy
119 This or that
121 Stick fast
122 More sultry
123 Hawks’ refuges
124 Gushes forth
126 Windy City airport
127 Softly lit
128 Furniture buy

129 Island nation
130 Race-car engine
131 Database command
132 Far East nanny
133 Pottery
134 Kiddie talk
135 Gung-ho
137 Soil amender
139 Adamson’s lioness
140 Awful smell
141 Sp. miss

@
Crossword
solution on
pg 20.
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